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FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31 , 2006
TOGETHER WITH THE VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR
AS PREPARED BY THE TOWN CLERK
2006
FULL DETAILS CONCERNING EVERY ASPECT OF TOWN GOVERNMENT
ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY TIME FROM YOUR
BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND YOUR TOWN CLERK
Photos courtesy of Carolyn Rockwell and Penny Williams
Cover Photo Courtesy of Carolyn Rockwell
DEDICATION
ED M. PUTNAM, II
This year's Hampstead Town Report is warmly dedicated to Ed M. Putnam, II, truly a Man of the People, who gave freely
of his time and was extremely dedicated to the Town of Hampstead and the State of New Hampshire.
Following his arrival in Hampstead in 1978, Ed became very visible at most public meetings with his incisive but always
colorful comments. In 1985, he was elected a Trustee of the Trust Funds by a write-in vote, remaining in that position
to the present time. He served as Chairman and recording secretary, spending many hours l<eeping the necessary
records required by the state on all the trust funds in his care. In fact, his expertise was such that the Attorney General's
Office often asked him to speak to other towns about the requirements of the position.
In 1992, he was elected to the House of Representatives and was our representative until this last election, when he
could no longer travel to Concord. He boasts of 11 years of perfect attendance to all sessions and committee meetings
through December, 2005.
In 1998, he was appointed as one of the original members of the Friends of Ordway Park Committee and donated the
two original flags that flew there in honor of his relative, who fought in the Civil War.
We all miss you, Ed, and thank you for your service to the Town of Hampstead and the State of New Hampshire.
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Tax Rate Calculation 11




Population - 2000 Census
Churches
Schools:
Hampstead Central School, 21 Emerson Ave.
Hampstead Middle School, 28 School St.
High School - Pinkerton Academy, Derry, NH
Approximately 14 Square Miles
Approximately 60 Miles
8,297




NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN WITHOUT A PERMIT
Walter Hastings, Warden
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden
PERMITS ISSUED BY!
329-6442 James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden
329-5407 William Warnock, Deputy Warden
Maurice G. Worthen, Jr., Deputy Warden 329-5216
329-7171
329-7142
RUBBISH PICK UP WEEKLY BY NEIGHBORHOOD
^ Must be on roadside at 7:00 AM
* Each dwelling is allowed 8 Bags or 4 Barrels (not 55 gallon drums)
* Questions: Call Bestway Disposal Services. (603) 778-2116
PLEASE RECYCLE!!
TOWN & LIBRARY OFFICE HOURS:
(Town Department Telephone Directory on Back Cover)
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE PLANNING BOARD & BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Monday - Thursday 8:00 AM -4:00 PM Monday - Thursday 8:00 AM -4:00 PM
Friday 8:00 AM- 12:00 PM Friday 8:00 AM -12:00 PM
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR HUMAN SERVICES
Monday 8:00 AM -7:00 PM Tuesday 8:00 AM -4:00 PM
Tuesday - Thursday 8:00 AM -4:00 PM Friday 8:00 AM -12:00 PM
Friday 8:00 AM- 12:00 PM
LIBRARY
BUILDING DEPARTMENT Monday & Wednesday 1:00 PM -8:00 PM
Monday - Thursday 8:00 AM -4:00 PM Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM -8:00 PM
Friday 8:00 AM- 12:00 PM Friday 9:00 AM -6:00 PM
Building Inspector evening hours Mon. 5:00 -7:00 PM Saturday 9:00 AM -2:00 PM
Additional information on all departments, commissions and committees may be found at
www.hampsteadnh.us
Visit the Library at
wvwv. hampstead. Ilb.nh.us
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2006 TOWN OFFICERS
ELECTED FOR TWO YEARS
Moderator
Neil Reardon




























Trustees of the Cemeteries





Margot Clemente, Chrm 2008
2008 Robert Kuhl 2007
Emily Reschberger 2009
Joseph M. Brooks, alternate 2007
2009 Trustees of the Trust Funds
2007 Gustav Khambatta, Chrm 2008
2008 Julia Forbes 2007
Ed M. Putnam II 2009
2009 ELECTED FOR SIX YEARS
Supervisors of the Checklist
Pamela Hartung, Chrm 2012
2008 Debra Bryant 2010
Sheila Gorham 2008







2008 Sexton/ Maintenance Supervisor
2007 Steven Harms
2007
2009 Code Enforcement/ Health Officer




2008 Municipal Resources 2007
2007
2008 Board of Adjustment
2009 Dwight Bannister, Chrm 2009
David Murphy, Vice-Chrm 2009
Robert Cairns 2008
2009 Neil Emerson 2007
2007 Colleen King 2007
2008 Janet Thompson, Alternate 2008
Kristin Yasenka, Alternate 2007
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Walter Hastings, Fire Chief
Joseph A. Beaudoin, Police Chief












2009 Roclyn Porter 2009
2008
2009 Fire Engineers
2008 Walter Hastings, Chief, Engineer 2007
2009 James Gilmartin, Deputy Chief, Engineer 2007
Kerry Clark, Engineer 2008
William Warnock, Engineer 2007
2008 Maurice Worthen, Engineer 2009
2008
Highway Safety Committee







Maurice I. Randall, Jr., Chrm 2008
2007 Priscilla R. Lindquist 2009
2007 Robert Morris 2007
2009 Carolyn Rockwell 2007
2009 Maurice Worthen, Jr. 2007
2009 Richard Hartung, Ex-Officio —
2008
Joint Loss Management Committee
Susan Hastings, Chrm 2006— Christopher Beaudoin 2006
Judith Crowley 2006— Gerald Mackey 2007
Ordway Park Friends
Julia Forbes, Co-Chrm 2008
Diane Bruns 2009— Nancy Fulmore, Co-Chrm 2007
Joseph Guthrie 2009
Timothy Neale 2009— Dawn Shaw 2009— Michael Terrile 2008
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Personnel Policy,




APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN (continued)
Street Lighting Committee
John Gill
2007 Walter Hastings, Fire Chief
2007 Joseph A. Beaudoin, Police Chief



















Solid Waste/ Recycling Committee
Patrick Bracken, Chrm 2007
Michael Auger 2009
2009 Robert Golden 2009
2009 Robert Nugent 2008
2008 Joseph Tabbi 2007
2009
2007
Town Historian— Maurice Randall, Jr. ~
2006
2008 Patriotic Purposes &
Veterans Affairs Committee
Howell D. Steadman, Chrm 2007
2007 Donald Shedd 2009
2008 Arline Grant 2009






MARCH 14,2006 TOWN CLERK
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
A TO VOTE, completely till in the OVAL to the RIGHT ot your choice (s) like this; m
B. Follow diieclions as to the number o( candidates to be marked for each office.
C. To vote for a person whose name Is not printed on the ballot, write the candidate's name on
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THREE YEARS moiQ lliail ONE 1 1 Q C
ED M. PUTNAM, IJ m




Vole lor nol.. ^ ^^
motu than ONE ' -J 3








































2. Are you In tavor ot ttie adoption ot Amendment Numtier 1 as proposed by the Planning Board
tor the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Seclion lli-8:8 MOBILE HOME ZONE D, Mobile Home Building Code
Amend ft 1 to read as tollows:
"Payinenl of building perinil lee as provided In the Residential Fee Schedule."
And lo amend # 3 to read as tollows: YES 4lt
"A cenificalion by the manulacturer ot mobile home unil Ihal such unil is New Hampshire j^q q
Building Code and/or FHA/HUD Code ceftilled.-
3. Are you In favor of the adoption of Amendment Numtter 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follovirs:
Seclion 11-1:1 B SOIL BASED LOT SIZE.
Minimum Lot Sizes as loilows:
"Wiailands ntav nol be used as pan ol ihe computed loi size."
And lo delete paragraph * 1 and paragraph # 2 of 11-1:1 B SOIL BASED LOT SIZE, Size, Minimum Lot YES 0^
Sizes.
And to amend Table 1 A Minimum Lot Sized by Soil Type by changing 5"" 1 1 NO e_.J
From Poorly Drained lo "NA Poorly Drained"
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4. Are you In favor ol the adoption of Amendment Number 3 as proposed by the Planning Board
lor the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Arlicle IV-10:0. ELDERLY HOUSING, Objeclivas and Characteristics, by adding to the end of the lirsl YES 9
sentence of the second paragraph the loliowlng: I^q q
"and New Hampshire Elderly Housinn Stalulo. RSA354-A: 15 and applicable stale and
l(3dBral reauialions."
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number 4 as proposed by the Planning Board
lor the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Article lV-3;2 SWItv/IMING POOL ORDINANCE, E Special Exception by replacing the first unnumbered
paragraph with Ihe loliowlng:
" a The Board of Adjustment may grant a special exception for an in-around pool Ihal cannot
niRet tlie setback reqiiiremBnls provided:"
And to amend Adicie IV-3:2 SWIIvlluIING POOL ORDINANCE, E Special Exception by adding a new
paragraph to lead,




6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number 5 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Arlicle 11-2:10 WETLAND ORDINANCE, Special Exception as follows:
Add a now paragraph E to read:
"E. The Board of Ad|ustment may grant a special exception lo r Ihe placemeni of an above
giound pool that does not meel the wel|and setback. All other setbacks must be met
"
Article IV-3:2 SWIMMING POOL ORDINANCE, E Special Exception to amend by adding a new
paragraph to read,
"c. Above ground pools Ihal cannot meel lol line setbacks must apply to Ihe Board of







7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number 6 as proposed by Citizens
Petition to am^nd the Town of Hampstead Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map as follows:
Expanding the Commercial Zone C-2 to include all of tax map 17 parcel 25 by amending: 'Article 111-1:5
ZONE C-2 (COMMERCIAL) DISTRICT BOUNDARIES, Paragraph C, last description to read:
"Northwesterly: direction and parallel to Ihe southerly line of Central Street. 710 leet. more or
less to tax map 17. parcel 25. Ihence lurnina and running in a general Northeasterly: direction
along said lax map 17 parcel 25. 1200 feel, more or less, to the southern line of Central Street.
Ihence turning and running in a general Northwesterly: direction along said southern line of
Central Street and said tax map 17 parcel 25. 650 feet, more or less, to the west side of New
Hampshire Route 111, thence turning and running in a general Soulhwesterly: direction along
said westerly side of New Hampshire Route 111 . thence turning and running 5350 feet more or
less, to the beoinnlna."' (By Petition)
Recommended by the Planning Board
YES O
NO m
8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropnalions by
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted
with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for Ihe purposes set lorth therein, totaling
$4,575,536.93. Should this article be deleated, the default budget shall be $4,359,915.63, which is the same
as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of by law: or Ihe governing body
may hold one special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13 X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised oper-
aling budget only.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
YES •
NO O
9. To see If the Town will vole to raise and appropriate the SLlm of $27,000.00 (Twenty Seven Thousand
Dollars) for the purpose of purchasing a wood chipper? This article wilLbe non-lapsing until December 31 , 2007 yES
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
NO
O
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000.00 (Seventy Five Thousand
Dollars) to be added to the previously established Gapilal Reserve Fund known as tlie Fire Equipment Fund? YES 9
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
NO O
11. To see il the Town will vole to authorize the Conservalion Commission to retain any unexpended por-
tion of its 2006 appropriations as authorized by RSA 36-A:5 with said funds lo be placed in the Land Purchase YES
Fund account held by the municipal treasurer (RSA41:29)?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Not Recommended by the Budget Committee NO C
12. Shall the Town vole to adopt the provisions of RSA 31-:95-c to restrict all revenues Irom the Police
Department OHP.V fines to expenditures for the purpose ol purchasing OHRV Safety and Enlorcemant
Equipment? Such revenues and expenidltures shall be accounted for In a special revenue fund lo be known as
the Police Department Safety and Enforcement Equipment Fund, separate from the general fund. Any surplus
In said fund shall not be deemed part ol the general lund accumulaled surplus and shall be expended only after
a vote by the leglslallye body lo appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to
the purpose o( the fund or source of the revenue.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
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13. To see if the Town will vole to create a revolving fund pursuant to RSA31:95-h lor Police Special Detail
Funds. Money received by tlie town for public salely services outside the ordinary detail ol municipal employ-
ees shall be deposited in the fund. The Town Treasurer shall have custody of the money, and shall expend the
same only upon order of Ihe governing body with no further legislative approval required. These funds may be yPS
expanded only lor police detail, police vehicle and equipment purposes and shall not be considered part of the
Town's general surplus. Such lunds may be expended only for Ihe purposes lor which the fund was crealed. NO
Recommended by the Board o( Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
14. To see if Ihe town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of $700.00 (Seven Hundred Dollars) lor YES (
the purpose of funding prevention activities to be conducted by AIDS Response SeacoasI?
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Not Recommended by the Budget Committee NO
15. To see if tfie Town will vole to raise and appropriate the sum ol $16,000 (Sixteen Thousand Dollars) for
the purpose ol purchasing a sand/salt spreader? This article will be non-lapsing until December 31, 2007
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
YES
NO
16. To see if tlie Town will vote to establish a town lorest pursuant to BSA 31:110. to include Map 13 Parcel
57, containing 9.45 acres of land and Map 12 Parcel 53, containing 21.6 acres of land and lo authorize the
Hanipslead Conservation Commission to manage the town forest under the provisions ol RSA 31:TI2 11, and lo ygs U
authorize pfacement of any proceeds that may derive from this forest management in a separate forest niainle-
nance kind which shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year as provided by RSA 31:113? NO (_
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee
17. To see if the Town wiil vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,000.00 (Eleven Thousand Dollars)
for Ihe purpose of adding on an equipment storage room at the Central Fire Station? This article will be non-laps- wpo
ing until December 31, 2007.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee NO ^ )
18. To see if Ihe Town will vote to change the status of Ihe Children's Librarian from a part-time position to
a lull time position, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,425.00 (Twefve Thousand Four Hundred and
Twenty Five Dollars) which represents a partial year's benefits (or that position. This article is non-lapsing until VFS ^k
December 31, 2007. _
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee NO ( )
19. To see If Ihe Town will vote to raise and approphate Ihe sum of $20,000.00 (Twenty Thousand Dollars)
lor the purpose ol lurthehng the construction of Ihe new section of Lakeview Cemetery? This article will be non- YES
lapsing until December 31, 2007.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee NO (I'J
20. To see li the Town will vote to amend Iha Code of Ethics Ordinance thai was adopted on
March 8, 2005, as foflows:
"Change the definition of "Family" as it appears In Section 3: Delinitions; lo include: parents in-law,
sibling's in-law, children in-law
And add:
Step-parents, slep-siblinos and step children.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES •
NO O
21 . To see if Ihe Town will vole lo raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000), sup-
plementing lunds In the budget, lo inslitule a comprehensive Municipal Mosquito Control Program? This article
will be non-lapsing until December 31, 2007. YES
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Recommended by the Budget Committee »iq
C..J
YOU HAVE NOW COMPLETED VOTING
REGISTERED VOTERS 5,261
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TAX I^ATE CALCULATION





War Service Credits 144,900
Net Town Appropriations $ 1,694,176
Special Adjustments
Approved Town Tax Effort $ 1,694,176
Town Tax Rate
/v School Portion '^
Due to Local School $ 18,426,175
Due to Regional School
Less: Adequate Education 2,701,104
State Education Tax 2,589,886
Approved School Tax Effort $ 13,135,185
Local School Tax Rate
/v State Education Tax '^
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) $ 1.S2
X 1,029,775,898 $ 2,589,886
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation
(no utilities) 1,012,784,219
Excess State Education Taxes to be
Remitted to State $
State Local Tax Rate
'v County Portion /^
Due to County $ 1,003,542










Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
Add: Village District Commitment(s)









$ 1,012,784,219 $ 2.56
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BIRTHS
Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead




Place of Birth Name of Child Name of Father Name of Mother
01/23/06 Exeter, NH Samantha Lue Johnson Thomas Johnson Sarah Huberdeau
01/26/06 Exeter, NH Kevin Andrew Piper Andrew Piper Karen Piper
02/26/06 Derry, NH Anthony Donald Miles Donald Miles Bobbie Masker
02/27/06 Exeter, NH Zachary Gustav Khambatta Gustav Khambatta Jennifer Khambatta
03/01/06 Derry, NH Mellina Maryam Momeni Shahriar Momeni Shadi Momeni-Azandariani
04/05/06 Portsmouth, NH Ryan David Lucca Anthony Lucca Mary Lucca
04/09/06 Derry, NH Cameron Sophia Riley Sebastian Cousins Caitlin Riley
04/10/06 Derry, NH Ty Logan Cameron James Cameron Elizabeth Cameron
04/21/06 Exeter, NH Emma Jayne Smith Jeremy Smith Carolee Smith
05/08/06 Exeter, NH Marly Jo Beth Wisecarver Christian Wisecarver Sarah Wisecarver
06/26/06 Manchester, NH Adam Merrick Duriga Peter Duriga Nicole Duriga
07/01/06 Exeter, NH Shannon Elizabeth Caffelle Michael Caffelle Lorin Caffelle
07/11/06 Derry, NH Jack Edward Martin Kevin Martin Lynn Martin
07/24/06 Manchester, NH Piper Elizabeth Blondin Ryan Blondin Julie Blondin
07/24/06 Derry, NH Kaylie Grace Sheahan Jay Sheahan Sandy Sheahan
08/23/06 Exeter, NH Megan Jeanrose Dane Chris Dane Aileen Wall
08/24/06 Derry, NH Owen Richard Borrows Thomas Borrows Danielle Borrows
09/04/06 Derry, NH Logan Michael Dyer Sean Dyer Sharon Dyer
09/06/06 Derry, NH Jayden Lorelai Payson Joseph Payson Jessica Payson
09/08/06 Exeter, NH Maya Michelle Collins Sean Collins Malinda Collins
09/11/06 Manchester, NH Piper Addison Knowlton Adam Knowlton Rachel Knowlton
09/17/06 Exeter, NH Abigail Lyn Camargo Jonathan Camargo Barbara Morin
09/18/06 Derry, NH Amanda Ann Mayo Wayne Mayo Tracey Mayo
10/14/06 Exeter, NH Thomas Robert Desmet Thomas Desmet Ahva Desmet
11/27/06 Manchester, NH Devin Mathew Hartford Daniel Hartford Kimberly Hartford
12/01/06 Derry, NH Nicholas Henry Goyette Edward Goyette Pamela Goyette
12/20/06 Derry, NH Emma Carole Borrows Garett Borrows Stephanie Borrows
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Patricia P. Curran, Town Clerk
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MARRIAGES
Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH
For the Year Ending December 31, 2006
Date of
Marriaae
Groom Residence at Time of
Marriaae
Bride
Residence at Time of
Marriaae
01/05/06 Lukas A. Forte Hampstead, NH Renee L. Russell Hampstead, NH
01/14/06 Anthony F. Desimone Hampstead, NH Bethany J. Morris Hampstead, NH
03/11/06 Joseph M. Bonavita Hampstead, NH Ann M. Lear Hampstead, NH
03/18/06 Andre Bugg Hampstead, NH Elizabeth A. Farrell Hampstead, NH
04/11/06 Daniel M. Hartford East Hampstead, NH Kimberly A. Lettre New Ipswich, NH
04/23/06 John J. Ryan East Hampstead, NH Rosemary Dimaria East Hampstead, NH
05/27/06 Matthew H. Bemis East Hampstead, NH Chrisitne N. Frades East Hampstead, NH
06/03/06 Thomas A. Glockner Hampstead, NH Melissa M. Selig Hampstead, NH
07/02/06 Caleb A. Wilson Hampstead, NH Patricia A. Hagen Hampstead, NH
07/08/06 Paul J. Finegan Hampstead, NH Nancy S. Cochrane Hampstead, NH
07/15/06 Aaron C. Sotiriadis Hampstead, NH Amanda L. Fournier Derry, NH
08/12/06 Russell E. Silva Hampstead, NH Carolyn E. Misner Lawrence, MA
09/24/06 Steven A. Goss Hampstead, NH Jessica S. Monty Haverhill, MA
09/29/06 David B. Puglia Los Gatos, CA Connie S. Fortunato Hampstead, NH
10/08/06 Timothy J. Troy Atkinson, NH Danielle M. Ahern Hampstead, NH
10/15/06 Paul S. Fisher Hampstead, NH Jennifer R. McCloskey Hampstead, NH
11/16/06 Gordon L. Demarco East Hampstead, NH Michele M. Barrett East Hampstead, NH
12/22/06 Frederick A. Pappalardo Hampstead, NH Michelle A. Taylor Hampstead, NH
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Patricia P. Curran, Town Clerk
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DEATHS
Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH
For the Year Ending December 31^ 2006
Date of Death Place of Death Name of Deceased Name of Father
Maiden Name
of Mother
01/24/06 Brentwood, NH Shirley Ayer George Ayer Mariona Achenback
01/26/06 Derry, NH Marilyn Seckendorf Unknown Candelara Unknown
02/02/06 Hampstead, NH Louis Sarcione William Sarcione Mary Monte Fusco
02/15/06 Hampstead, NH Gladys Tufts Percy Colburn Aqnes Elger
02/18/06 Derry, NH Margaret Ouellette Patrick McCarthy Nora Flynn
02/27/06 Derry, NH Orisstella Ashford Georqe White Lillian Buzzell
03/05/06 Derry, NH George Baldwin Herbert Baldwin Eleanor Chambers
03/08/06 Hampstead, NH Teresa Barton Unknown Dorothy Rogers
03/10/06 Manchester, NH Frank Greenwood Frank Greenwood Frances Colcord
03/21/06 Derry, NH Harriett Greqq Henry Baltz Mary Wixon
04/01/06 Hampstead, NH Bette Lannan Alfred Hodgdon Charlotte Burbank
04/11/06 Hampstead, NH Sterling Bell John Bell Margaret Davey
05/03/06 Derry, NH Eleanor Whitmore Edward Clark Grace Rowell
05/08/06 Pelham, NH Raymond Lanqevin Arthur Lanqevin Bernadette Rouleau
05/31/06 Hampstead, NH Charles Colby III Charles Colby Jr. Dorothy Robertson
06/24/06 East Hampstead, NH Myrtle Lesure Jacob Murray Ethel Tower
07/23/06 Sandown, NH Anna Fanioy William Anderson Anna Torstenson
08/28/06 Hampstead, NH Richard Spofford Arthur Spofford Marguerite McCloud
09/22/06 Salem, NH Marion White Harrison Call Louise Bazanson
09/25/06 Hampstead, NH Mia Antoqnoni Guido Antoqnoni Mary Kaloustian
09/28/06 Derry, NH Alfred Martel Wilfred Martel Marie Lemay
10/09/06 Hampstead, NH Bernice McKinney Clarence Jordan Marie Burke
10/29/06 Hampstead, NH Ruth Francoeur Elmer Parks Ernestine Newell
11/18/03 Salem, NH John Herczku Michael Herczku Barbara Angel
11/19/06 Hampstead, NH Grace Emerson Frank Stevens Alice Perkins
12/21/06 Derry, NH David Fintonis Paul MacDuff Cheryl Rouse
12/27/06 Exeter, NH Helen Parmelee Leon Giles Edna Beck
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
.^ucr.
Patricia P. Curran, Town Clerk
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended December 3 1, 2006
Page
Summary of Valuations 17
Schedule of Town Property 17
Treasurer's Reports 18
Appropriations and Expenditures - 2005 22
Selectmen's Report 35
Payments to School District 35
Abatements and Refunds 36
Tax Collector's Summaries 37
Balance Sheet ^ ^ 38




Trust Funds Report -^m^- 4g
2007 Budget (MS-6) 48
2007 Default Budget (MS-6D) 55

















Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less- War Service Credits











Fire Station (E. Hampstead)
Town Garage
Parks, Playgorunds & Ballfields
Schools
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TREASURER'S REPORTS
For The Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2006
PA-llldJ^MJ:!^ L FUND
N.H. Public Deposit Invest. Pool
BankNorth Concentration Acct
Cash-BankNorth CD




BankNorth Boat Tax Account
Cash-Ocean National-Sweep
Ocean National CD
BankNorth - Other Revenue
BankNorth-Town Clerk Acct
TOTAL TREASURER'S GENERAL FUND
EVENUE
Property Taxes Current Year
Property Taxes Prior Year-2004
Property Tax Lien 2003
Property Tax Lien 2002 Prior
Unallocated Funds
Property Tax Interest Current Year
Property Tax Interest Prior Year-2004
Property Tax Interest Prior Year -2003
Property Tax Interest 2002 Prior
Motor Vehicle Registrations












Protest Fees Town Clerk
Protest Fees Other
Sales by Town Clerk
Town Clerk Fees
Cable TV Franchise Fee
Shared Revenue/Block Grant
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Cemetery Income-Lot Maintenance 16
Fire Department 1,913
Planning Board Fees 49,997
Planning Board Sales 88
Police Department 115
Police Department- Pistol Permits 960
Police Department- Plaistow Court 1,134
Police Department- Dog Fines 425
Police Department- Accident Reports 1,362
Police Department- Parking Tickets 310
Police Department- Special Duty 86,199
Police Department- Gambling Permits 175
Police Department- Other 10,284
Public Assistance Income 4,558
Recreation Income- Soccer Academy 2,090
Recreation Income- Rec. Uniforms 1,169
Recreation Income- Tennis 1,815
Recreation Income- Beach Permits 3,155
Recreation Income- Summer Program 10,028
Recreation Income- Miscellaneous 1,120
Highway Department Revenue 1,220
Highway Dept. Income-Sand/Salt 6,782
Town Office Miscellaneous Income 49,838
Copier Fees 24
Recycle Bins 65
SW- Misc Coupons- Landfill 5,054
Interest on Investments 222,893
Health Insurance Reimbursements 17,683
Other Health Ins. Reimbursements 1,640




Payments to County 1,003,542
Payments to School 15,167,099




New Cash Flow 311,941
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TREASURER'S REPORTS
For The Twelve Months Ending December 3 1, 2006
CASH BOND STATUS REPORT - 2006
PROJECT NAME AMOUNT
ENGINEERING FEES- Bank North $66,580.77
ENGINEERING FEES- Community Bank $2,637.86
CATHERINE ESTATES- KASHER CORPORATION $1,759.01




MAP 2 PARCEL 39-99 BOND $2,164.29
WENTWORTH EROSION & SEDIMENT $32,609.29
JAMESON BOND $4,818.49
FRANCIS PROPOSAL $503.56
SMITH MOUNTAIN WATER TANK BOND $501.92
EMERSON AVENUE REALTY TRUST LLC BOND $75,877.51
SITE WORK ST CHRISTOPHER'S CHURCH $1,001.21
APPLEBRIAR ESTATE BOND $19,904.91
EMERSON AVENUE REALTY TRUST LLC BOND $7,514.68
LAURA J. ASHFORD $20,500.48
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES - 2006
TOWN OF HAMPSTEAD
Account # Description 2006 Budget YTD Expended % Diff.
EXECUTIVE
41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN
41301-13000 Selectmen's Salaries $10,600.00 $10,600.00 $0.00
41301-57000 Workshops and Training $200.00 $50.00 $150.00
41301-81000 Mileage & Expense $200.00 $188.82 $11.18
41302 ADMINISTRATION
41302-11000 Adm. Assistant Salary $46,748.00 $32,532.94 $14,215.06
41302-11001 Selectmen's Clerk $37,595.00 $39,178.36 -$1,583.36
41302-34100 Telephone $13,000.00 $12,448.41 $551.59
41302-34200 Internet/Web Site Exp. $2,500.00 $2,382.30 $117.70
41302-39000 Computer Purchased Svc $6,000.00 $5,668.45 $331.55
41302-43000 Repair and Maintenance $500.00 $80.00 $420.00
41302-44000 Photocopier Supplies & Service $3,500.00 $3,245.36 $254.64
41302-55000 Printing Expense $650.00 $929.36 -$279.36
41302-55001 Printing Town Report $10,300.00 $8,638.81 $1,661.19
41302-55002 Advertising & Recording Fees $250.00 $1,252.14 -$1,002.14
41302-56000 Dues and Subscriptions $6,500.00 $6,812.70 -$312.70
41302-57000 Workshops and Training $350.00 $230.00 $120.00
41302-61000 General Supplies $2,500.00 $2,631.31 -$131.31
41302-62500 Postage $2,300.00 $1,985.35 $314.65
41302-62501 Postage Meter Service $1,000.00 $1,174.26 -$174.26
41302-74000 Equipment $1,500.00 $0.00 $1,500.00
41302-81000 Mileage & Expense $200.00 $112.75 $87.25
41302-89000 Special Events $700.00 $600.00 $100.00
41303 MODERATOR & TOWN MEETING EXP
41303-12000 Ballot Clerks $1,500.00 $948.76 $551.24
41303-13000 Moderator Salary $265.00 $265.00 $0.00
41304 TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
41304-13000 Trustee of TF Salary $300.00 $300.00 $0.00
41304-81000 Mileage & Expense $50.00 $0.00 $50.00
Total Executive $149,208.00 $132,255.08 $16,952.92
41401 OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK
41401-11000 Town Clerk's Office Labor $70,167.00 $70,166.35 $0.65
41401-13000 Town Clerk Salary $24,704.00 $24,703.73 $0.27
41401-34100 Telephone $1.00 $0.00 $1.00
41401-34200 Data Processing $4,000.00 $3,012.25 $987.75
41401-43000 Repair and Maintenance $1,500.00 $575.00 $925.00
41401-57000 Workshops and Training $1,000.00 $1,205.42 -$205.42
41401-59000 Preservation of Records $3,000.00 $3,170.00 -$170.00
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41401-61000 General Supplies $2,000.00 $2,469.32 -$469.32
41401-62500 Postage $5,400.00 $3,829.23 $1,570.77
41401-74000 New Equipment $1,500.00 $1,242.00 $258.00
41401-81000 Mileage & Expense $650.00 $583.59 $66.41
TOTAL TOWN CLERK $113,922.00 $110,956.89 $2,965.11
41403 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
41403-13000 Checklist Supervisor Salary $1,800.00 $3,267.50 -$1,467.50
41403-34200 Computer Services $4,000.00 $3,734.54 $265.46
41403-55000 Printing $4,000.00 $3,786.85 $213.15
41403-61000 General Supplies $850.00 $843.02 $6.98
41403-74000 New Equipment $500.00 $157.00 $343.00
TOTAL ELECTION ADM $11,150.00 $11,788.91 -$638.91
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
41502 AUDITING
41502-30100 Auditing Services $7,250.00 $8,539.25 -$1,289.25
41504 TAX COLLECTOR
41504-13000 Tax Collector Salary $24,704.00 $24,703.73 $0.27
41504-34200 Data Processing $2,800.00 $2,625.00 $175.00
41504-57000 Workshops and Training $1,000.00 $810.66 $189.34
41504-61000 General Supplies $1,250.00 $1,246.53 $3.47
41504-62500 Postage $3,500.00 $3,145.51 $354.49
41504-81000 Mileage & Expense $525.00 $357.81 $167.19
41504-82000 Registry Costs $1,500.00 $1,612.07 -$112.07
TOTAL TAX COLLECTOR $35,279.00 $34,501.31 $777.69
41505 TREASURER
41505-13000 Treasurer's Salary $7,800.00 $7,800.00 $0.00
41505-34200 Data Processing $1,900.00 $1,218.71 $681.29
41505-67000 Books & Seminars $100.00 $158.50 -$58.50
41505-81000 Mileage & Expenses $1,200.00 $1,557.32 -$357.32
TOTAL TREASURER $11,000.00 $10,734.53 $265.47
41521 REVALUATION/ASSESSING
41521-12000 Assessing- Clerical $5,150.00 $11,582.39 -$6,432.39
41521-31200 Assessing Services $43,368.00 $27,186.48 $16,181.52
41521-31201 Assessing Support $20,000.00 $21,974.73 -$1,974.73
41521-34200 Computer Support $2,400.00 $3,192.50 -$792.50
41521-39000 Mapping Services $7,500.00 $16,846.97 -$9,346.97
41521-61000 Assessing Supplies $1,500.00 $1,123.70 $376.30
41521-67000 Books & Periodicals $650.00 $495.91 $154.09
TOTAL ASSESSING $80,568.00 $82,402.68 -$1,834.68
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LEGAL EXPENSES
41531 TOWN COUNSEL EXPENSES
41531-32000 Legal Services -General $10,000.00 $20,690.07 -$10,690.07
41531-32001 Legal Services - Code Enf. $1,000.00 $13,401.87 -$12,401.87
41539 OTHER LEGAL EXPENSES
41539-32001 Other Legal Expenses $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL LEGAL $11,000.00 $34,091.94 -$23,091.94
41559 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
41559-21000 Health Insurance Benefits $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
41559-21001 Medical Insurance - Adm $144,158.80 $143,924.64 $234.16
41559-21002 Dental Insurance - Adm $6,598.26 $3,480.22 $3,118.04
41559-21500 Life Insurance - Adm $961.00 $858.59 $102.41
41559-21901 LTD Insurance - Adm $1,853.00 $1,334.38 $518.62
41559-21902 STD Insurance - Adm $1,526.00 $1,478.70 $47.30
41559-22000 Social Security $68,644.26 $55,263.25 $13,381.01
41559-22500 Medicare $22,268.59 $20,087.94 $2,180.65
41559-23000 Retirement $18,332.76 $22,066.15 -$3,733.39
41559-29000 Other Employee Benefits $100.00 $0.00 $100.00
Total Personnel Adm $264,442.67 $248,493.87 $15,948.80
41911 PLANNING BOARD
41911-11000 Planning Board Secretary $31,276.00 $32,200.69 -$924.69
41911-11001 Planning Board Clerk $5,750.00 $0.00 $5,750.00
41911-31000 Engineering $47,000.00 $42,735.73 $4,264.27
41911-32000 Legal Expenses $6,000.00 $5,029.06 $970.94
41911-34100 Telephone $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
41911-39000 Map Work $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00
41911-55000 Printing $1,000.00 $21.12 $978.88
41911-55001 Legal Ads $2,000.00 $1,492.54 $507.46
41911-57000 Workshops & Training $200.00 $60.00 $140.00
41911-57001 Community Profile/Master Plan $500.00 $0.00 $500.00
41911-61000 General Supplies $2,800.00 $1,868.80 $931.20
41911-62000 Copier Supplies $1,000.00 $1,498.95 -$498.95
41911-62500 Postage $2,200.00 $2,061.82 $138.18
41911-67000 Books & Periodicals $500.00 $265.00 $235.00
41911-74000 New Equipment $3,000.00 $2,034.79 $965.21
41911-81000 Mileage & Expense $500.00 $162.85 $337.15
41911-82000 Recording Fees - Plans $1,500.00 $1,670.29 -$170.29
TOTAL PLANNING $115,226.00 $101,101.64 $14,124.36
41912 ZONING ENFORCEMENT
41912-11000 Chief Building Official $53,057.00 $53,056.33 $0.67
41912-12000 Clerk's Salary-Enf. Office $27,930.00 $22,247.89 $5,682.11
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41912-12003 Inspectors Salaries $43,500.00 $55,721.25 -$12,221.25
41912-31000 Comm Plan Reviews & Insp $8,000.00 $2,249.99 $5,750.01
41912-34100 Telephone $1,200.00 $1,150.00 $50.00
41912-34200 Comp Equip, Supl. & Exp. $1,960.00 $1,600.00 $360.00
41912-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $600.00 $225.00 $375.00
41912-57000 Workshops & Training $1,250.00 $410.00 $840.00
41912-61000 General Supplies $3,640.00 $4,650.97 -$1,010.97
41912-63000 Machine Maintenance $2,500.00 $1,732.98 $767.02
41912-81000 Mileage & Expense $3,800.00 $5,444.07 -$1,644.07
41912-89000 Other Misc. Expenses $100.00 $35.34 $64.66
TOTAL ZONING ENFOR $147,537.00 $148,523.82 -$986.82
41913 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
41913-11000 Clerk's Salary - B/A $4,089.00 $3,720.29 $368.71
41913-32000 Legal Expense $3,000.00 $1,647.50 $1,352.50
41913-55001 Legal Ads $1,500.00 $1,706.85 -$206.85
41913-57000 Workshops & Training $125.00 $0.00 $125.00
41913-61000 General Supplies $200.00 $371.91 -$171.91
41913-62500 Postage $2,500.00 $2,015.17 $484.83
41913-81000 Mileage & Expenses $25.00 $0.00 $25.00
TOTAL BOA $11,439.00 $9,461.72 $1,977.28
GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
41941 ADMINISTRATION
41941-11000 Supervisor's Salary $38,693.00 $42,139.33 -$3,446.33
41941-12001 Custodial Payroll $11,000.00 $12,654.39 -$1,654.39
41941-12002 Ground Workers Salaries $18,643.00 $13,125.41 $5,517.59
41941-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $2,000.00 $3,708.39 -$1,708.39
41941-55002 Advertising Expense $50.00 $0.00 $50.00
41941-61000 General Supplies $5,000.00 $5,927.04 -$927.04
41941-66000 Vehicle Expense $1,500.00 $4,721.60 -$3,221.60
41941-74000 New Equipment $1,000.00 $299.00 $701.00
41942 TOWN OFFICES
41942-41000 Electricity $6,000.00 $7,109.14 -$1,109.14
41942-41100 Heat $6,500.00 $5,417.88 $1,082.12
41942-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $10,000.00 $6,969.44 $3,030.56
41942-49001 Bottled Water Service $100.00 $191.80 -$91.80
41942-49002 Security Fees $100.00 $153.54 -$53.54
41942-49003 Fire Extinguisher Maint. $100.00 $0.00 $100.00
41943 MEETING HOUSE
41943-41000 Electricity $1,000.00 $982.70 $17.30
41943-41100 Heat $3,000.00 $2,764.37 $235.63
41943-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $14,000.00 $14,953.57 -$953.57
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41944 OLD LIBRARY
41944-41000 Electricity $1,500.00 $1,437.93 $62.07
41944-41100 Heat $2,000.00 $2,531.94 -$531.94
41944-43000 Repairs and (Maintenance $9,000.00 $7,405.14 $1,594.86
41945 ORDWAY PARK
41945-43000 (Maintenance $1,500.00 $1,494.04 $5.96
41945-49004 General Improvements $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $0.00
41946 RECREATION UTILITIES
41946-41000 Town Beach $1,800.00 $1,578.89 $221.11
41946-41001 Athletic Fields $3,700.00 $3,174.51 $525.49
41947 GYMNASIUM
41947-41000 Electricity $2,500.00 $2,458.46 $41.54
41947-41100 Heat $3,500.00 $3,028.21 $471.79
41947-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $30,000.00 $18,362.30 $11,637.70
41948 ATHLETIC FIELDS
41948-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
41948-43001 Lawn Care $31,400.00 $24,483.00 $6,917.00
41948-43002 Fencing Maintenance $3,600.00 $6,300.00 -$2,700.00
41948-43003 General Maintenance $15,000.00 $6,195.44 $8,804.56
41949 TENNIS COURTS
41949-43000 Repairs & Maintenance $1.00 $0.00 $1.00
TOTAL GOVT. BUILDINGS $229,187.00 $204,567.46 $24,619.54
41951 CEMETERY ADMIN
41951-11000 Sexton's Salary $5,400.00 $5,400.00 $0.00
41951-34200 Computer Expense $750.00 $0.00 $750.00
41951-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $25.00 $0.00 $25.00
41952 CEMETERY UPKEEP
41952-12000 Cemetery Labor $2,927.00 $588.75 $2,338.25
41952-12002 Mowing Labor $2,697.00 $3,493.13 -$796.13
41952-39000 Contract Labor/Equip. $2,000.00 $1,845.00 $155.00
41952-43000 Improvements/Repairs $2,000.00 $3,470.00 -$1,470.00
41952-61000 General Supplies $500.00 $605.34 -$105.34
41952-63000 Maint & Repair Supplies $1,000.00 $836.17 $163.83
41952-74000 New Equipment $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00
41952-82000 Deed Recordings $250.00 $98.32 $151.68
TOTAL CEMETERY UPKEEP $18,549.00 $16,336.71 $2,212.29
41961 INSURANCE
41961-48000 Property Liability $38,000.00 $40,458.46 -$2,458.46
41961-49000 Fire Department Insurance $34,000.00 $33,281.00 $719.00
41969 WORKERS COMP./UNEMP. INS.
41969-25000 Unemployment Insurance $200.00 $3.52 $196.48
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41969-26000 Workers Compensation Ins. $41,214.80 $48,049.19 -$6,834.39
TOTAL INSURANCE $113,414.80 $121,792.17 -$8,377.37
41971 REG. ASSOC.
41971 REGIONAL PLANNING
41971-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $7,341.00 $7,341.00 $0.00
TOTAL ADV & REGIONAL $7,341.00 $7,341.00 $0.00
POLICE
42101 ADMINISTRATION
42101-11000 Officers Salary $399,993.00 $393,244.78 $6,748.22
42101-11001 Custodial Wages $3,090.00 $3,695.61 -$605.61
42101-13000 Police Chief Salaty $23,180.00 $16,217.52 $6,962.48
42101-19000 Special Duty $30,000.00 $36,274.50 -$6,274.50
42101-21000 Insurance Benefits $65,000.00 $0.00 $65,000.00
42101-21001 Medical Insurance $0.00 $46,404.84 -$46,404.84
42101-21002 Dental Insurance $0.00 $2,230.22 -$2,230.22
42101-21500 Life Insurance $0.00 $761.76 -$761.76
42101-21901 LTD Insurance $0.00 $1,181.90 -$1,181.90
42101-21902 SID Insurance $0.00 $954.00 -$954.00
42101-23000 Retirement $38,000.00 $31,514.20 $6,485.80
42101-32000 Legal Expense $15,300.00 $12,894.00 $2,406.00
42101-34100 Telephone Expense $7,500.00 $6,306.70 $1,193.30
42101-55002 Advertising Expense $50.00 $36.19 $13.81
42101-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $300.00 $210.00 $90.00
42101-61000 General Supplies $4,000.00 $4,432.98 -$432.98
42101-62500 Postage $400.00 $202.00 $198.00
42101-74000 Equipment $7,500.00 $7,177.53 $322.47
42101-77000 Uniforms $6,200.00 $6,171.42 $28.58
42103 TRAFFIC CONTROL
42103-39000 Communications $600.00 $2,860.69 -$2,260.69
42103-63500 Gasoline $18,000.00 $21,289.21 -$3,289.21
42103-66000 Vehicle Repairs $6,500.00 $5,798.92 $701.08
42103-68000 Radio $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
42103-69000 Miscellaneous Expense $700.00 $3,616.03 -$2,916.03
42104 WORKSHOPS & TRAINING
42104-57000 Workshops & Training $7,500.00 $2,857.10 $4,642.90
42104-88000 Other Compensation $1,000.00 $870.57 $129.43
42105 SUPPORT SERVICES
42105-76000 Cruiser Replacement $47,000.00 $49,081.91 -$2,081.91
42105-89000 Other Misc. Expense $500.00 $98.25 $401.75
42107 POLICE STATION
42107-41000 Electricity $4,000.00 $4,179.91 -$179.91
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42202-77001 Protective Clothing $9,000.00 $3,601.58 $5,398.42
42202-80000 Pressure Hydrant $8,000.00 $9,676.00 -$1,676.00
42202-80001 Dry Hydrant $2,500.00 $2,686.28 -$186.28
42202-80002 [Medical Supplies $5,500.00 $5,878.12 -$378.12
42202-80003 Hydrant IMaintenance $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
42203 INSPECTION/PLANNING
42203-81000 Fire Prevention $2,500.00 $2,165.57 $334.43
42204 TRAINING
42204-57000 Training - Fire $5,000.00 $4,165.16 $834.84
42204-58000 Training - Rescue $5,000.00 $6,816.31 -$1,816.31
42205 SUPPORT SERVICES
42205-59000 Dispatch $28,267.32 $28,267.32 $0.00
42205-73000 Communications $10,000.00 $8,550.80 $1,449.20
42207 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
42207-35000 Physical Exams $3,000.00 $2,156.00 $844.00
42207-35001 Misc. Medical Expenses $500.00 $107.80 $392.20
42207-35002 Hepatitis B Shots $500.00 $0.00 $500.00
42208 FIRE STATIONS AND BUILDINGS
42208-41000 Electricity $8,000.00 $8,635.53 -$635.53
42208-41100 Heat $8,000.00 $14,450.63 -$6,450.63
42208-43000 Repair and Maintenance $40,000.00 $22,423.23 $17,576.77
42208-74000 New Equipment $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL FIRE AND RESCUE $561,385.32 $530,205.22 $31,180.10
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
42901 ADMINISTRATION
42901-12000 Salary - EM Director/Labor $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $0.00
42901-34100 Communications $6,100.00 $4,734.72 $1,365.28
42901-57000 Training $300.00 $3,507.81 -$3,207.81
42901-61000 Office Supplies $575.00 $7,596.07 -$7,021.07
42901-68000 Cert Team $1.00 $0.00 $1.00
42901-73000 Supplies - Shelter $2,000.00 $1,992.06 $7.94
TOTAL EMER MGMT $10,976.00 $19,830.66 #REF!
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
43120 ROAD AGENT
43120-12000 Highway Labor $23,690.00 $23,175.75 $514.25
43120-13000 Road Agent Salary $20,188.00 $19,909.29 $278.71
43120-74000 New Equipment $10,000.00 $9,564.22 $435.78
43121 PAVING & RECONSTRUCTION
43121-31000 Engineering Support $4,000.00 $1,639.68 $2,360.32
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43121-39000 Paving & Reconstruction $250,000.00 $256,118.84 -$6,118.84
43122 CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
43122-59000 Contract Labor/Equipment $50,000.00 $53,547.83 -$3,547.83
43122-61000 General Supplies $6,000.00 $6,348.80 -$348.80
43122-63000 Patch Material $600.00 $738.00 -$138.00
43122-63001 Culverts $1,000.00 $725.25 $274.75
43122-63002 Street Signs & Markings $13,000.00 $12,906.30 $93.70
43122-63003 Tree Trimming & Brush Cutting $10,000.00 $9,857.35 $142.65
43122-63004 Dam Maintenance/Permits $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
43122-63600 Fuel for Equipment $2,000.00 $2,899.63 -$899.63
43125 SNOW AND ICE CONTROL
43125-34100 Telephone $300.00 $31.32 $268.68
43125-34101 Communications $3,000.00 $2,717.57 $282.43
43125-39000 Installation of Plows/Sanders $3,000.00 $2,515.15 $484.85
43125-58000 Leased Equipment $1,000.00 $458.30 $541.70
43125-59000 Contract Labor/Equipment $185,000.00 $115,084.00 $69,916.00
43125-66000 Equipment Repair $8,000.00 $7,409.45 $590.55
43125-68000 Salt $85,000.00 $61,261.33 $23,738.67
43125-68001 Sand $6,000.00 $5,681.97 $318.03
43125-69000 Other Purchased Supplies $5,000.00 $4,345.15 $654.85
43127 TOWN GARAGE
43127-41000 Electricity $4,500.00 $4,582.23 -$82.23
43127-41100 Heat $2,000.00 $0.00 $2,000.00
43127-43000 Repair & Maintenance $4,500.00 $4,501.93 -$1.93
43127-49000 Garage Clean Up $2,000.00 $3,049.62 -$1,049.62
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43241-49000 Site Maintenance $12,000.00 $10,835.11 $1,164.89
43241-51400 Bull< Disposal $56,686.00 $41,812.98 $14,873.02
TOTAL SANITATION $665,572.13 $658,848.81 $6,723.32
HEALTH
ANIMAL CONTROL
44141 ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
44141-11000 Animal Ctrl Officer Salary $10,145.00 $10,396.10 -$251.10
44141-12000 Asst Animal Control Salary $2,482.00 $2,441.93 $40.07
44141-3000 Fines $500.00 $375.00 $125.00
44141-34100 Telephone $1,300.00 $1,311.40 -$11.40
44141-34101 Pager Rental $720.00 $356.47 $363.53
44141-39000 Professional Services $6,000.00 $6,181.70 -$181.70
44141-62500 Postage $74.00 $110.37 -$36.37
44141-63500 Gasoline/Fuel $1,500.00 $493.17 $1,006.83
44141-66000 Vehicle Maintenance & Repair $2,500.00 $836.43 $1,663.57
44141-69000 Supplies $250.00 $140.86 $109.14
44141-89001 Animal Food $500.00 $334.15 $165.85
44141-89002 Kennels $500.00 $82.85 $417.15
TOTAL ANIMAL CONTROL $26,471.00 $23,060.43 $3,410.57
44142-
39000 PEST CONTROL $20,600.00 $9,000.00 $11,600.00
TOTAL PEST CONTROL $20,600.00 $9,000.00 $11,600.00
44199 HEALTH AGENCIES
44199-00001 Lamprey Health Center $1,400.00 $1,400.00 $0.00
44199-00002 Vic Geary Center $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $0.00
44199-00003 Pregnancy Care Center $600.00 $600.00 $0.00
44199-00004 A Safe Place $2,475.00 $2,475.00 $0.00
44199-00005 R.C. Visiting Nurses/Hospice $8,000.00 $6,486.00 $1,514.00
44199-00006 Ctr. for Life Management $5,000.00 $0.00 $5,000.00
44199-00007 Rock County Comm. Action $5,683.00 $5,683.00 $0.00
44199-00008 Retired Sr. Volunteers $700.00 $700.00 $0.00
44199-00009 Sexual Assault Support $1,070.00 $1,070.00 $0.00




44199-00012 Trans. $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $0.00
44199-00014 Community Health Svcs $3,500.00 $3,500.00 $0.00
44199-00015 Child Advocacy $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00
44199-00017 CART $1,800.00 $1,800.00 $0.00
44199-00016 Sad Cafe $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $0.00
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TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES $58,628.00 $52,114.00 $6,514.00
44411 WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
44411-11000 Welfare Director's Salary $11,330.00 $8,339.41 $2,990.59
44411-61000 Supplies $200.00 $365.67 -$165.67
44411-81000 Mileage & Expense $200.00 $148.17 $51.83
44411-89000 Other Misc. Expense $100.00 $336.30 -$236.30
44452 DIRECT VENDOR PMT
44451-35000 Medical $1,500.00 $1,360.69 $139.31
44452-41000 Utilities $2,000.00 $2,165.54 -$165.54
44452-42000 Heat $2,000.00 $3,091.66 -$1,091.66
44452-44000 Shelter $20,000.00 $38,444.02 -$18,444.02
44452-64000 Food & Clothing $1,000.00 $877.75 $122.25
TOTAL WELFARE $38,330.00 $55,129.21 -$16,799.21
RECREATION
45201 ADMINISTRATION
45201-11000 Recreation Director Salary $14,420.00 $14,420.00 $0.00
45201-12000 Recreation Assts Salary $16,500.00 $16,575.82 -$75.82
45201-12002 Field Caretaker Salary $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
45201-12007 Lifeguard Salary $10,500.00 $9,520.00 $980.00
45201-12008 Tennis Instructor's Salary $1,100.00 $945.00 $155.00
45201-12009 Summer Soccer Dir. Salary $1,700.00 $1,700.00 $0.00
45201-12010 Summer Soccer Asst. Salary $1,250.00 $1,416.77 -$166.77
45201-55002 Job Classifieds $350.00 $189.84 $160.16
45201-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $125.00 $75.00 $50.00
45201-61000 General Supplies $700.00 $696.05 $3.95
45202 ATHLETIC FIELDS
45202-61000 Supplies/Equipment $3,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00
45203 TENNIS COURTS
45203-74000 Equipment $750.00 $309.32 $440.68
45204 RECREATION PROGRAMS
45204-35000 Medical Training Program $700.00 $649.00 $51.00
45204-61000 Supplies- Rec Program $1,500.00 $1,563.65 -$63.65
45204-74000 Equipment- Rec Program $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $0.00
45204-81000 Transportation $2,300.00 $1,648.00 $652.00
45204-82500 Programs $1,500.00 $1,444.26 $55.74
Basketball Program $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
45204-83000 Soccer Program Uniforms $400.00 $170.68 $229.32
45204-84000 Soccer Program Supplies $500.00 $116.66 $383.34
45204-85000 Recreation Program Uniforms $1,200.00 $927.75 $272.25
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES - 2006
Account # Description 2006 Budget YTD Expended % Diff.
45205 TOWN BEACH
45205-74000 Equipment $900.00 $345.80 $554.20
45206 ELDERLY ACTIVITIES
45206-53000 Trips $8,250.00 $6,799.59 $1,450.41
45206-53100 Holiday Dinner $4,200.00 $4,529.79 -$329.79
45206-89000 Summer Activity $500.00 $469.24 $30.76
45208 COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
45208-39000 Community Programs $500.00 $0.00 $500.00
TOTAL RECREATION $74,045.00 $65,712.22 $8,332.78
45400 CABLE TELEVISION
45400-11000 Cable Committee Salaries $7,000.00 $14,205.00 -$7,205.00
45400-61000 General Supplies $500.00 $111.92 $388.08
TOTAL CABLE TV $7,500.00 $14,316.92 -$6,816.92
LIBRARY
45501-
96000 LIBRARY TRUSTEES $78,115.00 $78,115.00 $0.00
45509 LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
45509-11000 Salary - Director $48,220.00 $47,849.59 $370.41
45509-11001 Salary - Asst. Director $37,174.00 $36,877.89 $296.11
45509-11002 Salary - Library Assistants $98,377.00 $99,749.53 -$1,372.53
45509-11003 Salary- Children's Librarian $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
45509-11004 Salaries - Custodian $7,831.00 $8,416.94 -$585.94
45509-21000 Health Insurance $50,145.00 $0.00 $50,145.00
45509-21001 Medical Insurance $0.00 $31,009.87 -$31,009.87
45509-21002 Dental Insurance $0.00 $811.00 -$811.00
45509-21500 Life Insurance $0.00 $195.48 -$195.48
45509-21901 LTD Insurance $0.00 $353.20 -$353.20
45509-21902 STD Insurance $0.00 $381.60 -$381.60
45509-22000 Social Security $11,880.00 $11,959.37 -$79.37
45509-22500 Medicare $2,779.00 $2,796.82 -$17.82
45509-23000 Retirement $6,455.00 $7,188.73 -$733.73
45509-25000 Unemployment Comp $50.00 $5.48 $44.52
45509-26000 Workers Compensation $556.00 $546.55 $9.45
45509-32000 Legal $1.00 $0.00 $1.00
45509-39000 Contracted Services $1,082.00 $822.50 $259.50
45509-81000 Mileage & Expenses $400.00 $453.88 -$53.88
TOTAL LIBRARY $343,065.00 $327,533.43 $15,531.57
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
45831 CELEBRATIONS
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES - 2006
Account # Description 2006 Budget YTD Expended % Diff.
45831-82000 Fireworks $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $0.00
45831-83000 Patriotic Celebrations $1,000.00 $991.00 $9.00
45831-89000 Otiner IMisc. Expense $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL PATRIOTIC PURP $6,000.00 $5,991.00 $9.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
46111 CONSERVATION ADMINISTRATION
46111-11000 Clerk Salary $2,060.00 $861.21 $1,198.79
46111-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $400.00 $3,924.60 -$3,524.60
46111-57000 Workshops & Training $100.00 $0.00 $100.00
46111-61000 Supplies $600.00 $508.52 $91.48
46111-62500 Postage/Phone $50.00 $36.00 $14.00
46121 ACQUISITION OF LAND
46121-32000 Legal Expense $250.00 $263.50 -$13.50
46121-33000 Appraisals $400.00 $0.00 $400.00
46121-39000 Plans/Deeds $300.00 $0.00 $300.00
46121-39001 Surveys $1,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00
46191 OTHER CONSERVATION
46191-55000 Trail Maps $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
46191-82000 Arbor Day $200.00 $200.00 $0.00
46191-83000 Forest Consultation $100.00 $0.00 $100.00
46191-84000 Dredge & Fill $100.00 $0.00 $100.00
46191-85000 Land Development $500.00 $524.52 -$24.52
46191-86000 Earth Day $300.00 $160.95 $139.05
46121-87000 Natural Resources Inventory $800.00 $680.70 $119.30
TOTAL CONSERVATION $7,160.00 $7,160.00 $0.00
TOTAL BUDGET $4,592,536.92 $4,382,883.34 $209,653.58
TOWN CLERK'S STAFF
Arlene Grant, Tricia Curran - Town Clerk/Tax Collector-
Nancy Vitale
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
2006 Budget Appropriation $4,575,537
Special Articles, 2006
ARTICLE 11 - Two FT Firefighters- Bal 2005 $20,000
ARTICLE 10 - Capital Reserve- Fire Equipment $75,000
ARTICLE 15 - Salt Spreader $16,000
ARTICLE 17 - Central Fire Station Addition $11,000
ARTICLE 18 - Full Time Benefits- Librarian $12,425
ARTICLE 19 - Lakeview Cemetery Construction $20,000
ARTICLE 21 - Mosquito Control Program $20,000
Total Special Articles $174,425
Total Budget Appropriations and Special Articles $4,749,962
PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Balance of 2005-2006 Appropriation 0.00
Appropriation: 2006-2007 18,426,175.00
Less Adequate Education Grant 2006-2007 2,701,104.00 15,725,071.00
TOTAL DUE SCHOOL 15,725,071.00
2005-2006 Appropriation 0.00
2006-2007 Appropriation 8,240,000.00
Total Paid School 2006 8,240,000.00
BALANCE DUE SCHOOL 7,485,071.00
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Map/ Parcel Reason Amount Interest Total
1/9/2006 Saulnier, Robert Refund PB fees 210.00 0.00 210.00
1/9/2006 Berry, John map 19 lot 117 Abatement 53.00 0.45 53.45
1/9/2006 Low,Christine map 8A lot 103 Abatement 1242.00 9.19 1251.19
1/9/2006 Pacht, Janice map 12A lot 45 Abatement 118.00 0.83 118.83
1/24/2006 Blaska, Donald refund reg 81.00 0.00 81.00
2/13/2006 Lavoie, Candice refund interest 0.00 98.98 98.98
2/13/2006 Centerview Hollow map 11 lot 172 Abatement 197.00 0.78 197.78
2/13/2006 Church, Peter and Linda map 9 lot 24:109 Abatement 775.00 2.80 777.80
2/13/2006 Lavoice, Candace map 12A lot 152 Abatement 346.00 1.59 347.59
2/13/2006 Bishop, Donald and Gerry map 8aA lot 51 Abatement 873.00 11.62 884.62
2/13/2006 Centerview Hollow map 11 lot 166 Abatement 46.00 0.18 46.18
2/27/2006 Comeau, Carol map 1 lot 89 Abatement 106.00 1.60 107.60
3/21/2006 Lancester, Scott refund reg 84.00 0.00 84.00
4/10/2006 Hermie, Keith map 2 lot 40 Abatement 26.00 0.58 26.58
4/24/2006 Jones, Maureen refund reg 56.50 0.00 56.50
5/8/2006 Derusha, Kevin and Gloria map 11 lot 199 Abatement 1911.00 52.46 1963.46
5/8/2006 Rooney, Ralph and Becky map 7 lot 57 Abatement 70.15 2.05 72.20
5/8/2006 Ross, Robert refund reg 55.00 0.00 55.00
6/12/2006 Flynn, Paul refund reg 151.00 0.00 151.00
6/12/2006 Gelinas, Kenneth map 8 lot 196 Abatement 568.00 0.73 568.73
6/26/2006 Matthews, Hugh and Marie map 8B lot 80 Abatement 192.00 5.84 197.84
7/10/2006 Voorhees, Charles refund reg 14.50 0.00 14.50
8/14/2006 ECLBSC map 18 lot 93 Abatement 14227.00 1046.82 15273.82
8/14/2006 Lancester, Scott map 11 lot 60 Abatement 724.00 31.90 755.90
10/9/2006 Knox, Bonnie refund reg 74.00 0.00 74.00
11/27/2006 McNally, Kimberly refund reg 47.50 0.00 47.50
12/11/2006 Fournier, David map 9 lot 24, 101 Abatement 101.00 5.89 106.89
12/29/2006 Robert Foss Living Trust map 14 lot 76 Abatement 756.00 4.85 760.85
12/29/2006 Kershaw, Thomas and Joyce map 9 lot 211-1 Abatement 40.00 0.10 40.10
12/29/2006 Kelley, John and Cynthia map 1 lot 132 Abatement 1216.00 6.60 1222.60
12/29/2006 Bartolotta, Kevin map 9 lot 183 Abatement 2254.00 6.30 2260.30
12/29/2006 Muckerheide, Paul map 6 lot 28 Abatement 691.00 1.93 692.93
12/29/2006 Fullmore, Kimberly map 18 lot 122 Abatement 36.00 0.16 36.16
12/31/2006 Yannalfo, Janice map 18 lot 122-3 abatement 78.00 0.35 78.35
12/31/2006 Town of Hampstead Engineering
refund Eng
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TAX COLLECTOR - SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
DEBIT
Uncollected as of 12/31/05
Property Tax


















Abatements Land Use Change Tax
Overpayments Property Tax
Uncollected as of 12/31/05
Property Tax










Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/05
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town




Interest and Cost after lien
Abatements During Year
Liens Deeded
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BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS LIABILITIES
CASH - In Hands of Officials ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
Petty Cash: School District





CASH - In Hands of Treasurer Trust Funds
NH Public Development Inv. Pool $112,834.00
BankNorth - Concentration Account $938,863.00 Total
BankNorth CD $4,017,443.00
BankNorth TC/Souvenirs $2,610.00 CAPITAL RESERVE
BankNorth Payroll Account $17,874.00 Fire Department
M/M Citizen's Bank $4,154.00
Ocean, General Fund -$506,660.00 Total
BankNorth Boat Tax Account $141.00
Cash-Ocean-Sweep Account $620,102.00 ENCUMBERED FUNDS
Ocean National CD $2,054,270.00 Household Hazardous Waste
BankNorth - Other Revenue $109,222.00




Uncollected Taxes $749,687.09 CURRENT SURPLUS
Total $898,008.44
TOTAL LIAB. PLUS SURPLUS
TRUST FUNDS
Cemetery Trust Funds $236,169.08
High School Trust Funds $21,386.25
Library Trust Funds $9,125.71
Ordway Park Trust Funds $34,690.78
Violet's Trust Fund $3,096.04
Friends of Ordway Park Trust Fund $11,084.16
Capital Reserve - Fire Department $361,672.57
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PAYROLL
Employee Name Position Earnings Employee Name Position Earnings
Ahie, William T. FT Police Officer $31,716.46 Eagleson, Janet Library Employee $6,221.39
Armstrong, James Call Firefighter $830.22 Elcik, Edward P. Assessor $27,186.48
Arsenault, Matthew D. Cable Committee $70.00 Emerson, Kristopher N. Chief Building Official $53,056.33
Auger, Michael R. Buildings and Grounds $9,381.04 Falconer, Patricia M. Childrens' Librarian $26,931.44
Baumhor, Jack Cable Committee $3,445.00 Farley, Sean E. Cable Committee $150.00
Beauchamp, Leo E. PT Police Officer $46,130.77 Feller, Martha M. Library Employee $9,732.93











Beaudoin, Christopher Call Firefighter $924.93 Fischer, Ryan J. Buildings and Grounds $885.85
Benson, Samantha L Soccer Camp Instructor $430.32 Fisher, Paul S. Call Firefighter $1,777.18
Bisson, Kathryn Library Employee $2,573.39 Flynn, Stephen J. Call Firefighter $884.91
Boulter, Kathleen R. FT Police Officer $47,433.26 Forsyth, Danielle L. Welfare Director $1,657.98











Buck, Benjamin Cable Committee $250.00 Gallo, Natalie A. Cable Committee $375.00
Buck, Fred R. Cable Committee $2,635.00 Gerry Jr., Richard A. Call Firefighter $414.10
Burnett, Mary E. Call Firefighter $618.61 Gilmartin Jr., James J. Deputy Fire Chief $6,229.69


































Clark, Maria A. Custodian $15,833.83 Hartnett, Michael K. Plumbing Inspector $15,741.77




Colbert, Meaghan E. Recreation Counselor $526.75 Checklist











Cross, John W. PT Police Officer $18,033.05 Hastings, Walter Fire Chief $46,048.43
Crowley, Judith Library Director $47,849.59 Hewitt Jr., Richard J. Cable Committee $60.00




Highfield, Corey L. Recreation Counselor $782.25
Collector- Call Fire Hofmeister, Melinda A. Ballot Clerk $110.00
Currier, Kelsey E. Recreation Counselor $1,196.56 Hollingsworth, Harrison. Lifeguard $2,365.00
Curtin, William C. Buildings and Grounds $1,633.96 Home, Robert D. Call Firefighter $1,765.36
D'Amico, Caitlin D. Recreation Counselor $1,161.82 Hunt, Kathleen Ballot Clerk $82.50
D'Amico, Dana L. Soccer Camp Director $1,700.00 Ingemi, John Call Firefighter $2,405.78
D'Amico, Jessica E. Soccer Camp Instructor $557.82 Ingraham, Angela Recreation Director $14,420.00
Dane, Chris S. Call Firefighter $748.15 luele, Anthony J. Plumbing Inspector $6,950.00
Daniels, Melinda Call Firefighter $2,940.65 Jones, Joan B. Ballot Clerk $30.00
David, Elaine Library Employee $3,857.98 Jones, Stephanie Cable Committee $850.00











Dimando, Jacqueline Ballot Clerk $33.75 Khambatta, Gustav H. Trustee of Trust Fund $300.00




Dubois, Albert A. Kent Farm Labor $1,099.89 Enforcement Officer




Kwiecien, Kristen R. Recreation Counselor $1,653.76
Department/Secretary Lesure, Roy Call Firefighter $480.20
Dunbar, William E. Call Firefighter $45.85 Lewis, Heather C. Recreation Counselor $1,257.88
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PAYROLL
Employee Name Position Earnings Employee Name Position Earnings
Lielasus, George W. Assessing Support $12,580.00 Shaw Dawn M
Building and Assessing-
$17,830.89
Lindquist, Priscilla R. Selectman $3,300.00
^^ 1 1 \^ f ^"^ ^^ V V 1 1 1 1 Secretary
MacFarland, Dorothy Ballot Clerk $180.00 Skidmore, Linda J. Library Employee $18,803.02
Mackey, Gerald FT Firefighter $40,266.30 Smith, Sarah P. Recreation Counselor $344.51
McMullen, Nancy 1 Library Employee $4,703.50 St. Pierre, Chiara A. Lifeguard $2,775.00
Moore, Robert C. Library Employee $3,518.87 Stanley, James F. PT Police Officer $4,529.61
Moriarty, Kathryne Cable Committee $545.00 Stiles, Gregg R. Call Firefighter $342.79
Morrison, Amy A. Call Firefighter $26.70 Stilling, Keith B. Call Firefighter $2,765.57
Morrison, Gary Call Firefighter $689.85 Stilling, Matthew J. Lifeguard $2,170.00
Morse, Steven A. Call Firefighter $2,335.97 Stokinger, Deborah S. Custodian $3,250.00
Murpiiy, Donald Assistant Animal Control $929.23 Strykowski, Marcia H. Library Employee $8,766.85











Myer, Ann E. Library Employee $6,452.95 Tine, Robert PT Police Officer $2,707.50
Nee, Patricia L. Welfare Director $6,681.43 Touma, Joseph L. PT Police Officer $11,442.04
Negri, Daniel L. Highway Department $2,373.20 Towne, Robert J. Highway Department $18,815.83
Nightingale, Nancy E. Library Employee $109.35 Townsend, Shane N. Recreation Counselor $850.50
Nolan, Kerry Library Employee $1,781.09 Tozier, Robert A. Assessing Support $1,610.00
O'Connell, Nolan R. Cable Committee $1,000.00 Underwood, Meredith J. Lifeguard $2,210.00
O'Connor, Diane Ballot Clerk $123.75 Vaillant, Diane M. Call Firefighter $2,148.12
Owen Jr., Kenneth H. FT Police Detective $49,837.34 Vitale, Nancy Clerical $30,939.25
Panetta, Stephen E. Cable Committee $70.00 Ward, Corey R. FT Firefighter $40,055.68
Pangaro, Justin L Cable Committee $850.00 Warnock, Laurie A. Call Firefighter $354.40
Pare, Walter R. PT Police Officer $2,748.39 Warnock, William K. Fire Captain $4,446.79
Perry Jr., James R. PT Police Officer $827.22 Wedge, Eastman Call Firefighter $200.34








Plante, Bryan P. Call Firefighter $2,695.98 Williams, Harold Treasurer $7,800.00
Preziosi, David Library Employee $180.00 Winchell, George D. PT Police Officer $18,612.14
Pryor, Louise Library Employee $9,563.70 Wolinski, Robert J. FT Firefighter $40,616.65
Reardon, Neil J. Moderator $265.00 Wood, Scott W. FT Police Officer $53,445.57
Rockwell, Carolyn K. Cable Committee $1,560.00 Worthen Jr., Maurice G. Fire Captain $4,456.79
Routhier, Jean S. Selectman $3,300.00 Worthen, Jon A. Road Agent $19,909.29
Shaw, Clayton F. Cable Committee $2,145.00 Yasenka, Aaron Call Firefighter $258.10
Grand Tota $1,664,294.33
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VENDOR PAYMENTS
Vendor Name
2-Way Communications Service, Inc.
39th Army Band
A & R Door Services




Admiral Fire & Safety, Inc.
Advanced Data Systems






AMR of Massachusetts, Inc.






Atlantic Broom Service, Inc.
Atlas PyroVision Productions, Inc.
Auto Electric Service, LLC
AutoZone, Inc.
Avaya, Inc.
Avitar Associates of N.E. Inc.
Backstage Harware & Theatre Supply
Balsams Grand Resort Hotel








Bestway Disposal Services, Inc.
Better Roads Magazine
Betterway Industrial Gases, Inc.
BNA Books
Border Area Mutual Aid Association
Boulter, Kathleen
Bound Tree Medical, LLC
Brantley Corporation





$8,178.91 Brown's River Bindery, Inc.
$500.00 Brox Industries
$4,585.00 Budget Blinds
$4,163.05 Busby Construction Co., Inc.
$2,475.00 C & G Construction Co.,
$2,458.50 C Perry & Company, LLC
$663.55 Cantone Landscaping
$985.47 Carol's Grooming
$3,837.50 Century Copier Specialists, Inc.
$180.00 Chambers, Richard
$500.00 Channing Bete Company, Inc.
$4,145.00 Chase Home Finance
$55.61 Chiachio, Peter
$3,575.00 Child Advocacy Center
$23.88 Childs, Dale
$30,000.00 angular Wireless




$990.00 Clark's Tree Service
$1,036.50 Coach Company
$3,543.80 COAF-Treasurer, State of NH
$5,000.00 Coast Maintenance Supply Co,
$345.00 Colbert, Kim
$1,112.41 Comcast
$1,179.68 Community Caregivers of Greater Derry
$10,612.50 Computer Hut
$812.76 Concrete Systems, Inc.
$549.70 Conrete Work
$4,152.00 Councilman Electric, Inc.








$24.95 David W. Marden Landscape Maintenance
$935.72 De Lage Landen Financial Services
$46.60 Delta Cleaning Services, Inc
$25.00 Dependable Construction Co., Inc.
$500.00 Derry Medical Center
$4,873.16 DIBartolomeo, Michael
$21,275.00 Difeo Oil Co., Inc.
$1,752.54 Dodge Grain Co., Inc.
$450.00 Dollard Associates
$5,282.92 Donovan Equipment Co., Inc.
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Vendor Name
Dudgeon, Tracy







Emergency Educator's Group of NH
Emerson, Kristopher
English Muffin
Exeter Environmental Associates, Inc.
Fahreneit, Inc.
Falconer, Patricia




Fire Tech & Safety of NE
Firehouse
Firematic Supply Co., Inc.
First Period Colonial
Fitzpatrick and Son Plumbing & Heating





Freightliner of NH, Inc.
Freshwater Farms
Future Supply Corp.





Golas Bros. Auto Parts Inc.
Gorham, Sheila
Granite State Analytical Services, Inc.
Granite State Minerals, Inc.
Grant, Arline
Grappone Auto Junction
Greater Derry Community Health Services, Inc.
Greater Derry/Salem Regional Trans. Council










$800.00 Hampstead Area Water Company $476.99
$11,637.88 Hampstead Center Market $137.20
$16,862.77 Hampstead Firemen's Association $50.00
$2,549.63 Hampstead Garden Club $90.00
$17,380.83 Hampstead Hannaford # 0190 $2,967.86
$3,034.24 Hampstead Print & Copy $1,728.18
$336.66 Hampstead School District $15,167,099.00
$885.91 Hampstead Trophy $255.00
$1,995.00 Harold's Locksmith $523.50
$5,175.34 Harrington, Tina $128.19
$588.66 Hartnett, Michael $505.00
$1,200.00 Hartung, Pamela $822.50
$180.00 Hasago, LLC $31,143.61
$46.72 Hastings Enterprises $1,690.00
$11,400.00 Hastings, Susan $396.15
$71.00 Hastings, Walter $1,159.84
$39,90 Haverhill Steel $293.43
$487.19 Heritage United Way $260.00
$279.00 Higgins $2,003.28
$30.00 Highfield, Deb $80.00
$597.25 Higley Properties $700.00
$14,279.00 Hi-Way Safety Systems, Inc. $7,737.84
$2,814.21 Houston Builders, LLC $150.00
$2,382.90 HSBC Business Solutions $1,982.78
$32.93 Ideacom Intergrated Technologies $459.95
$500.00 Imagistics International, Inc. $507.00
$500.00 Industrial Protection Services $4,375.75
$2,256.19 Information Management Corporation $2,800.00
$4,843.55 Ingemi, John $165.00
$812.00 Ingraham, Angela $2,312.68
$2,403.23 Initial Response, Inc. $289.45
$353.12 Innovative Fire Training Solutions, LLC $1,100.00
$244.88 International Code Council, Inc. $100.00
$12.00 International Signal Inc. $7,137.00
$164.50 Interstate Emergency Unit $897.00
$796.23 JAF Industrires, Inc. $3,300.00
$200.61 James M. Lavelle Associates, LLC $1,520.00
$135.97 Jamma Realty $7,020.00
$50.00 Johnson Meadow LLC $3,400.00
$58,358.13 Jordan Equipment Company $1,655.65
$1,432.73 Kearn, Timothy $2,600.00
$50,630.00 Kieley Corporation $2,970.00
$3,500.00 King, Colleen $852.75
$3,800.00 Kinney's Garage LLC $7,792.10
$200.00 Kipp Brothers $112.95
$7,407.00 Laidlaw Education Services $1,648.00
$4,935.22 Laing, Bob $16.20
$669.55 Lamprey Health Care, Inc. $1,400.00
$5,681.97 Land & Boundary Consultants, Inc. $1,399.44
$148.00 Land Purchase Fund $9,914.60
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VENDOR PAYMENTS
Vendor Name
Lawn Doctor of S. E. New Hampshire
Lawson & Persson, P.C.
Lee Wayne Corporation
Letoile Roofing Company, Inc.
Lewis Builder, Inc.
LGC Healthtrust, LLC.






M.G. Vallee Construction Co.
Massabesic Audobon Center
Mateo Tools
Matthew Bender & Co., Inc.
MB Tractor & Equipment
McCarthy Contracting
McFarland Ford Sales, Inc.
Med-Tech Resource, Inc.
Medtronic Emergency Response Systems








Moseley Landscaping & Irrigation, LLC
Mow n Gro LLC





N.E. S.G. F.O.A.Conference 2006
National Arbor Day Foundation, The
National Fire Fighter-Wildland Corp.
National Imprint Corporation






New England Concrete Products, Inc.
New England Document Systems
New England Health Solutions
New England Park Association, Inc.
Amount Vendor Name Amount
$120.00 New Hampshire Preservation Alliance $50.00
$3,327.30 Newman Traffic Signs $2,087.78
$238.56 Nextel Communications $9,155.70
$1,050.00 NFPA $3,188.87
$25,211.67 NH Association of Assessing Officials $20.00
$293,654.22 NH Association of Chiefs of Police, Inc. $100.00
$40,458.46 NH Association of Conservation Commissions $310.00
$6,942.57 NH Building Officials Association $100.00
$78,115.00 NH Business Review $32.00
$30.96 NH City & Town Clerks' Assoc. $20.00
$257.00 NH Dept. of Environmental Services $295.03
$507.50 NH Division of Fire Standards & Training $570.00
$4,310.00 NH Fire Preventiion Society, Inc. $12.00
$125.00 NH Government Finance Officers Assoc. $309.00
$1,713.17 NH Health Officers Association $25.00
$80.70 NH Local Welfare Administrator's Assoc. $30.00
$1,876.44 NH Login $15.00
$3,060.00 NH Municpal Assoc.LLC. $6,238.33
$1,453.55 NH State Firemen's Association $420.00
$298.46 NH Tax Collector's Assoc. $20.00
$1,602.92 NHTCT/NHCTCA Joint Certification Comm. $245.00
$400.00 Northeast Resource Recovery Assocation $7,501.46
$18.68 Occupational Health Services $2,156.00
$170.74 Odds & Ends Painting Services $6,963.00
$42.25 One Communications $4,520.10
$3,440.00 Abatement and Refunds- One Time only pmnts $63,682.89
$654.15 Online Communications LLC. $72.50
$322.50 Option One Payment $5,746.36
$2,903.20 Oriental Trading Company, Inc. $1,207.20
$100.00 Owens, Kenneth $1,028.88
$200.00 Pacheco, Louis $2,500.00
$991.13 Palmer Gas Company $9,493.47
$7,784.73 Parkland Medical Center $107.80
$585.00 Patriot Bob's LLC $45.00
$150.80 Payment Service Center $458.30
$320.00 Pelletier Computer Systems LLC $3,489.00
$300.00 Penney Fence $6,710.00
$160.95 Pepper, Dennis $365.00
$3,391.80 Pete's Sewer Sen/ice $3,545.00
$794.64 Petra Paving, Inc. $15,226.50
$131.00 Photo Stop, Inc. $114.17
$150.00 Pitney Bowes Purchase Power $11,063.96
$115.24 Pitney Bowes, Inc. $1,157.27
$2,884.39 Plaistow PC $1,045.00
$10,988.75 Plantag Inc. $115.50
$1,869.19 Plourde Sand and Gravel Co. Inc, $894.24
$170.00 PLP Consulting $350.00
$150.00 Poland Spring $1,825.87
$1,300.00 Postmaster $816.33
$25.00 PowerPlan $8,682.00




Practitioners Publishing Company $158.50
Pregnancy Care Center $600.00
Primex $48,581.74
Primex-Unemployment Comp $23.00
Print Management Group $258.28
Privitera, Brian $2,250.00
Proofing House Press $105.00
Protection One $304.08
Public Safety Center, Inc. $718.78
Public Service of NH. $64,022.00
Putney Press $29.90
R & R Communications $8,292.94
R. B. Wood $1,815.00
R.F. Houston $2,125.00
RAK Industries $416.65
Ralph Pill Electric Supply $359.28




Red Jacket Mountain View $450.00
Retired and Senior Volunteer Program $700.00
Riley's Sport Shop, Inc. $1,184.39
Roberts, Tim $180.00
Rockingham Boat Repair & Sales, Inc. $57.52
Rockingham Community Action $5,683.00
Rockingham County Attorney's Office $12,894.00
Rockingham County Chiefs of Police Assoc. $10.00
Rockingham County Law Enforcement Assoc. $100.00
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds $2,000.74
Rockingham County Treasurer $1,003,542.00
Rockingham Planning Commission $7,574.00
Rockingham VNA & Hospice $6,486.00
Routhier, Jean $112.17
Ruth's House, Inc. $192.50
Rydin Decal $1,079.85
S&S Worldwide $1,731.96
Sad Cafe, The $5,000.00
Safety Resources Group $750.00
Safety Services Inc. $1,992.06
Salem Animal Rescue League $219.00
Salem Fire Extinguisher $401.75
Salem Irrigation Company $1,109.00





Seacoast Region/NHC & TCA $75.00
Vendor Name Amount
Seacoast Vacuum Cleaner Hospital $290.49
Senter Auto Supply, Inc. $3,632.84
Sexual Assault Support Services $1,070.00





Smiths Medical PM, Inc. $159.16
Soule, Leslie, Kidder, Sayward & Loughman, PLLC $37,197.20
Source4, Inc. $95.72
Southeast NH Hazardous Materials M.A.D $5,000.00
Southern NH Undercar, LLC $40.00
St. Pierre, Chiara $329.00
Staples $8,539.96
State Line Pet Supply $397.72
State of New Hampshire $3,247.25
State of NH-Criminal Records $120.00
Sticky Impressions $1,098.43







The Beacon Resort $765.00
The Hampstead Villager Newspaper $32.00
The Lifeguard Store, Inc. $87.50
Theriault, Sally $236.75
TNT Everett Enterprises, Inc. $973.53
Toner Net Business Systems, LLC $2,415.25
Top Notch Apparel $5,250.00
Toss and Sauce $75.00
Town of Danville $2,053.35
Town of Derry $28,267.32
Towne, Robert $8,384.18
Traynor Glass Company, Inc. $535.11
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $180.00
Treat, David $125.22
Truck Service, Inc. $90.94
Trustees of the Trust Fund $75,000.00
U.S. Diary $188.82
U.S.Toy Company $145.02
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. $1,770.70
Union Flag Company $281.00
Union Leader Corporation $2,223.85
United Business Machines $3,160.09
United Divers, Inc. $757.80
United Industrial Services $2,988.59





University of New Hampsliire
Urethane Supply Company










W.S. Darley & Company
Ward Fabrication, Inc.
mount Vendor Name Amount
$742.25 Wash' n Glo $402.00
$138.71 Waste Management of Turnkey Landfill $289,500.32
$680.70 Welch, Charles $1,700.00
$159.70 West Payment Center $270.85
$8,539.25 Westville Grand Rental Station $629.06
$19.99 White, Adam $3,721.90
$80.00 Wildfire Magazine $32.00
$12,731.77 William Phillips Automotive, LLC. $665.95
$6,000.00 Williams, Harold $951.11
$297.17 Williamson, Janet $278.00
$2,525.00 Winmill Equipment Company $431.92
$35.14 Wood, Scott $835.00
$12,547.81 Woodworth, Steven $14,745.00
$8,170.51 Worthen, Jon $122,193.10
$311.95 Worthen, Maurice $252.49
$1,020.00 Total Vendor Payments $19,041,114.60
Tina Harrington, Selectmen's Clerk
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Hampsteaci, NH 47 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
Ms-e
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: TOWN
Of? HAMPSTEAD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1. 2007to December 31, 200'^
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below.
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): January 2Q. ?no^
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.
^O/JAl/tmTuM
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




HampStead, NH 48 2005 ANNUAL REPORT
2007 PROPOSED BUDGET (MS-6)




Acct. # (RSA 32:3,V)
Appropriations
Warr. Prior Year As










GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4130-4139 Executive 149,208.00 132,255.08 146,060.71
4140-4149 Election,Reg.& Vital Stattslics 125,072.00 122,745.80 134,006.07
4150-4151 Financial Administration 53,529.00 53,775.09 56,026.14
4152 Revaluation of Property 80,568.00 82,402.68 82,112.50
4153 Legal Expense 11,000.00 34,091 .94 18,000.00
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 264.442.67 248,493.87 285,04024
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning 274,202.00 259,087.18 274,270.29
4194 General Government Buildings 229,187.00 204,567.46 267.125.82
4195 Cemeteries 18,549.00 16,336.71 25,975.00
4196 Insurance 113,414.80 121,792.17 119,524.00
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 7,341.00 7,341.00 7,346.00
4199 Other General Government 0.00 0.00 0.00
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Police 691,513.00 663,554.98 735,655.20
4215-4219 Ambulance 30,000.00 30,000.00 7,500.00
4220-4229 Rre 561,385.32 530,205.22 586,597.20
4240-4249 Building Inspection 0.00 0.00 0.00
4290^298 Emergency Management 10,976.00 19,830.66 10,975.00
4299 Other (Inci. Communications) 0.00 0.00 0.00
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4301-4309 Airport Operations 0.00 0.00 0.00
HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4311 Administration 0.00 0.00 0.00
4312 Highways & Streets 699,778.00 609,068.98 793,536.17
4313 Bridges 0.00 0.00 0.00
4316 Street Ughting 25,000.00 28,468.52 27,200.00
4319 Other 0.00 0.00 0.00
SANITATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4321 Administration 2,830.00 1,375.03 3,300.00
4323 Solid Waste Collection 589,056.13 600,222.15 616,629.87
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 73,686.00 57,251.63 57,000.00
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up 0.00 0.00 0.00
4326-4329 Sewage Coil. & Disposal & Other 0.00 0.00 0.00
XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX MS-«
Hampstead. NH 49 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
2007 PROPOSED BUDGET (MS-6)



















WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administriition 0.00 0.00 0.00
4332 Water Services 0.00 000 0.00
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conserv.& Other 0.00 0.00 0.00
ELECTRIC xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation 0.00 0.00 0.00
4353 Purchase Costs 0.00 0.00 0.00
4354 Electnc Equipment Maintenance 0.00 0.00 0.00
4359 Other Electric Costs 0,00 0.00 0.00
HEALTH XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4411 Administration 26,471.00 23,060.43 26.458.68
4414 Pest Control 20,600.00 9,000.00 31,000.00
4415-4419 Health Agencies & Hosp. & Other 58,628.00 52,114.00 55,686,35
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4441-4442 Administration & Direct Assist 11,830.00 9,189.55 12,121.75
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymnts 0.00 0.00 0.00
4445-4449 Vendor Payments & Other 26,500.00 45,939.66 37,000.00
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4520-W29 Parks & Recreation 74,045.00 65,712.22 75,265.00
4550-4559 Library 343,065.00 327,533,43 384.289.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 6,000.00 5,991.00 6.500.00
4589 Other Culture & Recreation 7,500.00 14,316.92 10.500.00
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4611-4612 Admln.& Purch. of Nat Resources 5,160.00 5,593.33 3,550.00
4619 Other Conservation 2,000.00 1,566.17 1.050.00
4631 -4632 REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING 0.00 0.00 0.00
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 0.00 0.00 0.00
DEBT SERVICE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Long Term Bonds & Notes 0.00 0.00 0.00
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 0.00 0.00 0.00
4723 Int on Tax Anticipation Notes 0.00 0.00 0.00
4790-4799 Other Debt Service 0.00 000 0.00
MS-6
Rev. 09/05
llampstead, Nil 50 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
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Warr. Prior Year As












CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4901 Land 19 20,000.00 20,000.00
4902 Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment 15 16,000.00 16,000.00
4903 Buildings 17 11,000.00 2,389.62
4909 Improvements Other Than BIdgs. 18 32,425.00 32,425.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUl XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 10 75,000.00 75,000.00
4916 To ExpTr.Fund-except#4917
4917 To Health Maint Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919 To Rduclary Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 4,746,961.92 4,528,697 48 4,897.500 98
If you have a line Item of appropriations from more than one warrant article, please use the space below to identify the maKe-up of the line
total for the ensuing year.
Acct. # Warr.
Art. #
Amount Acct. # W arr.
Art. #
Amount
Hampsteaci, NH 51 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
2007 PROPOSED BUDGET (MS 6)
MS-6 Budget - Town/City of. FY
•SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
















Bond for Police Station 10 2,200,000
Capital Reserve Fire Equipment 13 75,000 00
Fire Department Command Vehicle 14 40,000.00
Depot Road Field parking 15 45,000.00
Lakeview Cemetery improvements 16 25,000 00
Conservation land purchase fund 17 100,000.00
Depot Rd. Field playground 18 65,000,00
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX 2,410,000 xxxxxxxxx
•INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special w arrant articles". Individual warrant articles
ntight be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature y ou wish to address individually.
2 3 4 5 6
Appropriations Actual Appropriations Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prior Year As Expenditures Ensuing FY Ensuing FY
Acct. n JRSA 32:3,V) Art.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT recommended)
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
Hampstead, NH 52 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
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Warr. Estimated Revenues Revenues Revenues
Acct. # SOURCE OF REVENUE Art.# Prior Year Prior Year Ensuing Year
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds





3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust & Fiduciary Funds
3917 Transfeis from Conservation Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
'BUDGET SUMMARY*
xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amount VOTED From FIB ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS
Prior Year Ensuing Year
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) 4,528,697.48 4,897,500.99
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 52,425 00 2.410.000.00
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 54,000 00
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 4.635,122,48 7.307.500 99
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 2,537,000.00 2.685,000 00
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised 2,098.122 48 4,622,500 99
Hampsteaci, NH 53 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
2007 PROPOSED BUDGET (MS 6)





Warr. Estimated Revenues Revenues Revenues
[ Acct. # SOURCE OF REVENUE Art.# Prior Year Prior Year Ensuing Year |
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds





3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust & Fiduciary Funds
3917 Transfers from Conservation Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amount VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance fSurplus") to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS
"BUDGET SUMMARY"
Prior Year Ensuing Year
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) 4,528,697.48 4,897,500.99
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 52,425.00 2,410,000.00
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 54,000 00
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 4,635.122.48 7,307,500 99
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 2,537,000.00 2,685,000 00
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised 2,098,122,48 4,622,500 99
Hampstead, Nil 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
DEFAULT BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF: Hampstead
For the Ensuing Year January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2007
or Fiscal Year From to
RSA 40:13, IX (b) "Default budget" as used in this subdivision means the amount of the same
appropriations as contained in the operating budget authorized for the previous year, reduced and
increased, as the case may be, by debt service, contracts, and other obligations previously incurred or
mandated by law, and reduced by one-time expenditures contained in the operating budget. For the
purposes of this paragraph, one-time expenditures shall be appropriations not likely to recur in the
succeeding budget, as determined by the governing body, unless the provisions of RSA40:14-b are
adopted, of the local political subdivision.
1
.
Use this form to list the default budget calculation in the appropriate columns.
2. Post this form or any amended version with proposed operating budget (MS-6 or MS-7) and the warrant.
3. Per RSA 40:13, XI, (a), the default budget shall be disclosed at the first budget hearing.
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
or
Budget Committee if RSA40:14-b is adopted
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
07/04
Hampstead, NH 55 2005 ANNUAL REPORT
2007 DEFAULT BUDGET (MS-6D)















GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4130-4139 Executive 149,208.00 138.79 149,346.79
4140-4149 Election,Reg.& Vital Statistics 125,072.00 0.00 125,072.00
4150-4151 Financial Administration 53,529.00 0.00 53,529.00
4152 Revaluation of Property 80,568.00 -2,500.00 78,068.00
4153 Legal Expense 11,000.00 0.00 11,000.00
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 264,442.67 16,626.62 281.069.29
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning 274,202.00 708.00 274,910.00
4194 General Government Buildings 229,187.00 1,019.00 230,206.00
4195 Cemeteries 18,549.00 0.00 18,549.00
4196 Insurance 113,414.80 6,109.20 119,524.00
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 7,341.00 0.00 7,341.00
4199 Other General Government 0.00
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Police 691,513.00 32,707.00 724,220.00
4215-4219 Ambulance 30,000.00 0.00 30,000.00
4220-4229 Fire 561,385.32 13,161.88 574,547.20
4240-4249 Building Inspection 0.00 0.00 0.00
4290-4298 Emergency Management 10,976.00 0.00 10,976.00
4299 Other (Incl. Communications) 0.00 0.00 0.00
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4301-4309 Airport Operations 0.00 0.00 0.00
HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4311 Administration 0.00 0.00 0.00
4312 Highways & Streets 699,778.00 0.00 699.778.00
4313 Bridges 0.00 0.00 0.00
4316 Street Lighting 25,000.00 0.00 25,000.00
4319 Other 0.00 0.00 0.00
SANITATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4321 Administration 2,830.00 0.00 2,830.00
4323 Solid Waste Collection 589,056.13 27,573.74 616,629.87
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 73.686.00 -16,686.00 57,000.00
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up 0.00 0.00 0.00
4326-4329 Sewage Coll. & Disposal & Other 0.00 0.00 0.00
4,0S9,69S.1S
Hainpstead, Nil 56 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
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WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administration 0.00 0.00
4332 Water Services 0.00 0.00
4335^39 Water Treatment, Conserv.& Other 0.00 0.00
ELECTRIC xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation 0.00 0.00
4353 Purchase Costs 0.00 0.00
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance 0.00 0.00
4359 Other Electric Costs 0.00 0.00
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration 26,471.00 0.00 26,471.00
4414 Pest Control 20,600.00 0.00 20,600.00
4415-4419 Health Agencies & Hosp. & Other 58,628.00 0.00 58,628.00
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4441-4442 Administration & Direct Assist 11,830.00 120.00 11,950.00
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymnts 0.00 0.00 0.00
4445^1449 Vendor Payments & Other 26,500.00 0.00 26,500.00
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4520-4529 Parks & Recreation 74,045.00 1,580.00 75,625.00
4550-4559 Library 343,065.00 25,711.00 368,776.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 6,000.00 500.00 6,500.00
4589 Other Culture & Recreation 7,500.00 0.00 7,500.00
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4611-4612 Admin.& Purch. of Nat Resources 5,160.00 -660.00 4,500.00
4619 Other Conservation 2,000.00 -800.00 1,200.00
4631 -4632 REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING 0.00 0.00
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 0.00 0.00
DEBT SERVICE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Long Tern) Bonds & Notes 0.00 0.00
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 0.00 0.00
4723 Int on Tax Anticipation Notes 0.00 0.00
4790-4799 Other Debt Service 0.00 0.00
581799.00 27251.00 -800.00 608250.00
Hampstead, NH 57 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
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CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land
4902 Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment
4903 Buildings
4909 Improvements Other Than BIdgs.
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund
4916 To Exp.Tr.Fund-except#4917
4917 To Health Maint Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919 To Fiduciary Funds
TOTAL 4.592,536.92 106.109.23 -800.00 4,697,846.15
Please use the box below to explain increases or reductions in columns 4 & 5.
Acct# Explanation for Increases Acct# Explanation for Reductions




Independent Auditor's Report 60
Selectmen's report 61
Assessor's Report 62
Building Official & Building Permits 63
Conservation Commission 71
Family Mediation and Juvenile Services 72








Southeastern NH HAZMAT Mutual Aid District 86
Town Clerk 88
Trustees of the Trust Funds 89
Zoning Board of Adjustment 90
HampStead, NH 59 2006 ANNUAL REPORT
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
Vachon. Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have compiled the financial statements of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire for the
year ended December 31, 2005 included in the accompanying Form F-65 (MS-5), in accordance with
Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.
Our compilation was limited to presenting in the form prescribed by the New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration, information that is the representation of Town Officials. We
have not audited or reviewed the financial statements referred to above and, accordingly, do not express
an opinion or any other form of assurance on them.
The financial report, Form F-65 (MS-5), is presented in accordance with the requirements of the
New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration which differ from accounting principles
generally accepted in the United Stated of America. Accordingly, these financial statements are not
designed for those who are not informed about such differences.
UcX, C&A^ tt. pc
June 21, 2006
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The year 2006 was a very busy year for the Board of Selectmen and has brought about several changes and
improvements for the Town of Hampstead.
We started the year without an Administrative Assistant to the Board of Selectmen, but we survived with the aid of our
very competent clerk, Tina Harrington, who filled both positions in the interim. In March, we appointed Sally Theriault as
our Administrative Assistant and are very pleased with how she has kept us in line and on target with our duties. We feel
very grateful to have both Sally and Tina in the Selectmen's Office to assist us and the citizens of Hampstead.
The state of New Hampshire forced us to update our assessing records to include land and water frontages. We have
hired Dollard Associates to do our tax mapping and produce a digital tax map for the town from a USGS base.
In August, our Assessor left us unexpectedly and we engaged Municipal Resources to do our interim assessing. We were
so pleased with their work and the way they treated our tax payers that we have hired them as our permanent assessing
firm.
We added Assistant Code Enforcement Officer, Colleen King, to assist Kris Emerson, our Chief Building Inspector, to help
with the tremendous job of enforcing the building and zoning codes.
Thanks to a town meeting vote last year, an addition to Lakeview Cemetery was accomplished with the help of several
volunteers. The Trustees are asking again for an additional $25,000 this year for further construction of the project.
The Police Department is looking for new quarters to be built on town-owned land. The current Police Station is
extremely outdated and not up to code or state requirements. It is the hope of the Board of Selectmen that the voters
will support our Police Department. We thank the committee that has worked so hard on this proposal.
A great benefit for the Seniors was added this year, thanks to Jaye Dimando and Ellen Edwards. They have opened the
Senior Drop In Center in the Civic Club building next to the Town Office. It is open Thursday mornings for conversation
and refreshments.. The board thanks all who have helped with this activity.
The commercial expansion on Route 111 shows how our Planning and Zoning Boards, past and present, have influenced
the commercial growth in our town and has kept it in the area of Route HI and not as part of the residential areas of
town.
Our thanks go to the Eagle Scouts that have improved our community with their various projects. Among other things,
the Cobbler's Shop was spruced up and the community signs repainted. Thanks, boys!!
The Board of Selectmen is extremely grateful to all the boards and committees that serve so diligently, and to all of the
dedicated employees that work so hard for the Town of Hampstead. Anyone who wants to serve on any committee,
please contact Sally Theriault or any one of the Board members.
Last but not least, we want to thank Ed Putnam for his service to the Town of Hampstead and the State of New
Hampshire. We miss his colorful comments at our Selectmen's meetings, which are held on the 2"'^ and 4* Monday of
every month at 7:00 PM, and are broadcast on our local cable Channel 17.
Respectfully submitted,
Priscilla R. Lindquist, Selectman
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ASSESSOR'S REPORT
The firm Municipal Resources, Inc. is now handling the assessing functions for the Town of Hampstead after the
resignation of former assessor Ed Elcil< in late 2006. The three primary members of the staff working in Town are Scott
Marsh, Joey Smith and Joe Lessard. It is requested that if the appraisers come to your property, you support the Town's
efforts to keep assessments equitable and correct by answering their questions and allowing them to measure and
inspect you property.
They are available to meet with taxpayers and if an appointment is desired. Dawn Shaw or Debbie Bryant in the
Assessing Office can schedule one for you.
The roughly $25,000,000 increase in the 2006 assessed valuation was mainly a result of residential development, which
appears to be continuing with 100+ new building permits needing to be reviewed in the upcoming year. In addition to
reviewing those properties, which were not complete at the time they were last viewed, the Town will be continuing the
process of physically reviewing 25% of the properties in Hampstead.
The recent Department of Revenue Administration review of sales indicated that the Town's assessment ratio for the
2006-tax year was 87.9%.
The following Tax Exemption and Credits are currently available to eligible taxpayers:

















Not in excess of $100,000
excluding the value of the




The income and asset limitations are the same as the elderly exemption.
As with the elderly exemption, the taxpayer must also be a resident of




Every inhabitant owning residential real estate and who is legally blind,
as determined by the administrator of blind services of the vocational




Every resident who served in the armed forces in any of the qualifying wars or
armed conflicts as listed in RSA 72:28 and was honorably discharged; or the
spouse/surviving spouse of such resident
Surviving Spouse
TAX CREDIT $2,000
The surviving unremarried spouse of any person who was killed or died while on




Any person who has been honorably discharged and received a form DD-214 and
who has a total and permanent service connected disability, or is a double
amputee or paraplegic because of the service-connected injury, or the surviving
spouse of such person if such surviving spouse has not remarried.
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BUILDING OFFICIAL'S REPORT
The year 2006 was another busy year for the Building Department as construction activity remained
very active. A total of 336 building permits were issued with a total construction dollar value of
$18,907,868, this represents a 23.7% increase over 2005. We expect construction to remain level in
2007 as economic indicators show a slowing in the housing sector.
In 2006 we have added 73 new residential units, 1 commercial strip mall, 3 commercial buildings, a
500,000 gallon water storage tank, and 258 alterations and additions. Look for some more new
commercial projects to start in the Route HI corridor in 2007.
Two residential condominium subdivisions are in the process of being built. The names of the
projects are Angle Pond Woods and Four Seasons Estates. Single family residential homes continue
to be built at various locations around town.
Debra Bryant and Dawn Shaw both work as support staff for the Building Department and Assessors
office for the regularly scheduled business hours. I serve as Chief Building Official in a full time
capacity. Colleen King is our Assistant Code Enforcement Officer. Michael DiBartolomeo along with
Robert Morache serve as assistant building inspectors. Michael DiBartolomeo also serves as our
electrical inspector assisted by Anthony leule. Michael Hartnett continues as our plumbing inspector
and Winthrop Stubbs assists him. Members of the Hampstead Fire Department perform Fire Alarm,
Life Safety and heating system inspections.
Please remember to call for the inspections of your projects,
work you have paid for meets the Code requirements.
We can assist you to insure that the
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all members of the Building Department for their
dedication and hard work during the past year. Your continued teamwork has been instrumental in















No. Map/ Lot Name Address Project Amount
1737 6/7 David Frahm 201 Route HI comm. mall 750,000
1760 12/86 R&S Realty Tr. 375 Emerson Ave condo bidg 2,649,000
1763 11/10 Sean Scott 6 Blue Heron Ave new home 65,000
1764 13/154 Richard Kieley 82 Faith Dr new home 300,000
1765/66 18/137-1 IMAKS Devel 319 Sandown Rd duplex 350,000
1767-70 11/31-93-96 Lewis BIdrs 6-12 Aspen Dr 4-unit condo 480,000
1771-74 11/31-97-100 Lewis BIdrs 14-20 Aspen Dr 4-unit condo 480,000
1775-78 11/31-101-04 Lewis BIdrs 5-11 Aspen Dr 4-unit condo 480,000
1779-80 1/23 Paul George 620 Main St duplex 272,000
1781 9/63 Lewis BIdrs Cardinal Ln water storage 589,625
1782 12/55 Steve Hatem Prop Village Green Rd comm.. bIdg 827,650
1783 12/55 Steve Hatem Prop Village Green Rd comm. bIdg 827,650
1784 12/113 Rick Parziale 4 Beach Rd new home 50,000
1785-88 11/31-105-08 Lewis BIdrs 9-15 Cottage Ln 4-unit condo 480,000
1789-92 11/31-29-32 Lewis BIdrs 22 Odd Fellows Rd 4-unit condo 480,000
1793 11/192 Thomas Henseik 66 Croy Path new home 240,000
1794 9/52-1 Howard Const 246 Kent Farm Rd new home 150,000
1795 4/68 Hampstead R.Tr 96 Gov. Isl. Rd new home 200,000
1796 12/19 Glen S. Emerson 233 Emerson Ave new home 80,000
1797 18/88 Thomas Bernier 212 E. Main St new home 150,000
1798 1/40 Michael Auger 44 Shaker Ln new home 350,000
1799 9/29-1 David Murphy 14 Liberty Ln new home 200,000
1800 18/105 Arista Hampstead 288 Sandown Rd comm. bIdg 1,200,000
1801 8A/66 Alfred Mancino 6 Wakefield Dr new home 120,000
1802 17/92-1 Andrew Kloack 129 E. Main St new home 160,000
1803 16/113 Stephen Quigley 27 Nelson Ave new home 319,000
12 single family homes
1 twenty-unit condo building
5 four-unit condo buildings
1 cottage
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
FIRST SESSION OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
(DELIBERATIVE SESSION)
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2007
7:00 P.M.
HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County of Rocl<ingham in said state, qualified
to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead i^^iddie School in said Hampstead on Friday, February 9, 2007 at seven
o'clocl< in the evening, for the explanation, discussion, and debate of each Warrant Article, and to transact all business
other than by voting by official ballot.
SECOND SESSION OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
(VOTING)
TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2007
8:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County of Rockingham in said state, qualified
to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Middle School In said Hampstead on Tuesday, March 13, 2007 at eight o'clock in the
forenoon, to elect officers of the Town by official ballot, to vote on questions required by law to be inserted on said official ballot and to
vote on all Warrant Articles from the First Session.
ARTICLE 1
To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing year. (By
Official Ballot)
ARTICLE 2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
DUPLEX DWELLING
III-2: 2 (Residential Zone A, Permitted Uses)
Add # 7 One duplex dwelling is allowed. The lot size
must meet the requirements of II-1:1A, C, 2
Multiple Unit Dwelling Structures;
IV-1: 5 Structure / Dwelling Regulations
Add # C TYPES OF STRUCTURES
Single and Duplex dwelling units are allowed subject
to Planning Board site plan approval.
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 3
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
STATE AND LOCAL REGULATION
11-1: 3 Relationship between State and Local Regulations
Delete the second paragraph: "If the state regulations
address an issue not included in the local
regulations, or if the local regulation addresses an
issue not included in the state regulation, that
regulation shall automatically apply."
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 4
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
3 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
IN-LAW / ACCESSORY APARTMENTS
In 111-2:3 (Special Exceptions in Residential A)
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Add # 3 In-Law / Accessory Apartments are permitted
by Special Exception from the Board of Adjustment.
{See Article IV-14 In-Law/Accessory Apartments)
Then also add: NX\c\e IV-14 In-Law/Accessory
Apartments
IV-14. Purpose
Tliis section concerns the permitting and use of In-
Law / Accessory Apartments as an additional living
unit in a single family dwelling.
IV-14. 1 Definition
An apartment within a single family residence used
as a separate living space consisting of separate
sleeping, cooking and bathroom facilities and which
is intended to be occupied by the parents, in-laws,
or children of a member of family unit occupying the
primary part of the residence.
IV-14.2 A. Location
In-Law / Accessory Apartments are only allowed
in Residential Zone A.
B. Approval
In-Law / Accessory Apartments must be
approved by Special Exception by the Board of
Adjustment before construction or use.
C. Lot Size
The property of an In-Law / Accessory Apartment
must meet the full lot size for Residential Zone A
as given by IM (Soil Based Lot Size).
D. Structure Size and Use
The dwelling unit in which the In-Law / Accessory
Apartment is being created must be owner
occupied and at least 1200 square feet of total
living space.
No more than two bedrooms are permitted in the
In-Law / Accessory Apartment.
Occupancy of the in-law/accessory apartment is
limited to the use of two people.
The In-Law / Accessory Apartment must be
designed such that the appearance of the
structure remains that of a single family dwelling.
Any new entrance shall be located on the side or
rear of the structure and shall be at ground level.
The primary residence and In-Law / Accessory
Apartment must share common water, septic,
and electric facilities.
Only one In-Law / Accessory Apartment is
permitted per lot and it cannot be in any
accessory use structure (such as a garage).
The occupancy of an In-Law / Accessory
Apartment by person(s) other than parents, in-
laws, or children of a member of the family unit
occupying the primary part of the residence is
expressly prohibited.
E. Septic
The septic system must be of sufficient size to
handle the additional bedroom(s). This fact must
be certified by a State of New Hampshire
licensed septic system designer and approved by
the Hampstead Building Department.
F. Variance for Conversion
It is contrary to the spirit and intent of this
ordinance to grant variances to permit conversion
of an in-law-/accessory apartment to a duplex.
G. Certification
Any Special Exception granted under this section
shall contain a provision which states: "Upon the
cessation of occupancy by an immediate family
member, the owner hereby acknowledges, and
purchasers are put on notice, that the In-Law /
Accessory Apartment is to be used only by
parents, in-laws, or children of a member of the
family unit occupying the primary part of the
residence and it is contrary to the spirit and
intent of the zoning ordinance to grant a variance
from this provision." Upon receiving approval
from the Board of Adjustment and prior to
receiving a building permit, the applicant shall
demonstrate to the Building Inspector that the
applicant has recorded the Special Exception
decision, and certification stated in the previous
paragraph, with the Town and the Rockingham
County Registry of Deed, indexed under the
name of the property owner and lot number.
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 5
Are you in favor of tlie adoption of Amendment Number
4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
ACCESSORY STRUCTURE IN COMMERCIAL ZONES
III-4: 6 B Commercial Zone C-1
Delete. "Non-permanent buildings and structures
require Zoning Board of Adjustment approval."
Add: " Non permanent buildings and structures are
allowed if they meet all setbacks.
III-5: 6 B. 1. Commercial Zone C-2
Delete. "Non-permanent buildings and structures
require Zoning Board of Adjustment approval."
Add: "Non permanent buildings and structures are
allowed if they meet all setbacks."
III-6: 6. 2. Commercial Zone C-3
Delete. "Non-permanent buildings and structures
require Zoning Board of Adjustment approval."
Add: " Non permanent buildings and structures are
allowed if they meet all setbacks."
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 6
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
MOBILE HOME ZONE D
III-8: 2. Mobile Home Zone D
RESTRICTIONS
Delete: "Residential construction is prohibited."
Add: "Stick built homes, built on site, are prohibited
within the Mobile Home Zone. Sheds and
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garages are allowed provided they meet the
setback requirements of the Zoning Ordinance
for mobile home and for non permanent
building and structures in the mobile home
zone. (See paragraph 111-8:4).
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 7
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
AIRPORTS AND HELIPORTS
IV-13: 3 Requirements
Add: k. Only maintenance or repair of the lot owner's
aircraft will be permitted on the premise. The
repair of other aircraft and or aircraft parts shall
be prohibited.
I. Only aircraft owned or used by the property
owner shall be allowed to use the private
airport/heliport in a
residential zone.
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 8
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
STORAGE TRAILERS IN RESIDENTIAL AND
RECREATIONAL ZONES
1-4: (Definitions)
Add: CARGO TRAILER A metal structure, with or
without wheels, that is normally intended to
carry cargo on the road, rail, and / or sea.
III-2: 2 RESTRICTIONS. (Residential Zone A)
Add: # 3.Cargo Trailers are prohibited for a period of
more than three weeks, except by special
exception from the Board of Adjustment.
The long term use of a cargo trailer shall not be
detrimental to the neighborhood.
III-3. 2 PERMITTED USES (Recreational Zone B)
Add: H. Cargo trailers are prohibited for a period of
more than three weeks, except by special
exception from the Board of Adjustment.
The long term use of a cargo trailer shall not
be detrimental to the neighborhood.
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 9
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number
8 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows:
DEFINITIONS
1-4:0 (Definitions)
Add: MODULAR HOME: A home manufactured off-
site.
Add: GRADE, EXISTING: The grade of the lot prior
to construction or alterations.
Change: STORY ABOVE GRADE: Any story having its
finished floor surface entirely above existing
grade, except that a basement shall be
considered as a story above grade when the
distance from existing grade to the finished
surface of the floor above the basement is
more than six (6) feet for more than 50% of
the total perimeter, or more than twelve (12)
feet at any point.
Proposed by Planning Board
ARTICLE 10
To see if the voters of the Town of Hampstead will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of up to Two Million Three
Hundred Ninety Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($2,397,500) for the purpose of financing the construction of a
new police station and driveway on land owned by the Town
(Map 7, lots 10, lOA and 46) and equipping same, which
building will house the Town's Police Department, and to
authorize the issuance of bonds or notes of not more than Two
Million Three Hundred Ninety Seven Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars ($2,397,500) under and in compliance with the
Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1 et seq .. as amended, and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to 1) apply for, obtain and
accept federal, state and other aid, if any, which may be
available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable
to said project; 2) issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds
and notes; 3) determine the rate of interest thereon and the
maturity and other terms thereof; 4) take any other action or
pass any other vote relative thereto.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
NOTE: This article must be approved by at least 60% percent
(3/5) of those voting on this article. Only YES and NO ballots
can be included in the computation of the majority. Blank
ballots are excluded (RSA33:8).
ARTICLE 11
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles J
and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set '
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by
vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling $4,919,693.11. Should this article be defeated, the
default budget shall be $4,697,846.15, which is the same as
last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action
of the Town or by law; or the governing body may hold one
special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13 X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
NOT Recommended by the Budget Committee
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ARTICLE 12
To see If the Town will adopt the revised provisions of RSA
72:28 to modify the Optional Veterans' property tax credit for
qualified veterans from $300.00 (Three Hundred Dollars) to
$500.00 (Five Hundred Dollars).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $75,000.00 (Seventy Five Thousand Dollars) to be added to
the previously established Capital Reserve Fund known as the
Fire Equipment Fund.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
NOT Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $40,000.00 (Forty Thousand Dollars) for the purpose of
purchasing and equipping a command vehicle for the
Hampstead Fire Department. This article will be non-lapsing
until December 31, 2008.
NOT recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $45,000.00 (Forty Five Thousand Dollars) for engineering
costs and the construction of 80 additional parking spaces at
the Depot Road Field Complex. This article shall be non-
lapsing until December 31, 2008.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $25,000 (Twenty Five Thousand Dollars) for the purpose of
furthering the construction of the new section of Lakeview
Cemetery. This will be non-lapsing until December 31, 2008.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $100,000 (One Hundred Thousand Dollars) for the
Conservation Commission Land Purchase Fund for the
purchase of additional conservation land.
NOT recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
NOT recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 18
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $65,000 for the purpose of purchasing and constructing a
playground at the Depot Road Fields complex with the sum of
$40,000 to be donated by the Hampstead Mother's Club. This
will be non-lapsing until December 31, 2008. (By Petition)
(
The Hampstead Mother's Club is putting in a large scale
playground at the Depot Road Fields. This Warrant Article is
asking the Town to contribute $25,000 of the total price.
$40,000 is to be given by the Mother's Club for a total of
$65,000. The Recreation Commission supports this)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 19
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the following
Capital Reserve Funds/Expendable Trust Funds. Said Funds
have no principal or accumulated interest:
Established in 1989, Library Capital Reserve Fund
Established in 1993, Rescue Vehicle Expendable Trust Fund
Established in 1996, Fire Truck Expendable Trust Fund
Established in 1996, Library Capital Reserve Fund, for the
purpose of completing the Library.
Established in 2000, Capital Reserve Fund Highway
Department, for the purpose of installing the traffic lights at
East Road.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 20
To see if the Town will vote pursuant to RSA 31:110 to add to
the already established town forest -the following parcels of
conservation property more commonly known as the West
Road Conservation Area and Moore/Randall parcels, to include
Map 4 Parcel 39, Map 6 Parcels 34, 35, 47, 59, 101 and 102
and Map 7 Parcels 79, 93, 96, 99 and 121, containing
approximately 330 acres of land and to authorize the
Hampstead Conservation Commission to manage the town
forest under the provisions of RSA 31:112 II, and to authorize
placement of any proceeds that may derive from this forest
management in the Forest Maintenance Fund established in
2006 under RSA 31:113.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 21
To see if the Town will vote to accept Catherine Avenue,
Cherubs Way, Victoria Way and Oldham Road as described on
the deeds and North Salem Road by prescription.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will go on record in support of effective
actions by the President and the Congress to address the issue
of climate change which is increasingly harmful to the
environment and economy of New Hampshire and to the
future well being of the people of Hampstead.
These actions Include:
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1. Establishment of a national program requiring
reductions of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions while
protecting the U.S. economy.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative to
foster rapid development of sustainable energy
technologies thereby stimulating new jobs and
investment.
In addition, the Town of Hampstead encourages New
Hampshire citizens to work for emission reductions within their
communities, and we ask our Selectmen to consider the
appointment of a voluntary energy committee to recommend
local steps to save energy and reduce emissions.
(By Petition)
Given under our hands and seal, the 29* day of January, in
the year of our Lord, Two Thousand and Seven.
Richard H. Hartung ^
/I Priscilla R,;Hnd3uist
~J7 Je'an S/Routhier
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
HAI^PSTEAD BOARD OF SELECTMEN
-"^ Richard H. Hartung ^
Priscilla R.^indquist . y-
{7 Jein S/Routhier
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the time and place and for the purpose within
mentioned, by posting up an attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting within named, and a like attested copy at the
Hampstead Middle School, the East Hampstead Post Office, and the Hampstead Town Office Building, being public places in said Town
on the 29th day of January, 2007.
HAMPSTEAD BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Richard H. Hartung ^
\y^.i/>ry.//4 n- ^
/^ Priscilla R ^indqujg
~77 Je'an S/Routhier
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41301 BOARD OF SELECTMEN
41301-13000 Selectmen's Salaries $10,600.00 $10,600.00 $10,600.00 0.00% $10,600.00
41301-57000 Workshops and Training $200.00 $50.00 $100.00 -50.00% $200.00
41301-81000 Mileage & Expense $200.00 $188.82 $100.00 -50.00% $200.00
41302 ADMINISTRATION
41302-11000 Adm. Assistant Salary $46,748.00 $32,532.94 $45,186.79 -3.34% $45,186.79
41302-11001 Selectmen's Clerk $37,595.00 $39,178.36 $38,158.93 1.50% $37,595.00
41302-34100 Telephone $13,000.00 $12,448.41 $12,000.00 -7.69% $13,000.00
41302-34200 Internet/Web Site Exp. $2,500.00 $2,382.30 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
41302-39000 Computer Purchased Svc $6,000.00 $5,668.45 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
41302-43000 Repair and Maintenance $500.00 $80.00 $100.00 -80.00% $500.00
41302-44000 Photocopier Supplies & Service $3,500.00 $3,245.36 $3,500.00 0.00% $3,500.00
41302-55000 Printing Expense $650.00 $929.36 $650.00 0.00% $650.00
41302-55001 Printing Town Report $10,300.00 $8,638.81 $9,000.00 -12.62% $10,300.00
41302-55002 Advertising & Recording Fees $250.00 $1,252.14 $600.00 140.00% $250.00
41302-56000 Dues and Subscriptions $6,500.00 $6,812.70 $6,800.00 4.62% $6,500.00
41302-57000 Workshops and Training $350.00 $230.00 $350.00 0.00% $350.00
41302-61000 General Supplies $2,500.00 $2,631.31 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
41302-62500 Postage $2,300.00 $1,985.35 $2,000.00 -13.04% $2,300.00
41302-62501 Postage Meter Service $1,000.00 $1,174.26 $2,700.00 170.00% $2,700.00
41302-74000 Equipment $1,500.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 0.00% $1,500.00
41302-81000 Mileage & Expense $200.00 $112.75 $200.00 0.00% $200.00
41302-89000 Special Events $700.00 $600.00 $400.00 -42.86% $700.00
41303 MODERATOR & TOWN MEETING EXP
41303-12000 Ballot Clerks $1,500.00 $948.76 $500.00 -66.67% $1,500.00
41303-13000 Moderator Salary $265.00 $265.00 $265.00 0.00% $265.00
41304 TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
41304-13000 Trustee of TF Salary $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 0.00% $300.00
41304-81000 Mileage & Expense $50.00 $0.00 $50.00 0.00% $50.00
TOTAL EXECUTIVE $149,208.00 $132,255.08 $146,060.71 -2.11% $149,346.79
41401 OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK
41401-11000 Town Clerk's Office Labor $70,167.00 $70,166.35 $72,003.93 2.62% $70,167.00
41401-13000 Town Clerk Salary $24,704.00 $24,703.73 $25,701.14 4.04% $24,704.00
41401-34100 Telephone $1.00 $0.00 $1.00 0.00% $1.00
41401-34200 Data Processing $4,000.00 $3,012.25 $4,700.00 17.50% $4,000.00
41401-43000 Repair and Maintenance $1,500.00 $575.00 $1,500.00 0.00% $1,500.00
41401-57000 Workshops and Training $1,000.00 $1,205.42 $1,250.00 25.00% $1,000.00
41401-59000 Preservation of Records $3,000.00 $3,170.00 $10,000.00 233.33% $3,000.00
41401-61000 General Supplies $2,000.00 $2,469.32 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
41401-62500 Postage $5,400.00 $3,829.23 $5,400.00 0.00% $5,400.00
41401-74000 New Equipment $1,500.00 $1,242.00 $1,000.00 -33.33% $1,500.00
41401-81000 Mileage & Expense' $650.00 $583.59 $650.00 0.00% $650.00
TOTAL TOWN CLERK $113,922.00 $110,956.89 $124,206.07 9.03% $113,922.00
41403 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
41403-13000 Checklist Supervisor Salary $1,800.00 $3,267.50 $1,800.00 0.00% $1,800.00
41403-34200 Computer Services $4,000.00 $3,734.54 $3,500.00 -12.50% $4,000.00
41403-55000 Printing $4,000.00 $3,786.85 $3,500.00 -12.50% $4,000.00
41403-61000 General Supplies $850.00 $843.02 $500.00 -41.18% $850.00
41403-74000 New Equipment $500.00 $157.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
TOTAL ELECTION ADM $11,150.00 $11,788.91 $9,800.00 -12.11% $11,150.00
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41502-30100 Auditing Services $7,250.00 $8,539.25 $8,500.00r 17.24% $7,250,001
41504 TAX COLLECTOR
|
41504-13000 Tax Collector Salary $24,704.00 $24,703.73 $25,701.14 4.04% $24,704.00
41504-34200 Data Processing $2,800.00 $2,625.00 $2,800.00 0.00% $2,800.00
41504-57000 Workshops and Training $1,000.00 $810.66 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
41504-61000 General Supplies $1,250.00 $1,246.53 $1,250.00 0.00% $1,250.00
41504-62500 Postage $3,500.00 $3,145.51 $3,500.00 0.00% $3,500.00
41504-81000 Mileage & Expense $525.00 $357.81 $525.00 0.00% $525.00
41504-82000 Registry Costs $1,500.00 $1,612.07 $1,750.00 16.67% $1,500.00
TOTAL TAX COLLECTOR $35,279.00 $34,501.31 $36,526.14 3.54% $35,279.00
41505 TREASURER
41505-13000 Treasurer's Salary $7,800.00 $7,800.00 $7,800.00 0.00% $7,800.00
41505-34200 Data Processing $1,900.00 $1,218.71 $1,900.00 0.00% $1,900.00
41505-67000 Books & Seminars $100.00 $158.50 $100.00 0.00% $100.00
41505-81000 Mileage & Expenses $1,200.00 $1,557.32 $1,200.00 0.00% $1,200.00
TOTAL TREASURER $11,000.00 $10,734.53 $11,000.00 0.00% $11,000.00
41521 REVALUATION/ASSESSING
41521-12000 Assessing- Clerical $5,150.00 $11,582.39 $7,612.50 47.82% $5,150.00
41521-31200 Assessing Services $43,368.00 $27,186.48 $45,000.00 3.76% $43,368.00
41521-31201 Assessing Support $20,000.00 $21,974.73 $0.00 -100.00% $0.00
41521-34200 Computer Support $2,400.00 $3,192.50 $3,000.00 25.00% $2,400.00
41521-39000 Mapping Services $7,500.00 $16,846.97 $25,000.00 233.33% $25,000.00
41521-61000 Assessing Supplies $1,500.00 $1,123.70 $1,000.00 -33.33% $1,500.00
41521-67000 Books & Periodicals $650.00 $495.91 $500.00 -23.08% $650.00
TOTAL ASSESSING $80,568.00 $82,402.68 $82,112.50 1.92% $78,068.00
LEGAL EXPENSES
41531 TOWN COUNSEL EXPENSES
41531-32000 Legal Services -General $10,000.00 $20,690.07 $12,000.00 20.00% $10,000.00
41531-32001 Legal Services - Code Enf. $1,000.00 $13,401.87 $6,000.00 500.00% $1,000.00
41539 OTHER LEGAL EXPENSES
41539-32001 Other Legal Expenses $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
TOTAL LEGAL $11,000.00 $34,091.94 $18,000.00 63.64% $11,000.00
41559 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
41559-21000 Health Insurance Benefits $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
41559-21001 Medical Insurance - Adm $144,158.80 $143,924.64 $167,000.00 15.84% $167,000.00
41559-21002 Dental Insurance - Adm $6,598.26 $3,480.22 $6,500.00 -1.49% $6,500.00
41559-21500 Life Insurance - Adm $961.00 $858.59 $925.00 -3.75% $925.00
41559-21901 LTD Insurance - Adm $1,853.00 $1,334.38 $1,450.00 -21.75% $1,450.00
41559-21902 STD Insurance - Adm $1,526.00 $1,478.70 $1,550.00 1.57% $1,550.00
41559-22000 Social Security $68,644.26 $55,263.25 $59,515.24 -13.30% $58,471.86
41559-22500 Medicare $22,268.59 $20,087.94 $21,500.00 -3.45% $20,072.43
41559-23000 Retirement $18,332.76 $22,065.15 $26,500.00 44.55% $25,000.00
41559-29000 Other Employee Benefits $100.00 $0.00 $100.00 0.00% $100.00
TOTAL PERSONNEL ADMIN $264,442.67 $248,493.87 $285,040.24 7.79% $281,069.29
41911 PLANNING BOARD
41911-11000 Planning Board Secretary $31,276.00 $32,200.69 $32,600.00 4.23% $31,276.00
41911-11001 Planning Board Clerk $5,750.00 $0.00 $2,000.00 -65.22% $5,750.00
41911-31000 Engineering $47,000.00 $42,735.73 $47,000.00 0.00% $47,000.00
41911-32000 Legal Expenses $6,000.00 $5,029.06 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
41911-34100 Telephone $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
41911-39000 Map Work $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 0.00% $10,000.00
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41911-55000 Printing $1,000.00 $21.12 $500.00 -50.00% $1,000.00
41911-55001 Legal Ads $2,000.00 $1,492.54 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
41911-57000 Worl<shops & Training $200.00 $60.00 $200.00 0.00% $200.00
41911-57001 Community Profile/Master Plan $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
41911-61000 General Supplies $2,800.00 $1,868.80 $1,500.00 -46.43% $2,800.00
41911-62000 Copier Supplies $1,000.00 $1,498.95 $2,300.00 130.00% $1,000.00
41911-62500 Postage $2,200.00 $2,061.82 $2,200.00 0.00% $2,200.00
41911-67000 Books & Periodicals $500.00 $265.00 $400.00 -20.00% $500.00
41911-74000 New Equipment $3,000.00 $2,034.79 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
41911-81000 Mileage & Expense $500.00 $162.85 $300.00 -40.00% $500.00
41911-82000 Recording Fees - Plans $1,500.00 $1,670.29 $1,800.00 20.00% $1,500.00
TOTAL PLANNING $115,226.00 $101,101.64 $112,300.00 -2.54% $115,226.00
41912 ZONING ENFORCEMENT
41912-11000 Chief Building Official $53,057.00 $53,056.33 $54,571.00 2.85% $53,765.00
41912-12000 Clerk's Salary-Enf. Office $27,930.00 $22,247.89 $28,348.95 1.50% $27,930.00
41912-12003 Inspectors Salaries $43,500.00 $55,721.25 $47,500.00 9.20% $43,500.00
41912-31000 Comm Plan Reviews & Insp $8,000.00 $2,249.99 $4,000.00 -50.00% $8,000.00
41912-34100 Telephone $1,200.00 $1,150.00 $1,200.00 0.00% $1,200.00
41912-34200 Comp Equip, Supl. & Exp. $1,960.00 $1,600.00 $1,960.00 0.00% $1,960.00
41912-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $600.00 $225.00 $600.00 0.00% $600.00
41912-57000 Workshops & Training $1,250.00 $410.00 $1,250.00 0.00% $1,250.00
41912-61000 General Supplies $3,640.00 $4,650.97 $3,640.00 0.00% $3,640.00
41912-63000 Machine Maintenance $2,500.00 $1,732.98 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
41912-81000 Mileage & Expense $3,800.00 $5,444.07 $4,800.00 26.32% $3,800.00
41912-89000 Other Misc. Expenses $100.00 $35.34 $100.00 0.00% $100.00
TOTAL ZONING ENFORCEMENT $147,537.00 $148,523.82 $150,469.95 1.99% $148,245.00
41913 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
41913-11000 Clerk's Salary - B/A $4,089.00 $3,720.29 $4,150.34 1.50% $4,089.00
41913-32000 Legal Expense $3,000.00 $1,647.50 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
41913-55001 Legal Ads $1,500.00 $1,706.85 $1,500.00 0.00% $1,500.00
41913-57000 Workshops & Training $125.00 $0.00 $125.00 0.00% $125.00
41913-61000 General Supplies $200.00 $371.91 $200.00 0.00% $200.00
41913-62500 Postage $2,500.00 $2,015.17 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
41913-81000 Mileage & Expenses $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 0.00% $25.00
TOTAL BOA $11,439.00 $9,461.72 $11,500.34 0.54% $11,439.00
GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
41941 ADMINISTRATION
41941-11000 Supervisor's Salary $38,693.00 $42,139.33 $41,194.20 6.46% $39,712.00
41941-12001 Custodial Payroll $11,000.00 $12,654.39 $13,057.98 18.71% $11,000.00
41941-12002 Ground Workers Salaries $18,643.00 $13,125.41 $18,922.65 1.50% $18,643.00
41941-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $2,000.00 $3,708.39 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
41941-55002 Advertising Expense $50.00 $0.00 $50.00 0.00% $50.00
41941-61000 General Supplies $5,000.00 $5,927.04 $5,500.00 10.00% $5,000.00
41941-66000 Vehicle Expense $1,500.00 $4,721.60 $2,500.00 66.67% $1,500.00
41941-74000 New Equipment $1,000.00 $299.00 $3,500.00 250.00% $1,000.00
41942 TOWN OFFICES
41942-41000 Electricity $6,000.00 $7,109.14 $6,500.00 8.33% $6,000.00
41942-41100 Heat $6,500.00 $5,417.88 $6,000.00 -7.69% $6,500.00
41942-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $10,000.00 $6,969.44 $60,000.00 500.00% $10,000.00
41942-49001 Bottled Water Service $100.00 $191.80 $200.00 100.00% $100.00
41942-49002 Security Fees $100.00 $153.54 $200.00 100.00% $100.00
41942-49003 Fire Extinguisher Maint. $100.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $100.00
Account # Description 2006 Budget 2006 Actuals 2007 Proposed % Diff. 2007
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41943-41000 Electricity $1,000.00 $982.70 $1,200.00 20.00% $1,000.00
41943-41100 Heat $3,000.00 $2,764.37 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
41943-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $14,000.00 $14,953.57 $14,000.00 0.00% $14,000.00
41944 OLD LIBRARY
41944-41000 Electricity $1,500.00 $1,437.93 $1,700.00 13.33% $1,500.00
41944-41100 Heat $2,000.00 $2,531.94 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
41944-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $9,000.00 $7,405.14 $9,000.00 0.00% $9,000.00
41945 ORDWAY PARK
j
41945-43000 Maintenance $1,500.00 $1,494.04 $1,000.00 -33.33% $1,500.00
41945-49004 General Improvements $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
41946 RECREATION UTILITIES
41945-41000 Town Beach $1,800.00 $1,578.89 $1,800.00 0.00% $1,800.00
41946-41001 Athletic Fields $3,700.00 $3,174.51 $3,700.00 0.00% $3,700.00
41947 GYMNASIUM
{
41947-41000 Electricity $2,500.00 $2,458.46 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
41947-41100 Heat $3,500.00 $3,028.21 $3,500.00 0.00% $3,500.00
41947-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $30,000.00 $18,362.30 $20,000.00 -33.33% $30,000.00
41948 ATHLETIC FIELDS
41948-43000 Repairs and Maintenance $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
41948-43001 Lawn Care $31,400.00 $24,483.00 $27,500.00 -12.42% $31,400.00
41948-43002 Fencing Maintenance $3,600.00 $6,300.00 $3,600.00 0.00% $3,600.00
41948-43003 General Maintenance $15,000.00 $6,195.44 $8,000.00 -46.67% $15,000.00
41949 TENNIS COURTS
|
41949-43000 Repairs & Maintenance $1.00 $0.00 $1.00 0.00% $1.00
TOTAL GOVT. BUILDINGS $229,187.00 $204,567.46 $267,125.82 16.55% $230,206.00
41951 CEMETERY ADMIN
41951-11000 Sexton's Salary $5,400.00 $5,400.00 $5,400.00 0.00% $5,400.00
41951-34200 Computer Expense $750.00 $0.00 $100.00 -86.67% $750.00
41951-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $25.00 $0.00 $25.00 0.00% $25.00
41952 CEMETERY UPKEEP
j
41952-12000 Cemetery Labor $2,927.00 $588.75 $1,500.00 -48.75% $2,927.00
41952-12002 Mowing Labor $2,697.00 $3,493.13 $3,500.00 29.77% $2,697.00
41952-39000 Contract Labor/Equip. $2,000.00 $1,845.00 $2,500.00 25.00% $2,000.00
41952-43000 Improvements/Repairs $2,000.00 $3,470.00 $8,000.00 300.00% $2,000.00
41952-61000 General Supplies $500.00 $605.34 $700.00 40.00% $500.00
41952-63000 Maint & Repair Supplies $1,000.00 $836.17 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
41952-74000 New Equipment $1,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 200.00% $1,000.00
41952-82000 Deed Recordings $250.00 $98.32 $250.00 0.00% $250.00
TOTAL CEMETERY UPKEEP $18,549.00 $16,336.71 $25,975.00 40.030/0 $18,549.00
41961 INSURANCE
41961-48000 Property Liability $38,000.00 $40,458.46 $41,000.00 7.89% $41,000.00
41961-49000 Fire Department Insurance $34,000.00 $33,281.00 $34,000.00 0.00% $34,000.00
41969 WORKERS COMP./UNEMP. INS.
|
41969-25000 Unemployment Insurance $200.00 $3.52 $173.00 -13.50% $173.00
41969-26000 Workers Compensation Ins. $41,214.80 $48,049.19 $44,351.00 7.61% $44,351.00
TOTAL INSURANCE $113,414.80 $121,792.17 $119,524.00 5.390/0 $119,524.00
41971 REGIONAL PLANNING
41971-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $7,341.00 $7,341.00 $7,346.00 0.07% $7,341.00
TOTAL ADV & REGIONAL $7,341.00 $7,341.00 $7,346.00 0.070/0 $7,341.00
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42101 ADMINISTRATION
42101-11000 Officers Salary $399,993.00 $393,244.78 $451,675.00 12.92% $445,000.00
42101-11001 Custodial Wages $3,090.00 $3,695.61 $3,552.50 14.97% $3,090.00
42101-13000 Police Chief Salary $23,180.00 $16,217.52 $23,527.70 1.50% $23,180.00
42101-19000 Special Duty $30,000.00 $36,274.50 $0.00 -100.00% $30,000.00
42101-21000 Insurance Benefits $65,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $0.00
42101-21001 Medical Insurance $0.00 $46,404.84 $61,539.00 100.00% $61,539.00
42101-21002 Dental Insurance $0.00 $2,230.22 $5,261.00 100.00% $5,261.00
42101-21500 Life Insurance $0.00 $761.76 $800.00 100.00% $800.00
42101-21901 LTD Insurance $0.00 $1,181.90 $1,200.00 100.00% $1,200.00
42101-21902 STD Insurance $0.00 $954.00 $1,200.00 100.00% $1,200.00
42101-23000 Retirement $38,000.00 $31,514.20 $40,000.00 5.26% $40,000.00
42101-32000 Legal Expense $15,300.00 $12,894.00 $16,000.00 4.58% $16,000.00
42101-34100 Telephone Expense $7,500.00 $6,306.70 $7,500.00 0.00% $7,500.00
42101-55002 Advertising Expense $50.00 $36.19 $100.00 100.00% $50.00
42101-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $300.00 $210.00 $300.00 0.00% $300.00
42101-61000 General Supplies $4,000.00 $4,432.98 $4,500.00 12.50% $4,000.00
42101-62500 Postage $400.00 $202.00 $400.00 0.00% $400.00
42101-74000 Equipment $7,500.00 $7,177.53 $25,300.00 237.33% $7,500.00
42101-77000 Uniforms $6,200.00 $6,171.42 $7,200.00 16.13% $6,200.00
42103 TRAFFIC CONTROL
|
42103-39000 Communications $600.00 $2,860.69 $900.00 50.00% $600.00
42103-63500 Gasoline $18,000.00 $21,289.21 $22,000.00 22.22% $18,000.00
42103-66000 Vehicle Repairs $6,500.00 $5,798.92 $7,000.00 7.69% $6,500.00
42103-68000 Radio $0.00 $0.00 $600.00 100.00% $0.00
42103-69000 Miscellaneous Expense $700.00 $3,616.03 $700.00 0.00% $700.00
42104 WORKSHOPS & TRAINING
42104-57000 Workshops & Training $7,500.00 $2,857.10 $8,000.00 6.67% $7,500.00
42104-88000 Other Compensation $1,000.00 $870.57 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
42105 SUPPORT SERVICES
42105-76000
; Cruiser Replacement $47,000.00 $49,081.91 $27,000.00 -42.55% $27,000.00
42105-89000 Other Misc. Expense $500.00 $98.25 $1,000.00 100.00% $500.00
42107 POLICE STATION
42107-41000 Electricity $4,000.00 $4,179.91 $4,500.00 12.50% $4,000.00
42107-41100 Heat $2,500.00 $1,314.23 $3,000.00 20.00% $2,500.00
42107-43000 Repair and Maintenance $2,600.00 $1,268.01 $10,000.00 284.62% $2,600.00
42109 OTHER POLICE FUNCTIONS
|
42109-19000 Restitution $100.00 $410.00 $100.00 0.00% $100.00
TOTAL POLICE $691,513.00 $663,554.98 $735,855.20 6.41% $724,220.00
42151 AMBULANCE





42201-11000 Secretary Salary $7,210.00 $3,543.98 $7,612.50 5.58% $7,500.00
42201-11001 Salaries- Call $56,650.00 $40,080.96 $41,615.00 -26.54% $56,650.00
42201-11002 Salary- Custodial $3,605.00 $2,733.83 $3,552.50 -1.46% $3,605.00
42201-11004 Salaries-Full Time FF $154,500.00 $147,811.83 $170,520.00 10.37% $168,000.00
42201-11005 Salaries - Board of Engineers $20,600.00 $18,878.10 $19,285.00 -6.38% $20,600.00
42201-11006 Salary - Chief $43,000.00 $46,048.43 $43,855.00 1.99% $43,855.00
42201-19000 Salary - Shift Coverage $8,000.00 $6,002.30 $8,120.00 1.50% $8,000.00
42201-21000 Insurance Benefits $39,103.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $0.00
42201-21001 Medical Insurance $0.00 $35,686.20 $40,250.00 100.00% $40,250.00
Account # Description 2006 Budget 2006 Actuals 2007 Proposed % Diff. 2007
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42201-21002 Dental Insurance $0.00 $1,621.98 $2,500.00 100.00% $2,500.00
42201-21500 Life Insurance $0.00 $401.12 $425.00 100.00% $425.00
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42201-21901 LTD Insurance $0.00 $678.64 $800.00 100.00% $800.00
42201-21902 STD Insurance $0.00 $985.80 $800.00 100.00% $800.00
42201-23000 Retirement $24,000.00 $24,097.72 $26,000.00 8.33% $26,000.00
42201-34100 Telephone $4,200.00 $4,889.30 $3,500.00 -16.67% $4,200.00
42201-55002 Advertising $100.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $100.00
42201-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $6,500.00 $6,504.00 $6,500.00 0.00% $6,500.00
42201-61000 General Supplies $3,000.00 $4,295.02 $3,250.00 8.33% $3,000.00
42201-61100 Computers/Office Mach. $5,500.00 $7,085.15 $5,500.00 0.00% $5,500.00
42201-64000 Custodial Supplies $500.00 $664.14 $750.00 50.00% $500.00
42201-67000 Books & Periodicals $150.00 $225.30 $150.00 0.00% $150.00
42202 FIRE FIGHTING
42202-39000 Forest Fires $2,000.00 $3,466.80 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
42202-59000 Fire Alarm $3,000.00 $1,601.49 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
42202-66000 Vehicle Repair - Fire/Rescue $25,000.00 $36,925.37 $30,000.00 20.00% $25,000.00
42202-69000 Mileage Expense $2,000.00 $972.87 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
42202-73000 Hose & Fittings $5,000.00 $669.74 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
42202-74000 Equipment - Fire $6,000.00 $7,830.21 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
42202-74100 Equipment - Rescue $3,500.00 $3,519.61 $3,500.00 0.00% $3,500.00
42202-77000 Dress Uniforms $2,500.00 $3,405.00 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
42202-77001 Protective Clothing $9,000.00 $3,601.58 $9,000.00 0.00% $9,000.00
42202-80000 Pressure Hydrant $8,000.00 $9,676.00 $10,000.00 25.00% $8,000.00
42202-80001 Dry Hydrant $2,500.00 $2,686.28 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
42202-80002 Medical Supplies $5,500.00 $5,878.12 $6,000.00 9.09% $5,500.00
42202-80003 Hydrant Maintenance $0.00 $0.00 $5,200.00 100.00% $5,200.00
42203 INSPECTION/PLANNING
|
42203-81000 Fire Prevention $2,500.00 $2,165.57 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
1
42204 TRAINING
42204-57000 Training - Fire $5,000.00 $4,165.16 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
42204-58000 Training - Rescue $5,000.00 $6,816.31 $6,000.00 20.00% $5,000.00
42205 SUPPORT SERVICES
42205-59000 Dispatch $28,267.32 $28,267.32 $38,912.20 37.66% $38,912.20
42205-73000 Communications $10,000.00 $8,550.80 $10,000.00 0.00% $10,000.00
42207 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
|
42207-35000 Physical Exams $3,000.00 $2,156.00 $4,000.00 33.33% $3,000.00
42207-35001 Misc. Medical Expenses $500.00 $107.80 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
42207-35002 Hepatitis B Shots $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
42208 FIRE STATIONS AND BUILDINGS
42208-41000 Electricity $8,000.00 $8,635.53 $8,500.00 6.25% $8,000.00
42208-41100 Heat $8,000.00 $14,450.63 $12,000.00 50.00% $8,000.00
42208-43000 Repair and Maintenance $40,000.00 $22,423.23 $15,000.00 -62.50% $15,000.00
42208-74000 New Equipment $0.00 $0.00 $12,000.00 100.00% $0.00
TOTAL FIRE AND RESCUE $561,385.32 $530,205.22 $586,597.20 4.49% $574,547.20
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
42901 ADMINISTRATION
42901-12000 Salary - EM Director/Labor $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
42901-34100 Communications $6,100.00 $4,734.72 $6,100.00 0.00% $6,100.00
42901-57000 Training $300.00 $3,507.81 $300.00 0.00% $300.00
42901-61000 Office Supplies $575.00 $7,596.07 $575.00 0.00% $575.00
42901-68000 Cert Team $1.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 99900.00% $1.00
42901-73000 Supplies - Shelter $2,000.00 $1,992.06 $1,000.00 -50.00% $2,000.00
TOTAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT $10,976.00 $19,830.66 $10,975.00 -0.01% $10,976.00




43120-12000 Highway Labor $23,690.00 $23,175.75 $24,045.35 1.50% $23,690.00
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43120-13000 Road Agent Salary $20,188.00 $19,909.29 $20,490.82 1.50% $20,188.00
43120-74000 New Equipment $10,000.00 $9,564.22 $10,000.00 0.00% $10,000.00
43121 PAVING & RECONSTRUCTION
43121-31000 Engineering Support $4,000.00 $1,639.68 $4,000.00 0.00% $4,000.00
43121-39000 Paving & Reconstruction $250,000.00 $256,118.84 $338,000.00 35.20% $250,000.00
43122 CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
43122-59000 Contract Labor/Equipment $50,000.00 $53,547.83 $50,000.00 0.00% $50,000.00
43122-61000 General Supplies $6,000.00 $6,348.80 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
43122-63000 Patch Material $600.00 $738.00 $600.00 0.00% $600.00
43122-63001 Culverts $1,000.00 $725.25 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
43122-63002 Street Signs & Markings $13,000.00 $12,906.30 $15,000.00 15.38% $13,000.00
43122-63003 Tree Trimming & Brush Cutting $10,000.00 $9,857.35 $10,000.00 0.00% $10,000.00
43122-63004 Dam Maintenance/Permits $0.00 $0.00 $2,000.00 100.00% $0.00
43122-63600 Fuel for Equipment $2,000.00 $2,899.63 $3,000.00 50.00% $2,000.00
43125 SNOW AND ICE CONTROL
43125-34100 Telephone $300.00 $31.32 $300.00 0.00% $300.00
43125-34101 Communications $3,000.00 $2,717.57 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
43125-39000 Installation of Plows/Sanders $3,000.00 $2,515.15 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
43125-58000 Leased Equipment $1,000.00 $458.30 $100.00 -90.00% $1,000.00
43125-59000 Contract Labor/Equipment $185,000.00 $115,084.00 $185,000.00 0.00% $185,000.00
43125-66000 Equipment Repair $8,000.00 $7,409.45 $8,000.00 0.00% $8,000.00
43125-68000 Salt $85,000.00 $61,261.33 $85,000.00 0.00% $85,000.00
43125-68001 Sand $6,000.00 $5,681.97 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
43125-69000 Other Purchased Supplies $5,000.00 $4,345.15 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
43127 TOWN GARAGE
43127-41000 Electricity $4,500.00 $4,582.23
1
$4,500.00 0.00% $4,500.00
43127-41100 Heat $2,000.00 $0.00 $1,000.00 -50.00% $2,000.00
43127-43000 Repair & Maintenance $4,500.00 $4,501.93 $6,500.00 44.44% $4,500.00
43127-49000 Garage Clean Up $2,000.00 $3,049.62 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
TOTAL HIGHWAY $699,778.00 $609,068.96 $793,536.17 13.40% $699,778.00
STREET LIGHTING
43163-41000 UTILITY CHARGES $25,000.00 $28,468.52 $27,200.00 8.80% $25,000.00
SANITATION ADMINISTRATION
43211 Administration
43211-11000 Clerk Salary $830.00 $270.79 $1,300.00 56.63% $830.00
43211-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $500.00 $500.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
43211-57000 Workshops and Training $500.00 $150.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
43211-89000 Other Misc. Expense $1,000.00 $454.24 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
SOLID WASTE
43231 COLLECTION & DISPOSAL
43231-51100 Curbside Pick-up $329,571.83 $330,017.64 $342,063.24 3.79% $342,053.24
43231-51200 Tipping Fee $254,484.30 $254,749.77 $269,566.63 5.93% $269,566.63
43232-51300 Household Hazardous Waste $5,000.00 $15,454.74 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
43241 BULK DISPOSAL
|
43241-12000 Salaries - Kent Farm $5,000.00 $4,603.54 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
43241-49000 Site Maintenance $12,000.00 $10,835.11 $12,000.00 0.00% $12,000.00
43241-51400 Bulk Disposal $56,686.00 $41,812.98 .$40,000.00 -29.44% $40,000.00
TOTAL SANITATION $665,572.13 $658,848.81 $676,929.87 1.71% $676,459.87




44141-11000 Animal Ctrl Officer Salary $10,145.00 $10,396,101 $10,297.18 1.50% $10,145.00
44141-12000 Asst Animal Control Salary $2,482.00 $2,441.93! $2,537.50 2.24% $2,482.00
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44141-3000 Fines $500.00 $375.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
44141-34100 Telephone $1,300.00 $1,311.40 $1,500.00 15.38% $1,300.00
44141-34101 Pager Rental $720.00 $356.47 $600.00 -16.67% $720.00
44141-39000 Professional Services $6,000.00 $6,181.70 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
44141-62500 Postage $74.00 $110.37 $74.00 0.00% $74.00
44141-63500 Gasoline/Fuel $1,500.00 $493.17 $1,200.00 -20.00% $1,500.00
44141-66000 Vehicle Maintenance & Repair $2,500.00 $836.43 $2,500.00 0.00% $2,500.00
44141-69000 Supplies $250.00 $140.86 $250.00 0.00% $250.00
44141-89001 Animal Food $500.00 $334.15 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
44141-89002 Kennels $500.00 $82.85 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
TOTAL ANIMAL CONTROL $26,471.00 $23,060.43 $26,458.68 -0.050/0 $26,471.00
44142-39000 PEST CONTROL $20,600.00 $9,000.00 $31,000.00 50.49% $20,600.00
TOTAL PEST CONTROL $20,600.00 $9,000.00 $31,000.00 50.49% $20,600.00
44199 HEALTH AGENCIES
44199-00001 Lamprey Health Center $1,400.00 $1,400.00 $1,400.00 0.00% $1,400.00
44199-00002 Vic Geary Center $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 0.00% $6,000.00
44199-00003 Pregnancy Care Center $600.00 $600.00 $600.00 0.00% $600.00
44199-00004 A Safe Place $2,475.00 $2,475.00 $1,485.00 -40.00% $2,475.00
44199-00005 R.C.Visiting Nurses/Hospice $8,000.00 $6,486.00 $6,500.00 -18.75% $8,000.00
44199-00006 Ctr. for Life Management $5,000.00 $0.00 $2,500.00 -50.00% $5,000.00
44199-00007 Rock County Comm. Action $5,683.00 $5,683.00 $5,981.35 5.25% $5,683.00
44199-00008 Retired Sr. Volunteers $700.00 $700.00 $700.00 0.00% $700.00
44199-00009 Sexual Assault Support $1,070.00 $1,070.00 $1,070.00 0.00% $1,070.00
44199-00010 Community Caregivers $3,000.00 $3,000.00 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
44199-00011 Family Mediation $11,400.00 $11,400.00 $11,400.00 0.00% $11,400.00
44199-00012 Greater Derry/Salem Reg. Trans. $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
44199-00014 Community Health Svcs $3,500.00 $3,500.00 $3,500.00 0.00% $3,500.00
44199-00015 Child Advocacy $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
44199-00017 CART $1,800.00 $1,800.00 $3,550.00 97.22% $1,800.00
44199-00016 Sad Cafe $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 0.00% $5,000.00
TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES $58,628.00 $52,114.00 $55,686.35 -5.02% $58,628.00
44411 WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
44411-11000 Welfare Director's Salary $11,330.00 $8,339.41 $11,621.75 2.58% $11,450.00
44411-61000 Supplies $200.00 $365.67 $200.00 0.00% $200.00
44411-81000 Mileage & Expense $200.00 $148.17 $200.00 0.00% $200.00
44411-89000 Other Misc. Expense $100.00 $336.30 $100.00 0.00% $100.00
44452 DIRECT VENDOR PMT
44451-35000 Medical $1,500.00 $1,360.69 $1,500.00 0.00% $1,500.00
44452-41000 Utilities $2,000.00 $2,165.54 $2,500.00 25.00% $2,000.00
44452-42000 Heat $2,000.00 $3,091.66 $2,000.00 0.00% $2,000.00
44452-44000 Shelter $20,000.00 $38,444.02 $30,000.00 50.00% $20,000.00
44452-64000 Food & Clothing $1,000.00 $877.75 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
TOTAL WELFARE $38,330.00 $55,129.21 $49,121.75 28.15% $38,450.00
RECREATION
45201 ADMINISTRATION
45201-11000 Recreation Director Salary $14,420.00 $14,420.00 $16,240.00 12.62% $16,000.00
45201-12000 Recreation Assts Salary $16,500.00 $16,575.82 $17,000.00 3.03% $16,500.00
45201-12002 Field Caretaker Salary $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
Account # Description 2006 Budget 2006 Actuals 2007 Proposed % Diff . 2007
Default Budget
45201-12007 Lifeguard Salary $10,500.00 $9,520.00 $10,500.00 0.00% $10,500.00
45201-12008 Tennis Instructor's Salary $1,100.00 $945.00 $1,100.00 0.00% $1,100.00
45201-12009 Summer Soccer Dir. Salary $1,700.00 $1,700.00 $1,000.00 -41.18% $1,700.00
45201-12010 Summer Soccer Asst. Salary $1,250.00 $1,416.77 $850.00 -32.00% $1,250.00
45201-55002 Job Classifieds $350.00 $189.84 $300.00 -14.29% $350.00
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45201-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $125.00 $75.00 $125.00 0.00% $125.00
45201-61000 General Supplies $700.00 $696.05 $700.00 0.00% $700.00
45202 ATHLETIC FIELDS
45202-61000 Supplies/Equipment $3,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 0.00% $3,000.00
45203 TENNIS COURTS
j




45204-35000 Medical Training Program $700.00 $649.00 $500.00 -28.57% $700.00
45204-61000 Supplies- Rec Program $1,500.00 $1,563.65 $1,700.00 13.33% $1,500.00
45204-74000 Equipment- Rec Program $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00 0.00% $1,200.00
45204-81000 Transportation $2,300.00 $1,648.00 $2,300.00 0.00% $2,300.00
45204-82500 Programs $1,500.00 $1,444.26 $1,500.00 0.00% $1,500.00
Basketball Program $0.00 $0.00 $450.00 100.00% $0.00
45204-83000 Soccer Program Uniforms $400.00 $170.68 $350.00 -12.50% $400.00
45204-84000 Soccer Program Supplies $500.00 $116.66 $300.00 -40.00% $500.00
45204-85000 Recreation Program Uniforms $1,200.00 $927.75 $1,200.00 0.00% $1,200.00
45205 TOWN BEACH
45205-74000 Equipment $900.00 $345.80 $600.00 -33.33% $900.00
45206 ELDERLY ACTIVITIES
|
45206-53000 Trips $8,250.00 $6,799.59 $8,250.00 0.00% $8,250.00
45206-53100 Holiday Dinner $4,200.00 $4,529.79 $4,800.00 14.29% $4,200.00
45206-89000 Summer Activity $500.00 $469.24 $350.00 -30.00% $500.00
45208 COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
|
45208-39000 Community Programs $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
TOTAL RECREATION $74,045.00 $65,712.22 $75,265.00 1.65% $75,625.00
45400 CABLE TELEVISION
45400-11000 Cable Committee Salaries $7,000.00 $14,205.00 $10,000.00 42.86% $7,000.00
45400-61000 General Supplies $500.00 $111.92 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
TOTAL CABLE TV $7,500.00 $14,316.92 $10,500.00 40.00% $7,500.00
LIBRARY
45501-96000 LIBRARY TRUSTEES $78,115.00 $78,115.00 $80,215.00 2.69% $78,115.00
45509 LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
|
45509-11000 Salary - Director $48,220.00 $47,849.59 $51,306.00 6.40% $51,306.00
45509-11001 Salary - Asst. Director $37,174.00 $36,877.89 $42,853.00 15.28% $42,853.00
45509-11002 Salary - Library Assistants $98,377.00 $99,749.53 $90,950.00 -7.55% $78,512.00
45509-11003 Salary- Children's Librarian $0.00 $0.00 $30,416.00 #DIV/01 $30,416.00
45509-11004 Salaries - Custodian $7,831.00 $8,416.94 $9,354.00 19.45% $8,379.00
45509-21000 Health Insurance $50,145.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $0.00
45509-21001 Medical Insurance $0.00 $31,009.87 $50,545.00 100.00% $50,545.00
45509-21002 Dental Insurance $0.00 $811.00 $2,062.00 100.00% $2,062.00
45509-21500 Life Insurance $0.00 $195.48 $302.00 100.00% $302.00
45509-21901 LTD Insurance $0.00 $353.20 $540.00 100.00% $540.00
45509-21902 STD Insurance $0.00 $381.60 $634.00 100.00% . $634.00
45509-22000 Social Security $11,880.00 $11,959.37 $11,017.00 -7.26% $11,017.00
45509-22500 Medicare $2,779.00 $2,796.82 $2,577.00 -7.27% $2,577.00
45509-23000 Retirement $6,455.00 $7,188.73 $9,429.00 46.07% $9,429.00
45509-25000 Unemployment Comp $50.00 $5.48 $50.00 0.00% $50.00
45509-26000 Workers Compensation $556.00 $546.55 $556.00 0.00% $556.00
Account # Description 2006 Budget 2006 Actuals 2007 Proposed % DIff. 2007
Default Budget
45509-32000 Legal $1.00 $0.00 $1.00 0.00% $1.00
45509-39000 Contracted Services $1,082.00 $822.50 $1,082.00 0.00% $1,082.00
45509-81000 Mileage & Expenses $400.00 $453.88 $400.00 0.00% $400.00
TOTAL LIBRARY $343,065.00 $327,533.43 $384,289.00 12.02% $368,776.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES




45831-82000 Fireworks $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,500.00 10.00% $5,500.00
45831-83000 Patriotic Celebrations $1,000.00 $991.00 $1,000.00 0.00% $1,000.00
45831-89000 Othier l^isc. Expense $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
TOTAL PATRIOTIC PURPOSES $6,000.00 $5,991.00 $6,500.00 8.33% $6,500.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
46111 CONSERVATION ADMINISTRATION
46111-11000 Clerk Salary $2,060.00 $861.21 $1,400.00 -32.04% $1,400.00
46111-56000 Dues & Subscriptions $400.00 $3,924.60 $400.00 0.00% $400.00
46111-57000 Workshops & Training $100.00 $0.00 $100.00 0.00% $100.00
46111-61000 Supplies $600.00 $508.52 $600.00 0.00% $600.00
46111-62500 Postage/Phone $50.00 $36.00 $50.00 0.00% $50.00
46121 ACQUISITION OF LAND
j
46121-32000 Legal Expense $250.00 $263.50 $400.00 60.00% $250.00
46121-33000 Appraisals $400.00 $0.00 $400.00 0.00% $400.00
46121-39000 Plans/Deeds $300.00 $0.00 $200.00 -33.33% $300.00
46121-39001 Surveys $1,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $1,000.00
46191 OTHER CONSERVATION
|
46191-55000 Trail Maps $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 0.00% $0.00
46191-82000 Arbor Day $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 0.00% $200.00
46191-83000 Forest Consultation $100.00 $0.00 $0.00 -100.00% $100.00
46191-84000 Dredge & Fill $100.00 $0.00 $50.00 -50.00% $100.00
46191-85000 Land Development $500.00 $524.52 $500.00 0.00% $500.00
46191-86000 Earth Day $300.00 $160.95 $300.00 0.00% $300.00
46121-87000 Natural Resources Inventory $800.00 $680.70 $0.00 -100.00% $0.00
TOTAL CONSERVATION $7,160.00 $7,160.00 $4,600.00 -35.750/0 $5,700.00
AMENDED AT DELIBERATIVE SESSION $22,192.13
TOTAL BUDGET $4,592,536.92 $4,382,883.34 $4,919,693.11 6.64% $4,697,846.15
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A3133 20/18 Gary Orlove 91 Indian Ridge Rd. addition $100,000
A3 144 9/24-109 Peter Church 70 Freedom Hill Rd. addition $20,000
A3145 12/7 Mark Murphy 142 Emerson Ave. re-roof $4,800
A3 146 8B/74 Eric Leeman 15 Harris Ave. re-roof $4,000
A3 147 3-51 John Finocchiaro 27 Blueberry Cir. remodel $18,000
A3 148 9/183 Kevin Bartolotta 39 Barthelmess Ln. addition $70,000
A3 149 18/5 Assoc. Developers 45 Danville Rd. remodel $50,000
A3 150 2/168 Sal DiMaggio 19 Houston's Way addition $8,500
A3151 10-34 Makenzie 97 LLC 4 Owens Ct. Unit 2 alteration $1,100
A3 152 13/64 Cory True 126 East Rd, alteration $40,000
A3 153 10-38 M.S.A. Properties 26 Owens Ct. Unit 1 alteration $600
A3 154 1-32 Robert Morris 707 Main SL re-roof $6,100
A3 155 14/161 Joseph Pilla 60 Marilyn Park Dr. addition $30,000
A3 156 12-7 Mark Murphy 142 Emerson Ave. remodel $53,800
A3 157 1-89 Carole Comeau 686 Main St. addition $8,200
A3 158 10-33 Paul Richardson 1 Owens Ct. Unit 5 remodel $5,000
A3159 Void $0
A3160 13/32 Elizabeth St. Amend 173 East Rd. pool $20,000
A3161 3/139 Randolph Hawkes 35 Racoon Run addition $10,500
A3 162 17/161 Ernest Hutchinson 6 Cortland Rd. re-roof $5,400
A3 163 9/24-108 Alfred Dow 71 Freedom Hill Rd. addition $18,000
A3 164 12/3A James Kenny 341 Emerson Ave. demo $8,500
A3165 12A/68 Neil Emerson 27 Oak Hill Dr. mob. home $50,000
A3166 15/26 Dave lannuzzi 12 Jorgensen Ln. demo $100
A3167 2/152 Clare Stilling 24 Gingerbread Ln. re-roof $3,000
A3 168 12-17 Peter Doolittle 227 Wash Pond Rd. remodel $27,500
A3 169 6/106 Hampstead Wildwood 43 Gigante Dr. alteration $10,000
A3 170 11/129 Paul Dickinson 70 Buttrick Rd. re-roof $6,500
A3171 17/142 Arnold Sheltra 179 Central SL re-roof $2,000
A3172 2/124 Joseph Newman 18 Andrew Circle shed $1,500
A3173 8/285 Albert Giordano 80 Emerson Ave. alteration $600
A3174 17/60-1 Joshua Miller 24 Gloria's Way shed $2,000
A3175 7-20 Barbara Havey 5 Stage Rd. re-roof $4,000
A3 176 16/97 Jacques Aquillon 65 Spring Brook Dr. shed $200
A3 177 19/102 Michael Bogosh 12 Indian Ridge Rd. porch $30,000
A3 178 12-94 Larry LaJoie 360 Emerson Ave alteration $17,000
A3179 17/67 John Watson 72 Central St. alteration $4,500
A3180 2/113 John Rogers 117 Wheelwright Rd. pool $4,950
A3181 13/10 St. Christophers Church 187 East Rd. alteration $1,000
A3182 9/117 Al Jordans 56 Bloody Brook Rd. re-roof $5,800
A3183 11/239 Larry Emerson 30 Squire Ridge Rd. addition $2,500
A3 184 7/118 George Green 15 Capitol Lane alteration $2,500
A3185 9-44 John Thomas 82 Wash Pond Rd. alteration $50,000
A3186 9/24-112 H&C Ashford LLC 82 Freedom Hill Rd. mob. home $150,000
A3187 9/24-105 H&C Ashford LLC 60 Freedom Hill Rd. mob.home $150,000
A3188 9/24-127 H&C Ashford LLC 120 Freedom Hill Rd. mob.home $150,000
A3189 9/24-134 H&C Ashford LLC 11 Willow Lane mob.home $150,000
A3 190 9/24-136 H&C Ashford LLC 12 Willow Lane mob.home $150,000
A3191 9/24-135 H&C Ashford LLC 15 Willow Lane mob.home $150,000
A3 192 11/53 Daniel Sullivan 10 Blue Heron Ave. alteration $5,000
A3193 14/102 William Letoile 339 East Rd. remodel $4,000
A3 194 8/206 Ken Evangelista 17 Island Pond Rd. re-roof $1,700
A3 195 7/102 Hamp. Fire Rescue 17 Littles Lane addition $11,000
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A3 196 17/102 Bruce Kiley 3 Craine Rd. shed $2,000
A3197 3/108 Joanne Cody 10 Pinewood Dr. remodel $20,000
A3 198 1/25-10 Heidi Paleno 25 Shaker Lane addition $10,000
A3 199 2-40 Keith Hermie 505 Main St. alteration $4,300
A3200 12-3 James Kenny 341 Emerson Ave. remodel $50,000
A3201 15/26 Dave lannuzzi 12 Jorgensen Lane addition $50,000
A3202 1-52 Carol Stubbs 217 Depot Rd. re-roof $5,750
A3203 12/141 Ken Sturgess 16 Peaslee Court addition $8,680
A3204 19/116 Fran Forgit 65 Indian Ridge Rd. pool $15,000
A3205 13/143 Scott Rooney 19 Adeline St. re-roof $5,500
A3206 14/114 Eileen Valliere 32 Anne Dr. re-roof $6,150
A3207 9/81-1 Elizabeth Mills 210 Kent Farm Rd. Unit 1 shed $2,469
A3208 16/79 James Davis 19 Golden Meadow Rd. shed $3,000
A3209 3/134 Jeffrey Dumais 48 Lexington Dr. remodel $3,500
A3210 2/107 Tracy Myszkowski 146 Wheelwright Rd. addition $100,000
A3211 7-47 Town of Hampstead 11 Main St. alteration $0
A3212 14/17 Dick Mushial 29 Tewksbury Rd. re-roof $5,500
A3213 10/3 Kenneth DeMarco 225 Depot Rd. shed $2,500
A3214 18/122-16 Darlene Hamilton 26 Forrest St. remodel $4,000
A3215 15/2 Jason Dery 415 East Rd. pool $650
A3216 1-37 Town of Hampstead 185 Depot Rd. shed $2,500
A3217 13/61 Louie Barbuto 3 Marshall Rd. alteration $7,000
A3218 7/122-16 Michelle Auger 16 Larson Dr. alteration $4,500
A3219 Void $0
A3220 18/17 CC.E. #1 LLC 304 Sandown Rd. shed $1,500
A3221 12/113 Deb Parziale 4 Beach Rd. demo $5,000
A3222 9-67 Greg Germanton 132 Wash Pond Rd. addition $3,000
A3223 17/122 Eastman Wedge 99 E. Main SL alteration $3,000
A3224 12/101 Kim Krawczyk 120 Emerson Ave. shed $1,125
A3225 4/12-1 Paul Maida 116 Eagle Rd. demo $500
A3226 15/10 Bruce Gagne 456 East Rd. demo $0
A3227 Void $0
A3228 3-99 Carl Parke 15 Blueberry Cir. addition $800
A3229 17/162 Raymond Duquette 10 Cortland Rd. addition $29,000
A3230 8/212 Thomas Hannah 49 Main St. shed $975
A3231 7/28 Bob Salter 77 Stage Rd. pool $3,500
A3232 17/30 Mark Gendreau 18 Brown Hill Rd. addition $20,000
A3233 12/11 John Lisien 19 Duston Ridge Rd. addition $15,000
A3234 4/27 Manuel Cabral 181 MillshoreDr. addition $2,000
A3235 12-39 Stephen Flynn 167 Emerson Ave. addition $1,500
A3236 7/31 William Clark 9 Emerson Ave. alteration $60,000
A3237 2/132 Dennis DeLuca 40 Redcoat Dr. pool $7,145
A3238 6/107 David Frahm 45 Gigante Dr. alteration $3,500
A3239 18/122-15 Kimberly Fulmore 30 Forrest St. addition $1,000
A3240 11-8 Dan Hartford 29 Pillsbury Rd. re-roof $2,000
A3241 8/244 Doug Johnson 5 Eastman Dr. re-roof $9,000
A3242 18/12 William Nute 9 Woodridge Rd. re-roof $5,000
A3243 16/71 Ray Touchette 42 Golden Meadow Rd. alteration $7,000
A3244 1/25-5 Lawrence Lynch 45 Shaker Lane deck $3,000
A3245 2/16 Ernest Ihloff 331 Main St. pool $1,500
A3246 8/258 James Burtner 97 Main St. re-roof $2,000
A3247 8A/96 Robin Rich 47 Ells Rd. re-roof $12,000
A3248 13/144 Stan Stiniski 15 Adeline Dr. re-roof $9,500
A3249 9/24-127 Richard DeBlois 120 Freedom Hill Rd. shed $2,800
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A3250 9/24-137 H&C Ashford, LLC 8 Willow Lane mob.home $130,000
A3251 6-39 Richard Towne lOGigante Dr. alteration $3,500
A3252 8A/62 James Mize 21 Orcutt Dr. remodel $10,000
A3253 11/119 Harry Dow 162 ButtrickRd. pool $4,000
A3254 11/289 Anthony Pollano 9 Proctor Dr. addition $55,708
A3255 9/24-136 Robert Spencer 12 Willow Lane shed $3,500
A3256 7/88-20 Romy Tomlinson 16 Lennox Rd. alteration $2,400
A3257 19/6 Irving McNamara 43 Harper Ridge Rd. addition $34,000
A3258 7-60 Roberta Tarsia 129 Stage Rd. remodel $9,440
A3259 9/170 Richard Batts 47 Geisser Lane re-roof $3,546
A3260 11/119 Harry Dow 162 ButtrickRd. deck $1,500
A3261 12-74 Paul White 12 Sawyer Ave. re-roof $5,000
A3262 Void $0
A3263 8B/22 Olive Boyd 62 Shore Dr. alteration $3,000
A3264 8B/22 Oilve Boyd 62 Shore Dr. re-roof $10,000
A3265 6/104 Hampstead Pub. Lib. 9 Mary E. Clark Dr. alteration $0
A3266 6-7 David Frahm 201 Rtelll alteration $20,000
A3267 6-7 David Frahm 201 Rtelll alteration $20,000
A3268 12/146 Mark Szostl<iewcz 46 Bennies Way addition $28,000
A3269 11-60 Scott Lancaster 18 Lighthouse Lane alteration $25,000
A3270 11-38 Dan Getchell 384 Emerson Ave. addition $40,000
A3271 12-59 Geoff Dowd 270 Wash Pond Rd. re-roof $8,250
A3272 11/249 William Keating 5 Croy Path re-roof $5,500
A3273 11/308 Gail O'Donnell 203 Wash Pond Rd. shed $3,099
A3274 14/56 Joseph Hirschfeld 5 Sherry Lane pool $35,000
A3275 6-7 David Frahm 201 Route 111 alteration $450,000
A3276 6-7 David Frahm 201 Route 111 addition $50,000
A3277 17/46 Edward Carbonello 42 Brown Hill Rd. pool $15,900
A3278 15/10 Bruce Gagne 456 East Rd. garage $25,000
A3279 14/95 Don Van Patten 55 Laura Lane re-roof $8,000
A3280 19/67 Stephen Trudell 66 Harper Ridge Rd. alteration $6,000
A3281 11/170 Rick Atwood 60 Estee Rd. re-roof $4,000
A3282 4-68 Roger Wyner 96 Governors Island Rd. demo $5,500
A3283 8B/70 Dorothea Kolf 21 Harris Ave. remodel $3,000
A3284 13/34 Alan Daviduk, Jr. 4 Hickory Rd. alteration $6,000
A3285 2/13 Mary Loffredo 493 Main St. addition $5,000
A3286 16/96 Thomas Gorski 61 Sphng Brook Dr. re-roof $14,000
A3287 12/3-A&B James Kenny 339 Emerson Ave. remodel $26,000
A3288 14/77-1 Pamela Mamacos 20 Laura Lane shed $500
A3289 18/51-2 Richard Hamel, Jr. 104 Danville Rd. remodel $2,000
A3290 3-90 Douglas Wilhelmi 272 Main St. addition $29,900
A3291 9/24-133 H&C Ashford 7 Willow Lane mob. home $150,000
A3292 9/24-138 H&C Ashford 2 Willow Lane mob. home $170,000
A3293 9/24-131 H&C Ashford 110 Freedom Hill Rd. mob. home $180,000
A3294 9/24-128 H&C Ashford 118 Freedom Hill Rd. mob. home $150,000
A3295 9/24-110 Carol Campoli 74 Freedom Hill Rd. addition $20,000
A3296 12/148 James Bedard 60 Bonnies Way alteration $30,000
A3297 12-7 Mark Murphy 142 Emerson Ave. alteration $600
A3298 11/245 Henry Ortega 22 Lancaster Rd. addition $43,000
A3299 19/94 Mark Brooks 123 Harper Ridge Rd. re-roof $5,700
A3300 17/105 Paul Comeau 9 Country Rd. re-roof $11,000
A3301 8/263 Tom Jensen 66 Main St. re-roof $3,000
A3302 17/43 Diana Farrell 29 Cortland Rd. addition $20,000
A3303 11/119 Harry Dow 162 ButtrickRd. shed $3,559
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A3304 12-4 David Bellerive 158 Emerson Ave. shed $2,000
A3305 2/114 Jim White Ill Wheelwright Rd. deck $3,150
A3306 6-31 Marl< Cegelis 316 West Rd. addition $13,000
A3307 17/233 Roland Driscoll 65 Pitman Rd. addition $12,000
A3308 17/227 David Lograsso 36 Partridge Lane alteration $35,900
A3309 17/102 Bruce Kiley 3 Craine Rd. pool $8,000
A3310 10/21 Laura Jones 190 Wheelwright Rd. remodel $1,500
A3311 6/110 Jameson Hill 40 Gigante Dr. remodel $30,000
A3312 17/214 Gregory Eaton 25 Pentucket Dr. deck $6,800
A3313 18/128 Sarah Lynch 26 Danville Rd. re-roof $10,987
A3314 18/42 Brian Spencer 26 Russet Lane shed $3,000
A3315 3-52 Robert McEachern 17 Holiday Lane pool $35,000
A3316 7-25 Clayton Shaw 17 Stage Rd. demo $1,300
A3317 8/171 Virginia Kidder 201 Main St ramp $1,750
A3318 6-7 Dave Frahm 201 RtelH alteration $140,000
A3319 6-7 David Frahm 201 RtelH alteration $50,000
A3320 6-7 David Frahm 201 RtelH alteration $20,000
A3321 7-47 Town of Hampstead 11 MainSL re-roof $0
A3322 12/19 Glen Emerson 233 Emerson Ave. demo $5,000
A3323 10/7 Bruce Worthen 373 Kent Farm Rd. alteration $300
A3324 17/142 Arnold Sheltra 179 Central SL remodel $2,000
A3325 7/25 Clayton Shaw 17 Stage Rd. garage $27,551
A3326 19/143 Donald Boyer 32 Mayflower Dr. re-roof $4,000
A3327 9-52 Scott True 244 Kent Farm Rd. remodel $13,420
A3328 3-5 Marie Dumont 27 Collette Dr. addition $4,500
A3329 7/88-19 Sue Swingle 18 Lennox Rd. remodel $700
A3330 11/1 Rosalie Wilkins 2 Tabor Rd. alteration $350
A3331 17/223 Michael Mullen 10 Partridge Lane re-roof $5,250
A3332 14/32 Robert Abate 1 Sherry Lane shed $1,000
A3333 2/57 Harry Haefner 395 Main St. demo $0
A3334 8A/66 Alfred Mancino 6 Wakefield Dr. demo $5,000
A3335 9/157 Doug Gootee 167 Wheelwright Rd. alteration $17,000
A3336 9/52-1 Dean Howard 246 Kent Farm Rd. garage $20,000
A3337 13/108 Shaun Logan 45 Hickory Rd. addition $11,500
A3338 7/88-7 Marcia Johnson 61 Littles Lane alteration $500
A3339 6-18 Consolidated Container 184Rte111 remodel $145,000
A3340 13/114 111 Convenient Mart 4 Hazel Dr. addition $4,600
A3341 3-57 Susan Croke 280 Main St. alteration $2,500
A3342 8-36 William Hennessey 22 Cecil Ave. addition $2,000
A3343 Void $0
A3344 17/232 Lisa Duperrault 76 Pitman Rd. remodel $9,000
A3345 18/105 Andrew Kloack 288 Sandown Rd. demo $25,000
A3346 13/166 Karyn Ashness 28 Quail Run shed $3,200
A3347 18/43 Hampstead Inv. 265 E. Main SL remodel $10,000
A3348 6/5 BBRD Realty LLC 269 Stage Rd. addition $75,000
A3349 8/222 Roseann Hamel 12 Summer St. re-roof $2,000
A3350 9/24-124 H&C Ashford LLC 132 Freedom Hill Rd. mob. home $160,000
A3351 9/24-132 H&C Ashford LLC 3 Willow Lane mob. home $165,000
A3352 2/155 Jason Rossi 14 North Salem Rd. remodel $1,675
A3553 8/216 Laurie Connolly 53 Main St. remodel $40,000
A3554 11-94 Martin Wilton 53 Buttrick Rd. re-roof $6,650
A3555 13/36 Joseph Groch 35 Quail Run shed $4,095
A3356 13/148 Jon Lea 30 Faith Drive alteration $5,000
A3557 9/24-28 Arthur Brickley 46 Granite Circle addition $16,000
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A3358 1/25-3 John Savinelli 42 Shaker Lane alteration $3,000
A3359 8B/101 Linda Swymer 19 Timberlane Rd. re-roof $4,500
A3360 14/134 Sandy SIneahan 20 Cortney Lane re-roof $4,800
A3361 12-48 Sally Theriault 346 Emerson Ave. alteration $250
A3362 9/24-43 Kay Cronin 118 Ledgewood Dr. alteration $12,500
A3363 19/72 Werner Daigneault 96 Harper Ridge Rd. re-roof $5,200
A3364 14/12 Lyman Currier 88 Maple Ave. re-roof $4,850
A3365 8-74 Denise McMillan 15 Island Pond Rd. re-roof $3,000
A3366 8-74 Denise McMillan 15 Island Pond Rd. alteration $2,000
A3367 19/93 Darren Ross 131 Harper Ridge Rd. remodel $12,000
A3368 12/162 Anthony Lapadula 30 Cherubs Way addition $50,000
A3369 17/142 Arnold Sheltra 179 Central St. remodel $6,000
A3370 18/94 Donald Bean 330 Sandown Rd. shed $3,410
A3371 2/148 Mike Fruhbeis 56 Page Lane addition $27,000
A3372 7-28 Frank Biancardi 73 Stage Rd. addition $3,500
A3373 17/276 John Haynes 40 Tanglewood Dr. alteration $18,111
A3374 11/31-82 Lewis Builders 24 Cottage Lane alteration $8,000
A3375 18/64 George Salle 67 Woodridge Rd. alteration $7,000
A3376 8/306 Jeff Hawkes 10 Agawam Ave. shed $4,479
A3377 3/13 Peter Bellotti 63 Collette Dr. shed $2,256
A3378 18/44 Christos Tsolakos 215 E. Main St. alteration $2,500
A3379 9/24-126 H&C Ashford, LLC 124 Freedom Hill Rd. mob.home $160,000
A3380 12/4 Dave Bellerive 158 Emerson Ave. remodel $44,200
A3381 9/21 Jo-Ann Bellavance 141 Wash Pond Rd. re-roof $1,000
A3382 8-60 Jeff Spencer 135 Main St. shed $3,000
A3383 11/260 Dan Delea 36 Shannon Rd. re-roof $4,200
A3384 9-83 Owen McGarrahan 198 Kent Farm Rd. remodel $8,500
A3385 2/132 Nancy DeLuca 40 Redcoat Dr. addition $35,000
A3386 16/102 Karl Schumacher 50 Collins Dr. addition $35,500
A3387 3/154 George Booth 53 Lexington Dr. re-roof $6,400
A3388 8/172 Alva Pingel 193 Main St re-roof $1,850
A3389 6/43-14 Antonio Toscano 110 Bricketts Mill Rd. shed $1,800
A3390 12/141 Ken Sturgess 16 PeasleeCt. pool $20,000
A3391 8B/86 Paul White 19 Hilltop Ln. addition $16,000
A3392 2/9 Louise Frank 567 Main St. re-roof $4,800
A3393 Void $0
A3394 5-14 David O'Brien 319 West Rd. addition $3,500
A3395 8-39 Mary Criscuoli 28 Cecil Ave. addition $2,500
A3396 16/82 Peter Drivas 31 Golden Meadow Rd. alteration $900
A3397 18/104 Jamma Realty 320 Sandown Rd. alteration $0
A3398 14/117 Steve Miller 12 Anne Dr. alteration $23,565
A3399 11/165 Chip Hastings 4 Oddfellows Rd. addition $5,000
A3400 8/170 Luis Robles 205 Main SL remodel $20,000
A3401 8A/75 Leah Frim 28 Ells Rd. re-roof $3,000
A3402 6/107 David Frahm 45 Gigante Dr. alteration $2,000
A3403 3-5 Marie Dumont 27 Collette Dr. addition $50,000
A3404 4/12-1 Paul Maida 116 Eagle Rd. alteration $5,000
A3405 3/107 Nancy Contarino 6 Pinewood Dr. shed $4,589
A3406 8/218 Camp Tel Noar Main St. remodel $30,000
A3407 19/81 James Gray 158 Harper Ridge Rd. addition $120,000
A3408 3/109 Bob Boulter 14 Pinewood Dr. addition $40,000
A3409 6-96 Joseph Wrobel 60 Cambridge Rd. shed $4,759
A3410 12A/79 Neil Emerson 8 Madison Dr. mob.home $50,000
A3411 6-6 17 Gigante Realty Tr. 17 Gigante Dr. alteration $0
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A3412 12/148 James Bedard 60 Bennies Way addition $120,000
A3413 3-6 Michelle Taylor 33 Collette Dr. demo $3,000
A3414 9-83 Owen McGarrahan 198 Kent Farm Rd. porch $2,800
A3415 18/122-3 Lynne Perrone 19 Forrest St alteration $1,000
A3416 12/130 CCORIO Realty LLC 2 Starwood Dr. alteration $52,000
A3417 11/107 Allen Eyre 149 Buttrick Rd. remodel $43,250
A3418 8-60 Patricia Spencer 135 Main St. alteration $40,000
A3419 2-6 Joe Kozdra 516 Main St. addition $100,000
A3420 3-7 David Pekins 37 Collettes Dr. addition $150,000
A3421 8B/70 A. DiPietrantonio 21 Harris Ave. deck $3,000
A3422 8B/92 Steve Manzik 16 Abbie Lane remodel $29,000
$6,657,943
BUILDING/ASSESSING STAF
Dawn M. Shaw and Debra Bryant
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This year the Hampstead Conservation Commission engaged a group of UNH Environmental Studies students
in developing a Natural Resources Inventory (NRI) for the town. An NRI is a compilation and analysis of the
major natural resources that exist in town, and can be used as input to open space planning, zoning changes,
and the town master plan. Copies of the NRI are available on the HCC web site.
Our annual Earth Day town-wide roadside trash cleanup was a rousing success this year. Volunteers across
town filled over 100 large trash bags with unsightly litter.
"Outside in Hampstead" was a new program this year that offered a series of guided outings on town
conservation land. Although several planned outings were cancelled due to bad weather, the few that were
held were good successes. The program will be offered again in 2007; hopefully we will have better luck with
the weather.
Our Town Forester has completed a management plan for the Witcher Road Town Forest. The plan calls for a
variety of thinning and harvest activities to be carried out; we expect these to take place in 2007. A
management plan for the West Road Conservation Area will be developed next. While the Witcher Road
management plan focuses on timber stand improvement, the West Road plan will put a priority on wildlife
habitat improvement and human recreation.
In 2006 the HCC supported three Eagle Scout projects in the West Road Conservation Area. Chris Rogers built
a bridge over a perennially wet area on the Hickory Trail, opening up a trail loop that has been impassable six
to eight months of the year. Mike Parthum completed a project to attract wildlife to the field adjacent to the
West Road parking lot, featuring a small pond and several brush piles. Nathan Sarapas began a project to
update the self guided nature walk through the area.
Members of the HCC, along with several other volunteers from town, carried out a variety of trail maintenance
this year. Several trails were brushed back, and all of the major trails in the West Road area were reblazed
with colors to match the trail maps. Thanks to a grant from PSNH, we were able to mow several of the
woodland fields. A group of 10 strong-backed volunteers braved the muck to repair the big bridge in the West
Road Conservation Area that got washed out in the springtime floods.
A 50 acre parcel of land off of East Road was placed into conservation this year through the generosity and
vision of an individual landowner. This property abuts the existing Darby Brook Conservation Area as well as
currently open space in Plaistow. The Conservation Commission would like to express our gratitude for this
generosity.
The Commission would like to thank departing member Joe Nicolosi for his years of service. We also welcome
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2006 was a year of growth for our agency. We provided services to 1435 youth and parents from
the towns of Atkinson, Danville, Hampstead, Kingston, Newton, Plaistow and Salem, NH.
Besides fianding received from the above towns, monies were also received from Heritage United
Way, the Rockingham County Incentive Funds and private donations. Please visit us at
wwM'.fanjs.org to learn more about the programs and services we iiave to .offer, at low or no cost, to
residents and their families in need of support.
2006 achievements included:
stopQur diversion courses all sustained substantial increases in attendance over 2005;
shoplifting 52%, anger management 45%, drug and alcohol 39%;
. Referrals io the agency iacreased by. 24%;
Youth placed at community service sites - 1 143 hours of service returned to the community;
$6, 1 70. 50 in monetary restitution was returned to the victims;
Peer Mediation workshops were held at Sanborn and Timberlane Regional Schools and also
aX the Hampstead Middle School;
More fiindraising initiatives were held, allowing us to sustain and improve programs; and
Over 66 volunteers attended our 'Holiday Gathering' - our arpual appreciation night.
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services is dedicated to serving area youth and families. We would
again like to thank ihe townspeople, judges, poJice .departments, schools, donors, volunteers
(mediators, community service supervisors, etc.) and the staff, who make it all possible.
Family Mediation & Juvenile Services Board of Directors:
Laura Bertogli, Newton Debra DeSimone, Atkinson Dan Poliquin, Plaistow
Andrea Bonner, Kingston Dick Gervish..Xhigston Roclyn Porter, Hampstead
Rose Cavalear, Atkinson Marta Modigliani, Danville Barbara Tavitian, Plaistow
Dale Childs, Hampstead Kathleen Marino, Newton
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FIRE AND RESCUE
In 2006 Hampstead Fire Department responded to 939 calls, a record high in its 68 year history, and a 16%
increase over 2005. In addition to fire calls, the department responded to over 540 medical emergencies and
motor vehicle collisions and assisted town residents with water problems, electrical problems and alarm
problems. Given the Town's growing population and the development of its commercial and industrial areas,
the increasing call volume continues to challenge the department's response capability. The department is
also seeing an increasing incidence of simultaneous calls that tax its manpower and resources.
The department currently has a part time chief and four career firefighter/EMT's who staff the fire station with
two personnel from 6AM to 6 PM seven days a week. These firefighter/EMT's are augmented by a 30 person
on-call firefighter/EMT force that responds to larger emergencies and all emergencies from 6PM to 6 AM. The
full time firefighters have instituted an in-service inspection program aimed at eliminating fire hazards in the
Town's commercial, industrial and public buildings. The intent of this program is to proactively reduce the risk
of fires and their associated cost to the community.
In the year of 2006 we saw the completion of the internal rebuilding of Engine 2, a 1968 International
forestry/water supply truck. This internal rebuild extended the truck's service life approximately five years and
save the Town money. This year also saw an increasing use of Tower 7, a 1979 tower/ladder truck purchased
by the Fireman's Association in 2005 at no cost to the Town. The department's last new apparatus was
purchased in 2000 and we anticipate the need to replace our 1993 Engine sometime in the next few years.
Hampstead took a giant step forward in fire protection in 2006 with the building of a 500,000 gallon capacity
water tank by the Hampstead Area Water Company. The construction of this tank permitted the addition of
12 pressure hydrants in areas of the Town serviced by water mains. The department hopes to continue to
add hydrants in the coming years as they permit much faster access to an uninterrupted water supply. The
department continues to deliver ongoing fire training programs to prepare personnel to be the best possible
emergency service to the community using both new and existing resources.
In the past, given the increasing percentage of calls for medical emergencies, the department has been
diligently working to increase the number of EMT's as well as provided them with the most up to date medical
training and equipment. In cooperation with surrounding communities, the department negotiated a new 3
year contract with the Town's transporting ambulance service, AMR, which will continue to ensure that the
primary transport ambulance for the Town is an advanced life support (paramedic level) unit while reducing
the annual cost to the Town from $32,000 to zero dollars. In accordance with the new contract, AMR will
locate ambulances in both Hampstead and Atkinson.
Overall, the department remains strongly committed to its mission of serving the Town through the delivery of
high quality emergency medical and fire protection services. I would like to personally thank the members of
the department for their dedicated service and their families for their support in helping us meet the
community's needs.
Respectfully Submitted,
Walter M. Hastings, Chief
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Requests for a burn permit are available by calling the Hampstead Fire Department.
No fire shall be kindled without obtaining a written permit unless there is snow cover. In this case, permission
will be given verbally by calling Central Station 329-6006 between the hours of 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM.
Permits to burn will be issued at the fire station on the day in which the owner intends on burning.
Chip Hastings, Chief






STRUCTURE & RELATED FIRES 7
CHIMNEY FIRE
OUTSIDE FIRES, woods & brush 3
VEHICLE FIRES 2
MOTOR VEHICLE COLLISIONS 113
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS 20
SERVICE CALLS 61
ALARM ACTIVATIONS 166




MUTUAL AID SENT 24
TOTAL 899
MUTUAL AID RECEIVED 27
BURN PERMITS ISSUED 910
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HUMAN SERVICES
The Hampstead Human Services Office is located on tlie second floor of the Town Hall. Regularly
scheduled office hours are Tuesdays 8am-4pm and Fridays 8am-12noon. To be of better
assistance, residents are encouraged to call ahead to make an appointment. Any resident with
questions or concerns may leave a confidential message at 603-329-4100 xll3, which will be
returned as soon as possible on Tuesdays and Fridays. Or in an emergency/crisis situation, assistance
is always available through the Selectmen's Office during any other regular business hours.
Human Services' main purpose is to provide general financial assistance to residents experiencing
difficulty meeting their own basic needs - shelter, food, utilities, medical. Typically the assistance
provided by the Town is an effort to help resolve an acute crisis. From there, the resident is generally
able to move forward toward self-sufficiency. Town intervention can range from assisting with
electrical disconnects, fuel assistance, rental/mortgage assistance, imminent homelessness to food
and prescription vouchers.
In addition to providing direct assistance in these areas, the Human Services Office is very active In
providing referrals to other agencies within the community where additional necessary services can
be provided - for example, NH Department of Health and Human Services, Rockingham County
Community Action Program, Center for Life Management, Community Health Services, St. Anne's
Food Pantry, Vic Geary Senior Center, Greater Derry Community Caregivers and CART.
For more detailed information on these agencies or others unnamed here, please contact Human
Services.
It is our sincerest hope that the financial and/or informational support provided by the Office of
Human Services will be instrumental in helping our residents not only overcome occasional hardship
but prosper in Hampstead.
Danielle Forsyth
Human Services Coordinator
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
"The America I love still exists at the front desks of our public libraries."—Kurt Vonnegut, In These Times . August 2004
Today's library is botii the same as and very different from ttie libraries of our past. It is, as always, a place of
information, service to the public, and a gathering place for the community.
As a place of information, the Library holds 45,656 items of many sizes, shapes and descriptions. There are books,
magazines, and newspapers, as there have always been. There are also books on tape and CD, VCRs, DVDs, and music
CDs. Circulation in 2006 was 55,801. The average price of a hardcover book is now $33.30. That means that
$1,858,173 worth of books were circulated by the Library during the year to its 6,180 registered borrowers, an average of
nine items to each one.
In the Library, information is also available via seven Internet access computers, scattered around the building. Since
summer, the Internet is also accessible via our wireless network. All that is needed is a personal laptop computer to use
our WiFi connection. Internet access computers can be used to access the web or one of the many subscription
databases available through our website. EbscoHost provides thousands of magazines with full text articles.
Genealogists can search census reports and other official records via Ancestry Library and Heritage Quest. Encyclopedias,
maps and up-to-date antique prices are all available with far more accurate information than the general web. This year,
the Library has updated its website. Most of these items may be accessed from home at www.hampstead.lib.nh.us . Our
catalog is online. Patrons can check the availability of materials and place holds from home. Of course, there are also
thousands of print titles available as well, for when it is time to curl up by the fire with a good book.
The Library is also a meeting place for the community. Throughout the year, Patty Falconer, Children's Librarian, planned
and conducted 163 programs for children, with a total participation of 3,343. The highlight of the year was the very
successful Summer Reading Program, "Treasure Reading". Louise Pryor, Adult Programming Coordinator, conducted 80
programs, attended by 1,035 people.
As always, we rely on the efforts of many people. Some of our volunteers have been with us for many years and some
have just begun, but together they have provided countless hours of cheerful service to the community, mostly behind
the scenes. We want to thank Margaret Noonan, Dorothy Roderick, Maxine Stull, Howard Hamel, Mary Winchell, Barbara
Dennis, Lauren Freeman, Natalie Felch, Chay Beaulieu, Justin Demers, Cara Basilesco, Caitlin Mayhew, Alisha Sud and
Ilyssa Sherman for helping to make the Library operate smoothly and efficiently.
Support continues from Town organizations. Garden Club spends countless hours providing a beautiful background for
the Library. Civic Club provides passes to the Boston Aquarium and funds for special programs during the Summer
Reading Program. CRA provides passes to the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium. Mothers' Club provides half the cost of the
Boston Museum of Science pass and the Boston Children's Museum pass. Mothers' Club also provides a book to the
Library in honor of each baby born to a member, a tradition dating from 1978.
This year the Friends of the Library finished a room in the basement and brought its long time fund raiser, the Hollyhock
Thrift Shop home to the Library. It is now thriving in its new, year-round space, under the capable direction of Elaine
David. All the volunteers who help in the shop say it is a wonderful way to contribute to the community and a great way
to share a useful activity with friends and neighbors. Funds raised by the Thrift Shop, and by the annual auction in
November, ably spearheaded by Louise Pryor and Linda Skidmore, provide support for the Summer Reading Program, half
the Boston Science Museum pass and the pass for the Boston Fine Arts Museum. The Library often calls on the Friends
for funds for other activities, not provided for in the budget.
Respectfully submitted.
Margot R. Clemente, Chair Judith L. Crowley, Director
Board of Trustees
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
SUMMARY
BALANCZ ON HAMO JANUARY 1, 2006
OARK MEMORIAL RJNC6 $113,373.14
GORHAM MEMORIAL FUNDS $522.76
KOI BERT MEMORIAL aires $517.25














11000 • SALARY-LIBRARY DIRECTOR $47349.59
1001-45509-
11001 • SALARY-ASSISTANT LIBRARY DIRECIUR $36,87739
100M5S09-
11002 • SALARY-UBRARY ASSISTANTS $99,749.53
100M5509-
11004 • SALARY-OKTOOUL $8,416.94
1001-45509-
21000 • HEALTM INSURANCE-UBRARY $M1.87
1001-45509-
21001 • MEDICAL WSIJRANCE-LIBRARY $30,708.00
1001-45509-
21002 • Oe^TALINSJIRANCE-UBRARY $811.00
1001-45509-
21500 • Lire INSURANCE-UBRARY $195.48
1001-4S5O9-
21901 • LTOINSIJRANCE-UBRARY $353.20
1001-45509-
21902 • STD INSURANCE-LIBRARY $381.60
1001-45509-
27000 • SOCIAL SEOJRrTY-LIBRARY $11,959.37
1001-45509-
22500 • MEDICARE-UBRARY $2,796.82
1001-45509-
21000 • NH RETTROen-LIBRARY $7,188.73
1001-45509-
2W0O • UNEMPLOYMENT C0MPO6AT10N $5.48
1001-45509-
26000 • WORKBl-S COMPENSATION-LIBRARY $546.55
1001-45509-
T7000 • LEGAL-UBRARY $0.00
1001-45509-
39000 • COMTTIAL-IID SCRVICES-UBRARY $822.50
1001-45509-

























SUTTUTAL LIBRARY TRUSTEES $106,51831
TOTAL EXPOtSCS $355,936.44
BALANCE ON HAND DCCZHBER 31. 2006
CLARK M01OR1AL RJNDS $113,373.37
GORHAM MEMORIAL aiNOS $522.83
KOLBERT MEMORIAL ajNOS $517.32
WHITNEY ST. CLAIR TVIRNBl aiNDS $1,508.95
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
EXPENSES
Name Amount Name Amount
ACCUCUT Total 141.75
ALA/BOOKLIST Total 5.00
AMERICAN GIRL Total 22.95
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION Total 69.00
AMERICAN PATCHWORK & QUILTING Total 24.97
ANCO SIGNS & STAMPS INC Total 47.00
APPLE BOOKS Total 2,206.58
ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST Total 39.95
ARMANE E. LEMIRE CO., INC. Total 451 .38
BAKER & TAYLOR Total 1 6,761 .66
BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT Total 352.63
BANK OF AMERICA Total 350.52
BANKNORTH Total 42.25
BERNAN, INC Total 29.00
BETA ENGINEERING Total 1 ,480.00
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS Total 22.00
BJ WHOLESALE CLUB Total 45.00
BLENDER Total 11.97
BOSTON CHILDREN'S MUSEUM Total 675.00
BOSTON MAGAZINE Total 1 8.00
BOWKER Total 369.68
BUSINESS 2.0 Total 24.99
BUSINESS NH Total 28.00
C PERRY & COMPANY LLC Total 1 ,400.00
CANTERBURY SHAKER VILLAGE Total 1 00.00
CGM TECHNOLOGIES, LLC Total 7,097.75
CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF PORTSMOUTH Total 350.00
CHILIS Total 266.00
CLS Total 306.72
COBBLESTONE PUBLISHING Total 29.95
COLE INFORMATION SERVICES Total 1 95.95
COMCAST Total 99.86
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, INC. Total 713.00
CONSUMER REPORTS Total 26.00
COOK'S ILLUSTRATED Total 1 9.95
COUNTRY HOME Total 21 .97
COUNTRY LIVING Total 23.97
DEMCO Total 1,543.86
DERRY NEWS Total 40.00
DIFEO-DUSTON OIL CO., INC. Total 2,990.19
DISCOVER Total 29.95
EAST COAST LUMBER Total 42,23
EBSCO Total 595.00
EMILY RESCHBERGER Total 300.87
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA INC Total 1 ,385.00
ENFIELD DISTRIBUTION CO. Total 45.44
ESPN MAGAZINE Total 14.97
FACES Total 29.95
FACTS ON FILE Total 549.00
FAMILY CIRCLE Total 12.97
FARONICS Total 34.00
FARRIS ENTERTAINMENT Total 385.00
FINE GARDENING Total 29.95
FORBES Total 59.95
G. A. WATSON & SONS, INC. Total 985.39
GLAMOUR Total 16.00
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING Total 21 .97
GOODWIN'S OFFICE PRODUCTS Total 775.29
GREENWOOD PUBLISHING GROUP Total 65.73
GREY HOUSE PUBLISHING Total 1 79.5
H. W. WILSON CO. Total 998
HAMPSTEAD TROPHY Total 45
HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH Total 85
HARVARD HEALTH LETTER Total 28
HARVARD WOMEN'S HEALTH WATCH Total 24
HOOVER'S Total 705
HORTICULTURE Total 26.95
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL Total 21 .97
INFO USA MARKETING, INC. Total 302
INFORMATION TODAY,INC. Total 206.95
INTERNATIONAL SIGNAL INC Total 995
J. CROWLEY Total 19.2
JUDI CROWLEY Total 391 .76
KAREN NELSON Total 15.95
KIDS DISCOVER Total 1 9.95
KIPLINGER'S Total 23.95
LANDMARK AUDIOBOOKS Total 865.45
LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP Total 71 .78
LIBRARY JOURNAL Total 1 49.99
LIBRARY OF AMERICA Total 28.9
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER, INC. Total 48
LOUISE PRYOR Total 7.99
M, E. SHARPE Total 299
MAPS.COM Total 649
MARCIA STRYKOWSKI Total 1 00
MARGOT CLEMENTE Total 42.74
MARSHALL CAVENDISH Total 1644.8
MARTIN, LORD & OSMAN, PA. Total 304.5
MATTHEW BENDER & CO. INC. Total 73.5
MBNA AMERICA Total 1 267.2
MERRI-HILL-ROCK COOP Total 35
MERRIMACK VALLEY BUSINESS MACHINES Total 323
MICHAEL FREDERICK Total 20
MICHAEL KEYES Total 100
MIDWEST LIBRARY SALES Total 35.98
MIDWEST TAPE Total 1 083.51
MONEY Total 19.95
MORNINGSTAR MUTUAL FUNDS Total 795
MOTOR TREND Total 10
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS Total 150
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE Total 600
N, E, MOBILE BOOK FAIR, INC. Total 1904.75
N.E. GAME & FISH Total 16.97
N.E, HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY Total 59.95
NADSC Total 70
NANCY A DRAPER Total 31
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY Total 34
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER Total 1 7.95
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION Total 26
NELA Total 395
NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM Total 550












OPRAH MAGAZINE Total 28
ORIENTAL TRADING CO Total 208.55
OUTDOOR LIFE Total 21 .97
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC. Total 525
P4A.COM.LTD Total 385
PATRICIA FALCONER Total 250.98
PATRIOT ELEVATOR & LIFT LLC Total 300
PENWORTHY Total 529.66
PEOPLE MAGAZINE Total 1 1 3.88
POPULAR MECHANICS Total 26




QUALITY BOOKS Total 1276.38
FIACO INDUSTRIES Total 282.35
RANDOM HOUSE Total 1 78.2
READERS DIGEST LARGE EDITION Total 29.96
READS Total 70
REDBOOK Total 15
REIMAN PUBLICATIONS Total 12.98
RICHARD BREINLINGER Total 917
RICK O'SHEY Total 100
ROBERT MOORE Total 26.73
ROLLING STONE Total 1 5.97
SAGEBRUSH CORPORATION Total 885
SALEM PRESS, INC. Total 947
SANDOWN PUBLIC LIBF?ARY Total 258
SATURDAY EVENING POST Total 14.97
SCHOLASTIC LIBRARY PUBLISHING Total 2498.3
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL Total 129
SCHWAAB, INC. Total 30.24
SCIENCE NEWS Total 54.5
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Total 34.97
SEBCO BOOKS Total 2214.42
SERVPRO Total 1399.32
SEVENTEEN Total 14.97
SF TRAVEL PUBLICATIONS Total 1 35.95
SMART COMPUTING Total 29
SMART MONEY Total 24
SOFTWARE EXPRESS Total 395
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Total 89.04
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED FOR KIDS Total 35.96
STAPLES Total 2378.77
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN Total 789.73
STATE OF NH CRIMINAL RECORDS Total 1
5
SUPERIOR FIRE PROTECTION, INC. Total 758.39
TASTE OF HOME Total 34.96
TEEN VOGUE MAGAZINE Total 10
THE BOSTON GLOBE Total 332.8
THE EAGLE TRIBUNE Total 210
THE NEW YORKER MAGAZINE Total 49.95
THE RIGHT CONNECTION Total 250.25
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL Total 245
THOMPSON GALE Total 976.24
THOMPSON WEST Total 383.55
TIME MAGAZINE Total 72.2
TOM STANKUS Total 559
TOWER PUBLISHING Total 161
TREASURER, STATE OF NH Total 250
TUCKER CO. Total 354
TUFTS UNIV. HEALTH & NUTRITION LETTER Total 28
UBM Total 1385.85
ULTIMATE TREASURE HUNTS Total 350
UNION LEADER CORPORATION Total 199.16
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE Total 1 250
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE Total 270
UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS Total 60.01
UPSTART Total 94.26
VALUE LINE PUBLISHING Total 798
VERIZON Total 2804.86
W. B. MASON Total 3868.32
YANKEE Total 24
TOTAL 106518.01
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ORDWAY PARK
We once again thank the Hampstead Garden Club for their on-going work and creativity. Their efforts
form the centerpiece of the park, and we thank them for sharing their handiwork in so many ways
around town. On August 16, the Garden Club held an Art 'n Bloom competition, displaying floral
creations interpreting works of art. The public was invited to this colorful event, and the Garden Club
organized every aspect of it, including the musicians who added to the experience. We hope they will
consider a repeat.
The Junior Park Committee provided volunteer clean-up work and held a Jr. Committee camp-out.
They again organized the Halloween bonfire, but October's severe storms cancelled the event since a
second storm coincided with the rain date. They did enjoy the beautiful weather for the annual
Santa's Parade and had fun participating with their float. We appreciate the energy and enthusiasm
of this group.
The stormwater management system handles stormwater from two culverts: one NH DOT 12" culvert
from a catch basin in the northwest corner of the Rt. 121/Main St intersection and one Town of
Hampstead culvert from the northeast side of the intersection. A lot of water has to be handled,
especially in major storm events like this year's flood. Volume, velocity and water quality challenges
are addressed by the engineered system. We appreciate the assistance of Road Agent Jon Worthen
and Town Engineer Nick Cricenti of SFC Engineering Partnership, Inc., in working with NH DOT
District 6 to make sure the catch basins we added in the park get cleaned regularly. So much
sediment leaves the DOT catch basin that it fills the additional ones in the park, and then is deposited
into the management pond. The engineered mitigation project has been our major budget item.
We worked with a contractor who was willing to help us stretch our budget by cooperating with
donated labor and equipment. We also stretched our budget with donated labor and equipment for
maintenance work, including brush cutting, mowing, debris pick up, and donated labor for bucket
work with a rental Compact Track Loader. Thank you to Steve Harms for moving equipment for us.
Your help contributed to our major project. Town Building and Grounds also repaired flood damage in
the parking area/driveway, filling in a gully created by scouring flood waters.
Thank you to Ed Putnam who, as Chairman of the Trustees of Trust Funds, was a guiding hand and
stalwart supporter of the park. We also thank Gustav Khambatta, the new Trustee Chairman, for his
management of park funds and his efforts to maximize returns. Thank you to the purchasers of new
bricks for the commemorative walkway.
Tim Neale volunteered for the committee in 2006 and his participation helps us meet quorum
requirements. Hampstead relies on volunteers in so many ways and programs, and we, too, look for
new people, ideas, and willing hands. We look forward to a productive year. Planned are:
improvements for flood control; replace trees killed by flood waters; complete new mitigation pond
rim and banks; work on walkways; work on garden-in-progress funded by Violet's Fund; work on the
walking circuit.
Friends of Ordway Park Committee
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PLANNING BOARD
Hampstead has a shrinking number of buildable parcels in all zones, so growth continues at a
subdued pace. We do see some applications for small sub-divisions in both residential and
commercial areas. Since land in Hampstead is valuable we see some owners looking to develop
everything possible. This puts pressure on town officials and interpretation of the zoning.
As usual, the Planning Board has proposed a number of changes to the town's zoning. For the most
part these are for clarification of the statutes. The Planning Board has held public hearings on the
articles and we ask your support.
Our neighbors to the north, Chester, Sandown, and Danville, are growing much faster and these
developments will impact Hampstead primarily in greater traffic. We are keeping an eye on this
situation and also participating, with other towns in the region, in planning sponsored by the state to
evaluate the potential impact of a planned widening of Interstate 93 from Salem to Manchester.
One member, John Naylor, left town and the Planning Board this year. We advertised for prospective
members and received three very qualified candidates. From these the Planning Board chose Bill
Wuest to fill the remainder of John's term, which expires on March 2007.
Hampstead is presently at about 9,000 people and is (slowly) approaching a stable population of
about 10,000. As long as the zoning remains as it is now, there should be no changes to this slow
growth. Each year brings new opportunities and challenges for the town and the Planning Board.







Registry of Deeds Work Chart 2006
Date Map Parcel Registry Name Plan Type Status Lots
Location




6/13/2006 09-029 D-33860 Murphy Subdivision
Liberty Lane
APPROVED 2, 1 New
4/8/2006 12-055 D-33629 Steve Hatem Village Green Road
2 Commercial BIdgs
APPROVED
4/17/2006 11-196,021 Loeffler Lot Line Adjustment
Pillsbury Road
EXPIRED
5/1/2006 18-017 D-34053 CCE#1-Citgo Amended Site Plan
Sandovm Road
APPROVED
5/1/2006 10/038 D-34051 IMSA Properties Amended Site Plan
2 BIdg, 1 new
APPROVED
6/5/2006 09-054 D-34052 George Subdivision
Kent Farm Road
APPROVED 1 new, 1 exist
2 parcels









6/19/2006 13-178 D-34097 Hempstead Academy Amended Site Plan
East Road
APPROVED
8/7/2006 06-005 D-34074 Phillips Automotive Amended Site Plan
Personal Storage
APPROVED





6/20/2006 14-059 D-33886 Carmine Cresta Subdivision
Maple Avenue
APPROVED 2, 1 new
6/20/2006 13-010 D-33887 St Christopher Churc Site
Parking
APPROVED
9/26/2006 08B-86, 111 4713-2792 White Merger APPROVED
9/26/2006 02-097,140,141 4713-2797 Emmert Merger APPROVED
9/26/2006 02-146.147,148 4713-2793 Emmert Merger APPROVED






10/2/2006 06-041 Towne Condominium
Gigante Drive
CONDITIONAL
10/2/2006 06-039 Towne Condominium
Gigante Drive
CONDITIONAL
11/6/2006 13-009,033 Desmet Lot Line Adjustment
East Road
CONDITIONAL
11/6/2006 07/028 Biancardi Subdivision
Stage Road
CONDITIONAL
12/18/2006 06-039, 041 Tovme Subdivision/Lot Line
Gigante Drive
CONDITIONAL
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
As I begin my seventh year as your elected Chief of Police, I wish to thank all the residents for their
continued support of our department. Each year, our service calls increase with the added
population and new businesses coming to the Town of Hampstead. In 2006 our department handled
in excess of 11,000 calls for service. The draw of a new Walgreen's 24 hour pharmacy, new plazas,
new banks, combined with the restaurants/bars, ATM's, convenience stores and other businesses
already here, greatly impact the need for police services. In order to maintain a proactive force that
equally balances the needs of the residents and that of the people working or visiting Hampstead, I
believe changes are inevitable and will be necessary.
To that end, my first priority is to obtain a new modern facility from which your police force can
operate.
As most of you may be aware from our open houses over the past summer, our current location on
Emerson Avenue is simply inadequate for the needs of our officers and the public alike. Limitations of
space and the design of our current building not only restricts our parking, indoor safety, evidence
space, file storage and prisoner process but we are not in compliance with certain juvenile detention
sight and sound separation laws. The building simply cannot be made to accommodate our
requirements.
A committee comprised of Detective Ken Owen, Jorge Mesa-Tejada, Dean Howard and I, set about
the task in 2006 of researching and developing a realistic proposal for a new police station. With the
tireless efforts of these individuals, I believe we have succeeded in that task.
Our proposed West Road Police Station, presented as Town Warrant Article # 10, is designed and
planned to accommodate our needs for the next 25 years. This building will enable our department
to efficiently meet the demands of the residents of Hampstead for years to come. I respectfully ask
you to support the construction of a desperately needed new, modern police facility.
In closing, I would like to thank my officers and dispatchers for their dedication to the Town and to
their chosen profession. I would also like to thank the many businesses and private citizens who
donated to the Hampstead Police Relief Association in 2006. Their generosity and support is greatly
appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
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RECREATION COMMISSION
The Hampstead Recreation Commission administers and supervises several recreation programs and all recreation
facilities available to the citizens of Hampstead. Members include: Chairman Deb Highfield, Stan Lewis, Cathy Drivas, Kim
Colbert, Dan Jendrick and Angle Ingraham is the Recreation Director.
The summer program for children was our major yearly activity, involving approximately 300 children ages 5-13. This
year we added Kindergarten children to our program with much success. Program sites were at the Memorial Gym and
Hampstead Central School. We provide daily activities, sports, art and crafts and weekly field trips. Some of the activities
include: a pizza party, water and penny carnival, frog day, build a bear day, and sports tournaments. There were trips to
the Town Beach, as well as other exciting field trips, such as roller-skating, bowling, Canobie Lake, Water Country, a day
at the movies. Vertical Dreams and more.
We also offer Tennis, Swimming and Golf Lessons/League. Tennis Lessons are offered in three different time slots and
ability. Swimming lessons start at age three with a beginner and intermediate class, which are taught at the Town Beach.
Golf Lessons/league is offered at Brookstones Golf Course. We added a Summer Basketball Program for children going
into Grades 6 through Grade 12. We had two boys' leagues and one girl's league.
The Town Beach was a popular spot on the hot days. We're pleased to report that the weekly water testing showed that
the water quality remained very good this summer. The HRC maintained and staffed the site from Memorial Day through
Labor Day. A beach parking permit continues to be required and available at the Town Clerk's Office. Fees are five
dollars for residents and twenty-five dollars for non-residents.
The outdoor Recreational Fields under went renovations at Depot Road. The fencing was added on the Babe Ruth Field
and at the Softball Field the fencing was fixed. HASB donated the work to improve the infield at Woodland Pond Field.
The HRC would like to send a special thank you to Cleta Barry and Joe Tabbi for coordinating and planning all the trips for
the Seniors Citizens. Some of the places they went included: Foxwoods, Bourne Scallop Festival, Beacon Show, Mohegan
Sun, Bull Run Restaurant and Maine Clam Bake.
The Annual Senior Citizens' Holiday held in December was again an enormous success being attended by 175 Hampstead
Seniors. The dinner was catered by Kieley Corporation and served by thirty wonderful community volunteers.
Entertainment was provided by Joe Knight on the keyboard, a choir group under the direction of Cindy Verrill and the new
Senior Line Dancing Class. Mark Greenlaw was the MC doing an outstanding job and also running the Deal or No Deal
Game. We extend our thanks to all who volunteered time to help make the day an enjoyable success.
In 2006, the Hampstead Mothers Club announced its fundraising campaign to build a playground for the children and
families of Hampstead. It will be located at the Depot Road Fields where kids may enjoy its use at any time, especially
when older siblings and families are involved in the many sporting events at the fields.
The HRC would like to thank the active members of our community who give their time and talent to assist us in our
varied programs. Volunteers add to the success and richness of all of our programs. A special thanks to the Civic Club,
Soccer Club, Lacrosse Organization, HASB, HFSFA, Mother's Club, and Wildcats Football for their continued donations of
time and money to the improvement and upkeep of the Town's facilities.
Hampstead Recreation Director
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ROAD AGENT
In January and February there were a couple small snowstorms. Some trees had fallen down In
February from a windstorm and a lot of time was spent in March cleaning up the trees and brush.
Southern New Hampshire was hit by a torrential rainstorm that started on Mother's Day and lasted
for several days. While most of the Hampstead roadways faired quite well from the storm, flooding
did cause road closures along Route 111 and Marilyn Park Drive. The Town did receive a grant of
approximately $16,000 to help offset the expenses related to the storm. The Town Highway
Department was able to provide property owners with sandbags to try to help them protect their
homes from the flooding. November and December were on the mild side.
In June, improvements to the Town's roads could be seen along Central Street, when a reclamation
project was undertaken that involved grinding and repaving of the roadway. After the installation of a
water line and hydrants by Hampstead Area Water Company, one section of Kent Farm Road went
through the same reclamation process. Other smaller projects in Town were completed during 2006,
such as the repaving of small areas on Brown Hill Road and the replacement of a guardrail on
Chamberlain Avenue.
The Town purchased two stainless steel spreaders, both of which were mounted on to privately
owned trucks, which service the Town.
Thanks to an Eagle Scout, the Old Highway Garage received some attention that was sorely needed.
The garage was pressure washed, scrapped and painted and the broken windows were repaired.
The Town Garage continues to accept used motor oil, which is recycled to heat the building.
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SE NH HAZMAT MUTUAL AID DISTRICT
The Southeastern New Hampshire Hazardous Materials IMutual Aid District is
organized as a regional solution to the hazardous materials response problem.
The purpose of the District is to prepare our communities for responses to
hazardous materials incidents, both with training and equipment. The 16
communities that comprise the district are: Auburn, Atkinson, Candia, Chester,
Danville, Deerfield, Derry, Hampstead, Hooksett, Litchfield, Londonderry,
Pelham, Plaistow, Sandown, Salem, and Windham. Approximately 400 square
miles, and a population of approximately 150,000 residents are covered by the
district's response area. In addition, the District protects an Interstate Highway
System as well as a rail line and hundreds of miles of state and local highways
and the state's largest airport.
The District is managed by an Operations Committee, consisting of a Chief Fire Officer from each
member community, who carry out the day-to-day business of the organization; and a Board of
Directors, consisting of an elected or appointed member of municipal government in each member
community, who provide oversight and fiscal management. The District provides the highest level of
response available for Hazardous Materials, Level "A"
District resources include two response trailers; equipped with generators, oil spill and
decontamination equipment, chemical reference material, protective suits, communications
equipment, and a response truck and trailer equipped for the team. The District trailers and truck are
strategically located to respond to any community requesting them. An EMS Mass Casualty trailer is
located in Londonderry, available for response to medical incidents with a large number of patients.
The District also maintains a Decontamination trailer that is equipped to decontaminate a large
number of people affected by a HAZMAT or weapons of mass destruction incident.
Response Team
The response team is made up of 40 members drawn from the ranks of the fire departments within the District. The team
consists of 36 technician level members (TMs), four communication specialists (CSs) and six
technician team leaders (TTLs). In addition to members drawn from a fire department background
the team also includes persons from various backgrounds that act as advisors to the team in their
specific areas of expertise. These advisors include an industrial chemist, a microbiologist, a medical
examiner and a member from the Londonderry Police Department. Activation of the team is made by
the request of the local incident commander through the Derry Fire Dispatch Center. The team is
then notified to respond via alphanumeric pagers and cellular phones. The team is available to
respond to chemical based incidents at one of these three levels:
Level One - Single resource response - this is usually a request for a spill trailer to assist a
community in containing an unplanned fixed volume hydrocarbon release. A technical team
leader will respond with the dispatched resource.
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SE NH HAZMAT MUTUAL AID DISTRICT
Level Two - Team leader response - this is a request by a community for a team leader
response to a community to assist in the disposition of an incident involving a known or
unknown chemical. This response consists of the entry/command trailer and two team leaders.
It is sometimes supplemented by a small group of support technicians.
Level Three - Full team response - this is the response of the whole District team including all
personnel and mobile equipment.
In calendar year 2006, the Team responded to 10 Level 1 incidents, 2 Level 2 incidents, and 2 Level
3 incidents (Level 3 incidents were in Salem and Pelham).
Prior to being accepted as a member of the technical team, certain prerequisites must be met. They
include passing an occupational physical every two years, completing an approved 80-hour technician
level course that covers the competencies outline in CFR 29 1910.120 and NFPA 473. Regularly
scheduled Team training is held as a minimum 10 months a year with no training in July and August.
Typically training is the third Wednesday of the monthly with a 9AM start time and with the training
lasting usually four to seven hours. Personnel are required to attend a minimum of 70% of the
scheduled training.
Each team member is expected to promptly respond to every team request they are available for;
and once on scene, to fulfill the duties of their position with a sense of duty and responsibility. Team
members are expected to positively promote the Team's image as well as its mission of responding to
unplanned chemical releases in a manner that minimizes their impact on the citizens and
communities within the District.
Training Overview
Training Continues to be a top priority for the Southeastern NH HAZMAT Team. The team continues
to train in the areas of transportation and fixed facility emergencies, weapons of mass destruction,
clandestine drub labs, and confined space rescue.
The HAZMAT district has also assisted member communities with planning for Homeland Security
training exercises, and provided HAZMAT refresher training. Please visit the district web site for a full
training schedule, list of events and information www.senhhazmat.orq
For the District,
Martin N. Bove, Chairman, Board of Directors
Michael W. Carrier, Chairman, Operations Committee
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TOWN CLERK
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR SERVICES AVAILABLE
Auto Registration, Boat Registration, Dog Licensing, Dredge & Fill Applications,
Election Administration (Absentee Ballots, Ballot Preparation, Filing for Town Offices, Town IMeeting
Minutes, Voter Registration), Dump Permits, Marriage Licenses, Notary Public, Recycle Bins,
Beach Parking Permits, Record Retention, UCC Searches and Filings, Vital Statistic Reporting,






































In the Town Clerk-Tax Collector's office this year, we have processed over 10,872 motor vehicle
registrations, 1,505 dog licenses, 32 marriage licenses, 497 boat registrations, as well as hundreds of
miscellaneous transactions. We have also posted over 6,200 tax payments and at year-end have
collected 95.8% what was committed.
In 2006, we spent a great deal of time working with the Secretary of State's office with the
implementation of a statewide election database. Our office aided the Supervisors of the Checklist to
ensure that the fHampstead Voter list would be submitted timely and accurately. Because of this
combined effort and after several days of training in Concord, we were able to use the new database
for the State Primary in September, ahead of many other towns.
The Town Clerk-Tax Collector's office staff spends a lot of time training and learning so that we can
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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Ed Putnam served as Chairman Trustee for many years of conscientious service. The town relied on
his integrity and his commitment to the statutory requirements of the Trustees of Trust Funds. Ed
passed on the role of Chairman this past year. We elected Gustav Khambatta as the new
Chairman/Bookkeeper and appreciate his willingness to take on this important task. Thank you, Ed,
for your years of able guidance.
Ed's personal knowledge isn't easily duplicated, but we're working on making the transition as
smooth and transparent as possible. To that end, we've been organizing files to increase public
access and facilitate review. Thank you to the Board of Selectmen for providing file drawer space in
the Selectmen's office, and thank you to Tina Harrington for her assistance in making the transition.
As new Trustee Chairman, Gustav Khambatta has initiated account consolidation that will simplify
bookkeeping and help the town follow its trust funds. Increasing interest rates also made it possible
for him to negotiate new account terms for several funds. A summary of the reorganization follows.
The Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, established in 2001, had been added to under separate
warrant articles. Each addition was in a separate account. Since all accounts are for the same
purpose, and government banking insures the account and withdrawals may be made without
penalty, the balances in the separate accounts were transferred into one Fire Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund.
Martha Ordway Park Funds were in three accounts: the original account, an interest only account,
and a capital addition account that included accumulated interest (this capital addition was from
asset conversion when a septic easement was sold). These accounts have been consolidated into
two accounts, a principal account and an interest only account. Interest from the principal is
automatically transferred into the interest account on a monthly basis. Since interest may be used for
upkeep at Ordway Park, this will make it easier to see what is available.
In addition, the Friends of Ordway Park statement savings account has been transferred to a higher
yield CD. This is possible because no penalties will be charged for "early withdrawal", so access to
monies raised for improvements is maintained.
A minor Cemetery Fund change was made: Stanley Johnson 1992 was moved from Cemetery 2 to
Cemetery 3.
We hope these changes will help the people of Hampstead better understand the management and
purpose of trust and capital reserve funds.
Trustees of Trust Funds
Gustav Khambatta, Chairman Ed M. Putnam II, Julia B. Forbes
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2006 was a busy year for the Hampstead Board of Adjustment with a 30% increase
over the 2005 activity level. There were 27 requests considered for Special Exceptions.
All requests were granted including 3 sign requests, an in-law apartment and 7 Home
Occupations permits. These home businesses consisted of a beauty salon, art studio,
land surveyor, and daycare in the residential zone.
There were a total of 9 Variances considered and all were granted. Seven of the
Variances on residential properties included the construction of additions too close to
the lot line.
Four Equitable Waivers of Dimensional Requirements were requested and also
granted. A single request for a re-hearing was held which resulted in the rescinding of
a previous approved Variance. This rehearing was for a multi-family project.
There were three Appeals from Administrative Decisions - one from the Hampstead
Planning Board and two from the Code Enforcement Officer. All resulted in the
upholding of the original decisions.
The Board Membership remains stable with 5 regular members - Dwight Bannister,
Bob Cairns, Neil Emerson, Dave Murphy and Colleen King. Our two alternates are
Kristen Yasenka and Geoff Dowd. And many thanks to our Recording Secretary Dawn
Shaw whose knowledge, organizational skills and attention to detail has served the
ZBA and the town well.
Respectfully submitted.
Colleen King, Chairman
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Assistant Business Administrator
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald








^^^ ^'^^^^ major factors
^^H', ^ ^^K impacting the
^^B 'itk ^^m budget this year^B Is ^^F includes salary^mM ^^ and benefits,
tuition and
facilities maintenance and improvements.
The budget increases in Federal Projects and
Food Services were recommended by our
auditors to reflect actual revenues and
expenditures. Because these increases are
totally offset by revenue, they have no impact
on the tax rate.
The default budget is $20,959,540. Not
included in the default budget are the
increased funding for repairs and
improvements to District facilities, increases
in non-union staff salaries and benefits, and
additional staffing for the kindergarten
program.
Kindergarten
Our first year of kindergarten has been very
successful. We currently have 88 children
enrolled in the program. Our students are
developing the academic and social skills
necessary to be successful next year in first
grade. We appreciate the community
support we have had to make this exciting
program so successful.
Administrative Changes
This year we experienced three changes in
leadership positions in the Hampstead
Schools. Mrs. Patricia Grassbaugh was
named principal of the Hampstead Middle
School and Owen Harrington (HMS) and
Jennifer Scarpati (HCS) were named
assistant principals. All three have already
made a positive difference in our schools.
Retirements and Recognitions
Donna Coyle, District Special Education
Coordinator for all students at Pinkerton
Academy (18 years) and Janice Lopez, Grade
3 at Hampstead Central School (17 years)
retired in June 2006. Andrea Margolis,
Science and Language Arts at Hampstead
Middle School (33 V2 years) retired in
February 2007. Their commitment and
dedication to our children has been
exemplary.
Dan Wells is retiring after three years as a
member of the School Board. His insight
and leadership will be missed.
New Superintendent
I want to congratulate Richard La Salle who
v^dll succeed me as superintendent July 1,
2007 upon my retirement. Mr. LaSalle is an
experienced central office administrator who
will provide quality leadership in the years to
come.
Conclusion
I want to thank the School Board,
administration, faculty, staff, students and
community for your support during my
tenure. It has been an honor to serve as your
superintendent of schools. As I retire I hope
that I have had a positive impact on our
educational programs and helped make our
schools a better place for children.
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REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Richard A. La Salle
I am pleased to
submit by second













Superintendent beginning in July of 2007.
As Superintendent I stand committed to
furthering the process of continuous
improvement while achieving increasing
levels of fiscal and operational efficiency.
Three areas stand out during this past year:
Kindergarten program implementation,
comprehensive intervention services that
insure early literacy success for all children,
technology network upgrade, and improved
facility assessment and planning for short-
term, mid-term, and long-term planning.
The first two topics are highlighted in the
Principal's reports that follow. The facilities
area is an area that has been targeted in the
2006-2007 budget and is slated for an
additional increase in the proposed 2007-
2008 budget.
Facilities Assessment & Improvements
This year the Hampstead School District
contracted with the H. L. Turner Group to
assess the condition of our two school
facilities and to produce a comprehensive
report with planning recommendations for
the immediate, near and distant future.
Responding to this report, several areas have
been targeted for repair and improvement.
Many essential projects have been completed
and many others are scheduled in the near
future. Notable projects include: roof
replacement at HMS, boilers at HCS, exterior
painting and moisture sealing at HCS, and
extensive interior renovations at both HCS
and HMS.
Informed by the Turner Report, working
through a newly convened "Facilities
Committee", and resourced with additional
funds, the Hampstead School District is well
positioned to properly maintain its two
ageing school facilities.
Technology
A dedicated committee of school and
community members worked diligently to
author a new Technology Plan for the School
District. This plan has been adopted by the
Department of Education and is featured and
shared as an exemplary model plan. This
past year the entire infrastructure of the
network has been renovated resulting in a
state of the art wide area fiber network.
Servers and switches and user equipment
have been upgraded. The result is a highly
flexible network that allows for increased
efficiency, expandability and usefulness.
Currently the deployment of computers
includes labs at each of the schools and an
average of three computers in each
classroom. The network also provides for a
modest level of wireless deployment that
provides the flexibility to bring laptop
computers into the classroom, vastly
increasing the computer to student ratio on
an as-need basis. Technology is fully
integrated into the learning process in
Hampstead Schools.
Conclusion
Hampstead School District is a high
performing school district recognized for
excellence in all three of the "A": Academics,
Arts, and Athletics. The high priority that
the community places on excellence and the
community's consistent support for the
schools insures that each child is provided
the opportunity to maximize their potential.
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(grades 9-12) located in
Derry, was founded in
1814. It is accredited by the
New England Association of Schools and
Colleges and the New Hampshire State
Department of Education. The school,
named after Major John and Elder James
Pinkerton who endowed the school, began
classes in 1815. Although private in
operation, it serves as the area high school
for several towns in the vicinity. At present,
Derry, Chester, and Hampstead have long-
term contracts with the Academy.
Pinkerton Academy is governed by a Board
of Trustees, and the direct operation of the
school is in the hands of the Headmaster.
The Trustees are a self-perpetuating Board
and serve without compensation. Each
sending town is represented on the Board.
An emphasis on mastery of fundamentals
and basic skills precedes progressive study in
a wide variety of advanced areas. The overall
program is quite comprehensive with studies
in English, Mathematics, Science, Social
Science, Foreign Language, Business,
Technology and Apphed Sciences, Family
and Consumer Science, Physical Education,
Fine Arts, and Special Education.
At present there are 3,326 students at
Pinkerton, along with approximately 290
professional staff. Students from Derry,
Chester and Hampstead attend Pinkerton
and the respective school districts pay a
tuition rate that has consistently been less
than the State average. The school districts
provide daily bus transportation for their
students. The campus is similar to that of a
small college, with approximately a dozen
buildings used for instruction in various
subject areas.
History, tradition, and structure are words
that are often mentioned in reference to
Pinkerton Academy. Scholastic programs
and behavioral expectations and standards
are clearly outlined in student publications.
The focus is on maintaining an educational
atmosphere and providing programs that are
in the long-range best interests of the
students.
Pinkerton Academy encourages parental
involvement throughout a student's
academic career. The CROW, a newsletter for
parents, is published several times during the
year with valuable information and events at
Pinkerton. Additionally, parents are
encouraged to attend annual meetings that
are scheduled with the Administration.
All courses in Pinkerton's major academic
areas of study (English, Math, Science, Social
Studies, some Language and some Business
courses) are leveled. Courses designated A -
College Prep are designed to offer maximum
academic preparation for four-year colleges
and universities of the highest caliber.
Courses designated B are designed to offer
both scholastic preparation for colleges and
other post-secondary institutions and
general preparation in a wide variety of
areas. Courses designated C are designed to
develop basic skills, stress fundamentals, and
offer general preparation in a wide variety of
areas.
Courses that are labeled Honors are designed
to offer scholastic challenge to students
whose academic records and personal
motivation indicate a preparedness to take
on the most rigorous coursework offered at
the Academy. Advanced Placement programs
in Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Psychology,
Calculus, Statistics, Economics, European
History, French, German, Spanish, Music
Theory and US History are also offered.
Special independent study programs are
available for selected students.
Our web site can be visited at:
www.pinkertonacademy.net.
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Pinkerton Academy Class of 2006
College Admissions and Post-Secondary Information
728 Number of graduates
8 Number of students receiving Individualized Diplomas
579 Number of students applying for post-secondary education
2399 Number of applications submitted for post-secondary education
394 Number of different colleges/universities/institutions that students applied to
903 Number of applications submitted for scholarship programs







510 Total number of students entering post-secondary programs
70% Percentage of graduates pursuing post-secondary education
14 Number of students entering the military
200 Number of students entering the w^ork force after graduation
Pinkerton Academy Board of Trustees
Harry Burnham, Jr., President Windham
Robert Gorham, i^t Vice-President Derry
Wayne Bolen, 2"^ Vice-President Hampstead
Virginia Clark, Secretary Hampstead
Michael Fox, Treasurer Derry
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Each year Pinkerton Academy's students
contribute to the citizens of the town of
Derry, and other area communities, in a
myriad of ways, most noticeably through
service projects and gifts of cash and
materials. Below are listed just some of the
donations that members of the Pinkerton
community have made in the last 18 months.
To give the reader some perspective on the
value donated by Pinkerton students, just, a
small number of examples are listed here:
The Pinkerton Academy Stream Teams -
Pinkerton science students and members of
the Students for Environmental Action
trained to test streams feeding into Beaver
Lake as part of the Beaver Lake Watershed
Partnership. The tests are designed to
uncover and measure contaminants that may
affect human health, but will also assess the
quality of the water's visibility.
Varsity Athletes ran a canned goods drive for
the Sonshine Soup Kitchen last fall; and
members of the Girls Cross-Country team
volunteered at local road races, participated
in the Cancer Society's Relay for Life and
participated in a 3-mile Walk-for-Hunger.
The Marching Band & Color Guard
participated in holiday parades for Derry,
Hampstead, and Salem and also performed
at the Memorial Day Parade in Derry.
The Air Force Junior ROTC cadets could fill a
page by themselves. Some of their volunteer
efforts include: conducting three N.H.
Adopt-A-Highway roadside cleanups;
helping with the Hampstead Junior
Olympics; marching in the Derry Memorial
Day and Holiday Parade and participated in
the Hampstead Veterans and Memorial Day
observances; provided Color Guards for
numerous community activities in the
sending towns as well as around NH; placed
flags at Veterans' graves at Forest Hills
Cemetery; sorting donated clothing for
recent New Hampshire flood victims; raised
funds for cadets of a JROTC unit hard hit by
Hurricane Katrina; and prepared care
packages for the troops in Iraq.
The Future Business Leaders of America -
The 150 members of the Pinkerton chapter of
FBLA were involved in many, many projects.
Between working on local blood drives and
fund raising efforts, they raised money for
David's House, a home for parents and
relatives of cancer-stricken children through
a Hike-a-Thon up Loon Mountain; sold
beanie bears to raise money for the National
March of Dimes Foundation and sponsored
the "Blue Jeans for Babies" dress down day;
sold candy to raise money for the Make-A-
Wish Foundation; assisted in operating the
concession stand for Pinkerton basketball
games and tournament games; volunteered
their time to the Sonshine Soup Kitchen on a
monthly basis; partnered wdth the March of
Dimes; and donated $2,000 in scholarships
to FBLA members.
The National Honor Society - Chapter
projects this year included raising money
during lunches to donate $1,000 to both the
annual Derry News Santa Fund Christmas
drive and to the Red Cross for their
Hurricane Katrina Fund. Members also
raised the funds to award six $750
scholarships at graduation.
The Student Council - Members of the
Student Council donated their time every
month, and $500, to the Derry Sonshine
Soup Kitchen. Members collected over
almost $500 for the Pennies for Patients this
spring. They donated money to various
groups including the blood drive and Toys
for Tots. Earlier this spring the Student
Council hosted many sending towns' eighth-
graders for their annual Leadership
Conference and Workshop.
The Captains Council - Members of the
athletic department's Captain's Council
(composed of Astro team captains)
sponsored a series of four visits to local
eighth grades to make presentations about
the transition to high school and student
involvement. The captains also conducted a
series of reading days in several area
elementary classrooms.
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Family, Career & Community Leaders of
America - The Academy's FCCLA chapter
was involved in the following projects:
Donated toys to TIPS children at Christmas;
Collected and donated school supplies to
schools in New Orleans through "Every Child
Is Ours;" Created and delivered Valentine's
Day cards to the IHS residents; and helped
with the annual Red Cross Blood Drive. In
2005 - 2006 the organization donated over
1,500 hours to these and other projects.
The Class of 2008 - This year the Class of
2008 continued their efforts to reach out to
the community by working with the Rotary
Club to host two Spaghetti Suppers.
An Association of Marketing Students - The
Academy's DECA members were
contributors to the Derry Community
Center's annual Holiday Food Drive in
December. Members of this marketing club,
now known as An Association of Marketing
Students, helped lead the school-wide effort
to collect food for the area needy. They also
provided Christmas presents for the Make-A-
Wish Foundation. They contributed to this
school-wide fundraiser sponsored by the
members of the Student Senate.
The Class of 2007 - The Class of 2007
sponsored a "Senior" Prom for area elderly.
This dinner dance was held in the new senior
cafeteria at the Arts and Humanities Building
with 110 guests in attendance.
The Class of 2006 - On November 11 the
Class of 2006 sponsored the 11th annual
Veterans Day Breakfast. Nearly 200 veterans
and their families were served in the senior
cafeteria. Class Members cooked the food,
served the veterans and their families,
honored them with a memorial program, and
presented each veteran with thank you notes,
crafted by the members of the class.
National FFA - Pinkerton's FFA Chapter has
been very active visiting local nursing homes
with plants and flowers, Derry's Adopt-a-
Highway Program, Relay For Life and Heifer
International. This year's members donated
money and school supplies to the Hurricane
Katrina Relief Fund and also to the flood
victims in NH. Many members gave blood at
the Pinkerton sponsored Blood Drive.
Presents for under- privileged children were
collected and distributed during the holiday
season.
Health Occupation Students of America -
HOSA student projects this year included
preschool hearing and vision screenings;
Daffodil days for American Cancer Society;
the HOSA blood drive where they collected
123 pints; the Derry Police Department blood
drive; a Make-a-Wish fundraiser; a Tsunami
Relief fundraiser, and they mailed shoeboxes
filled with sundries for soldiers in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Skills USA - Members of Skills USA, the
popular vocational organization, sent 20
boxes of personal supplies to local US
Marines serving overseas. The members
collected grooming aids, toiletries, snacks,
and foodstuffs from a number of different
sources.
Work to Learn - The Work to Learn Program
hosted their 14th Annual "Volunteer Fair," in
April. This fair helped raise awareness about
the community's various volunteer
opportunities. Over 25 local non-profits took
advantage of this well-attended event.
The Citizenship Committee - In May more
than 60 Pinkerton students participated in
the 7th annual Youth Day of Giving Back to
the community. The volunteers spent a day
painting, cleaning, raking and organizing the
Nutfield Community YMCA and The Upper
Room.
Faculty Advisory Committee's (FAC) Dress
Down for Charity once every month helped
raise more than $2500 for local non-profits
including Derry Headstart, The Sonshine
Soup Kitchen, The Upper Room, The Derry
News Santa Fund and several local churches
to name just a few.
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HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
Patricia Grassbaugh, Principal
It is my pleasure to submit myfirst awiual report to the town. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank our Hampstead Fire and Police Departmentsfor the strong commitment shown throughout
the year to the safety ofour students and staff. Also, thank you to ourparent volunteers who
contribute many hours in support ofstudentprograms.
performance and
students, including
Student Performance on NECAP
Hampstead has
exemplary students


















educational disability and English language
proficiency. The state of New Hampshire
sets annual objectives for schools and
districts that identify the percentage of
students who must be within an identified
proficiency range. Hampstead Middle
School has again this year met this goal in
both areas tested: reading and mathematics.
Standards-Based Assessment
One of the reasons our children score so well
on state assessments is the outstanding work
our teachers do in the classroom.
Differentiated instruction that matches
teaching with the learning style of the
student is one strategy our teachers use to
improve student learning. Standards-based
performance assessment is another means of
ensuring educational growth. This means
that what a student should know and be able
to do at a particular grade level, based on the
New Hampshire Frameworks, is assessed
through an evaluation activity. From this
and other teacher data, a student's progress
is determined. This information is then
used as a gauge of success in meeting the
grade level expectancies.
Professional Development
Hampstead Middle School teachers continue
to improve their teaching and learning
through workshops and course work. Such
effort is evidence of their commitment to our
students. This past year, eighteen HMS
teachers completed a Keene State College
course, "Reading and Writing in the Content
Area," to enhance teaching skills in this
important area. This is just one example of
the many advanced programs, courses, and
workshops that are ongoing professional
development opportunities involving our
staff. In addition, all of our fifth through
eighth grade classroom teachers, special
education teachers, and unified arts teachers
have met the Highly Qualified Teacher
requirements.
Unified Arts Program
Our middle school offers students one of the
most diverse co-curricular unified arts
programs in the state. Experiences available
to students include theater/dance, ceramics,
jazz band, choral singing, movement/fitness,
technical education, and family consumer
science. Our Music Boosters, through
volunteerism and fund raising, provide
invaluable support.
2005-06 HMS Athletic Program
Over three hundred of our students
participated on eleven sport teams this past
school year. All teams made the playoffs
with three teams continuing to the
championship game in their sport. The
student athletes and coaches are
acknowledged for the success of the program
and for their dedication and hard work.
Athletes and coaches attended a Sports
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Award Night at the end of each season. Our
Athletic Boosters contributed to the success
of the program through volunteerism and
fund raising events to benefit the athletic
teams and program.
Safety and Security
Hampstead Middle School underwent
renovations to improve the security of our
students and staff. The main entrance to the
school now has double-entry doors to allow
visitors to come inside without having direct
access to students. All exterior doors are
locked during the day with card-access
available between the main building and
trailers. New security cameras monitor the
playground, front, and rear of our school.
Safety and security are paramount at HMS.
Our Crisis Team and the Hampstead Police
and Fire Departments meet monthly to
discuss safety in the school. Monthly fire
and lock-down drills are carried out so that
our students and staff are better prepared for
any emergency.
Parent Support
Parent support is another mark of an
excellent school that contributes to student
success. This past year at the Hampstead
Middle School, our parent volunteers logged
over 1,000 hours of volunteer time. Because
of such generosity, the school was awarded
our fourteenth Blue Ribbon Award for
outstanding parent volunteerism. Parents
assisted in many ways including
office/clerical, lip sync and play support,
chaperones for field trips, cooking for the
Opening Day Picnics, and classroom
assistance, to name but a few. Thank you to
the many community members who offer
support in so many ways! Another parent
support group is our Parent Teacher
Association (PTA). This year many of our
school's extra programs have been
generously funded through this group. PTA
has supported the Opening Day Picnics,
Nature's Classroom scholarships. Meet and
Greet Day, Author's Day visit, and many
individual classroom projects.
Another organization, Hampstead
Educational Association (HEF), contributed
generously to the Middle School Robotics
Program, which added a second, all girls'
team this year and also to Art Ventures
whose goal is to permanently display
exceptional student artwork in our building.
Without such support, these goals could not
have been realized.
Top: Students working on plastic fabrication
projects. Center: Matii class. Bottom: Mrs. Katie
Couture and friends Robotics - Team Bella
celebrates receiving the UNH Robotics Judges'
Award
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HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
Dillard Collins, Principal
PUBLIC KINDERGARTEN AT HCS





finally have a very
active public
kindergarten. We







06-07 school year. The following are
updates on some of the plans and results
from an intensive and successful process.
KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM FOCUS
The focus for our kindergarten planning is to
provide a developmentally appropriate
environment for all children with an
emphasis on reading and math literacy and
early intervention services. We have aligned
our kindergarten language arts instruction
with the rest of the school by bringing the
Open Court program into all kindergarten
classrooms. We have also aligned our
school-wide math program from Harcourt,
by extending the math program into
kindergarten as well. Remediation programs
and special education programs are available
to all kindergarten children at HCS.
STATE KINDERGARTEN GRANT
We took full advantage of the state grant for
kindergarten implementation. The grant
provided 75% reimbursement for
construction, furniture and equipment.
During the first two years of kindergarten at
HCS, the grant will also provide separate
operating costs for public kindergarten
($1200 per half-day student). This amount
is to increase in the third year of
implementation due to state assistance
formulas.
PLANNING COMMITTEE
Congratulations to the kindergarten planning
committee which included teachers,
administrators and parents. The committee
met countless times to review many aspects
of planning. This was truly a community
effort. We send our thanks to the many
staff and community members that
contributed to this important process (too
many to list on this page).
ENROLLMENT
Considering the history in similar
communities and the student population
trends in Hampstead, we expected to open
with 75-80 kindergarten students in the first
year. In our first year we have more
children than our highest projections. We
have 88 enrollments, with 17 or 18 children
in each of 5 classrooms. Our earlier research
suggests we should expect an increase in
subsequent years, and it looks as if we may
grow to as many as 100 within the first few
years.
DAILY SCHEDULE
We did set up half-day sessions for all
kindergarten classrooms. We opted for 3
morning groups and 2 afternoon groups.
The morning sessions is expected to begin at
8:50 and finish at 11:20. The afternoon
session is expected to begin at 12:45 and
finish at 3:15.
THE TEACHERS
We are very fortunate to have the leadership
and professional commitment from a
wonderful group of kindergarten teachers.
Our three kindergarten classroom teachers
are Elaine Lacourse, Rosalind Sandler and
Karen Moran. They receive a great deal of
support from our Reading Specialist, Sheila
Nolan and Special Educator, Fran Baumhor.
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NEW DESIGN FOR PRESCHOOL
CHILDREN
The TEECH staff and other Hampstead
Special Ed staff have worked on a new design
for this very successful program for
preschool age children. The biggest change
is due to the fact that the TEECH program no
longer has a kindergarten component. The
program for three and four year-old children
grew this year, due to the needs of the
children in the population. We added an
addition half-day of sessions to provide an
appropriate setting for the children. Thank
you TEECH staff and parents for the
planning and willingness to work through
the change process necessary for continued
success for the children.
KINDERGARTEN & READINESS
The Readiness option is still an important
and critical component of success for the
children in Hampstead. The "gift of a year"
is an option available to the educational
needs of some elementary children. Please
keep in mind Kindergarten is a program
designed for all 5-year-old children.
Readiness is a program designed for a small
portion of our 6-year-old population.
We do expect some changes in Readiness as
we move to implement public kindergarten.
Next year we are looking to study the
impact of the full year of public kindergarten
on the readiness choices this fall.
CURRICULUM HIGHLIGHTS
This year, HCS is in the second year of
implementing the Harcourt Brace math
program in grades K-4. The teaching staff
went through countless training sessions and
spent many hours in personal study to
institute this new program. The trainers
that we brought to HCS were very impressed
with the teachers' professional drive to learn
and grow with this program. We are anxious
to see the long term positive results in the
accomplishments of the children in
Hampstead.
An important and new program at Central
School this year is the Three Tier Model that
we have built into our early interventions.
Over the last few years we researched many
models and found this model to be the best
fit for the high standards and the high
achieving population at HCS. This model
gives a new structure to provide time and
interventions to children that are struggling
with reading. A significant component of
this model is to assess students frequently on
an informal level as well as in the formal
structures found in the DIBELS (Dynamic
Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills)
assessment tool. The other important
component is the allocation of time and
resources devoted to the children during the
important formative years of reading in
grades K-2. Again, the community is very
blessed with a staff that has worked very
hard to learn a new system and successfully
integrate these new ideas into a challenging
curriculum.
PARTNERS IN EDUCATION AT HCS
HCS is a very successful school in part due to
the enormous amount of volunteer support
in the school every day of the school year.
Thank you, Hampstead.
The PTA is lead by Deb Hoffman, Julie
Schumacher, Michelle Grimm and Kathy
Hoppa. The annual PTA Magazine Drive
was once again a successful effort by Diane
Wolenski and many volunteers.
For the i6"i consecutive school year, we have
received the NH Partners in Education Blue
Ribbon Award. This award recognizes our
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school for an outstanding volunteer
program. Parent and community
participation is a key ingredient to all we
offer our children. The 2006-07 parent
volunteer leaders are Loretta Cicio, Lee
Delea, Kelly Siegwalt and Tammy Tripodi.
Another important support at Hampstead is
the many community groups that provide
endless support to the children in our
schools. This past fall the NH Partners in
Education presented 10 Gold Circle Awards
to HCS for the partnerships with the
following organizations:
• Hampstead Police Department
• Hampstead Fire and Rescue








STAFF NEWS IN THE SCHOOLS
We send our thanks to Deb (Bridges) Cooper.
She was very successful in many teaching
roles at Central School in Readiness, Grade 1,
Grade 2 and Multi 1-2. She taught nearly
20 years at HCS, before leaving this past fall
to stay home as a full time mother with a
growing family. Thank You Deb
KINDERGARTEN AT HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
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2007 SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
March 13, 2007
Article 1 - Election of Officers
To choose the following school district officers:
School Board Member 3-year term
Article 2-2007-2608 Budget
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the
warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $21,081,161. Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be $20,959,540, which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Hampstead School District or by law; or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take
up the issue of a revised operating budget only. Note: Warrant Article 2 (Operating Budget)
does not include appropriations proposed under any other warrant articles.
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 3 - General Acceptance of Reports
Shall the Hampstead School District accept reports of agents, auditors, and committees as written
in the 2006 Annual Report.
Given under our hands this 25"' day ofJanuary 2007.
Hampstead School Board
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1100.330 Other Professional Services
noo.430 Repair and Maintenance
1100.563 Tuition to Public Academies
1100.610 General Supplies
1100.631 Workbooks
1100.640 Books & Info Resources
1100.733 New Equipment
1100.734 New Computers & Comm
1100.737 Replacement Equipment
1100.738 Replacmt Computer &
1100.870 Other Exp - Software
1100.881 Foster Grandparents









1200.330 Other Professional Services
1200.430 Repair and Maintenance
1200.561 Tuition to Other LEA'S in State
1200.563 Tuition to Public Academies
1200.564 Tuition to Private & Other
1200.569 Tuition, Other & Residential
1200.580 Travel / Workshops
1200.610 General Supplies
1200.640 Books & Info Resources
1200.641 Workbooks
1200.733 New Equipment
1200.734 New Comp & Com Equip
1200.737 Replacement Equipment
1200.738 Replacmt Comp. & Com Equip
1200.810 Dues and Fees








































































2122.330 Other Professional Services
2122.534 Postage Fees
2122.610 General Supplies
2122.640 Books & Info Resources





2134.430 Repair and Maintenance
2134.580 Travel / Workshops
2134.610 General Supplies

































































2190.810 Dues and Fees
Total Other Pupil Serv-SERESC
2210.610 General Supplies
2212.330 Other Professional Services
2213.240 Tuition Reimbursement
2213.320 Professional Educ. Services
2213.580 Travel / Workshops
Total Imp of Instruct Services
2222.112 Teacher/Specialist Salaries
2222.114 Educational Assistant
2222.330 Other Professional Services
2222.610 General Supplies
2222.640 Books & Info Resources
2222.641 Workbooks
2222.733 Nev^ Equipment




Total Ed Media Services
2311.523 Liability Insurance
2312.340 School Board Clerk
2312.530 Postage
2313.111 Treasurer & Assistant
2313-530 Postage
2313.610 General Supplies
2314.340 District Officers & Workers
2314.550 Printing Annual Report




2319.580 Bd Exp-Travel / Workshops
2319.610 Board Exp-Supphes
2319.640 Board Exp-Books & Info Resources
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2007-2008 PROPOSED BUDGET
2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008
Account Description Exnended Budeet Proposed
Total School Board Services 64,761 51,485 51,500
2320.310 SAU #55 Budget 240,480 267,568 266,131
Total Office of Superintendent 240,480 267,568 266,131
2390.360 Computer Services 6,500 6,500
Total Other Serv - Gen Admin 6,500 6,500
2410.111 Administrative Salaries 292,914 305,748 312,027
2410.114 Educational Assistant 41,932 43,621 45,835
2410.115 Office Salaries 142,551 150,752 155,263
2410.430 Repair and Maintenance 7,743 6,767 9,967
2410.531 Telephone 15,930 18,000 17,000
2410.534 Postage Fees 2,524 3,245 3,495
2410.580 Travel / Workshops 3,954 6,240 6,000
2410.610 General Supplies 14,124 10,260 10,100
2410.640 Books & Info Resources 173 175 175
2410.737 Replacement Equipment 1,171 2,730 2,730
2410.810 Dues and Fees 3,085 3,565 3,565
Total Office ofthe Principal 526,102 551,103 566,158
2490.890 Graduation 2,672 2,000 2,500
Total Other Services - Sch Admin 2,672 2,000 2,500
2610.116 Custodial/Maint Salaries 54,738 57,256 58,240
Total Oper & Maint - Super 54,738 57,256 58,240
2620.115 Office Salaries 21,091 22,218 23,345
2620.116 Custodial/Maint Salaries 344,336 374,138 388,998
2620.126 Substitute 20,296 15,000 20,000
2620.290 Other Employee Benefits 7,314 7,500 7,500
2620.411 Water / Sewer 4,500
2620.420 Rubbish Disposal 18,934 25,000 25,000
2620.430 Repair and Maintenance 13,836 37,500 35,500
2620.432 Plumbing, Heating, 26,680 26,000 26,000
2620.451 Rentals 2,800
2620.490 Renovations 718 2,500
2620.520 Insurance 29,300 44,000 45,000
2620.610 General Supplies 26,990 35,000 35,000
2620.620 Maint. Supplies 14,067 15,000 16,000
2620.622 Electricity 149,696 165,000 165,000
2620.623 Bottled Gas 8,616 15,000 15,000
2620.624 Oil 95,100 112,500 111,678
2620.733 New Equipment 7,000
2620.737 Replacement Equipment 2,500 3,500
Total Oper & Maint - Plant 779,773 905,856 922,021
2630.432 Plumbing, Heating,
2630.610 General Supplies 14,469 15,000 16,000
2630.626 Fuel-Vehicles 2,542 4,000 4,000
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Total Oper & Maint - Grounds
2640.610 General Supplies
Total Oper & Maint - Equip
2650.430 Repair and Maintenance
2650.451 Rentals
Total Oper & Maint - Vehicle
2660.118 Crossing Guard
2660.610 General Supplies
2660.890 Alarm Monitoring _
Total Oper & Maint - Other
2721.519 Student Transportation
2722.519 Student Transportation-Spec Ed
2724.519 Student Transportation-Athletics
2729.519 Student Transportation-Music _






2900.260 Worker's Compensation _
Total Other Support Services
3900.116 Custodial/Maint Salaries _
Total Community Services
4500.720 Building Fund _
Total Building Fund




5221.930 Fund Transfers-Food Service
5222.930 Fund Transfers-Federal Proj
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2007-2008 RECEIPTS
Received Budgeted Proposed
Acct Description 200.=;-20o6 2006-2007 2007-2008
Local Revenue
07.70 Unreserved Balance $1,075,186.40 $350,000.00 $300,000.00
15.00 Earned Income 53,710.34 10,000.00 10,000.00
13.10 Tuition-Individuals 10,932.67 6,000.00 6,000.00
13.20 Tuition-Inclusion 67,395-00 62,000.00 62,000.00
19.20 Permanent Funds 838.79 400.00 400.00
19.90 Other Local Revenue 3,072.86
State Revenue
31.10 Educational Grants 2,701,104.00 2,701,104.00 3,201,213.00
32.10 Building Aid
32.15 Kindergarten Aid 47,868.75 72,000.00 108,000.00
32.20 Voc Ed Transportation
32.40 Special Education Aid 275,639.29 200,000.00 200,000.00
Federal Revenue
43-00 Federal Projects 389,125.11 150,000.00 410,000.00
44.60 Lunch Reimbursements 285,855-30 280,000.00 320,000.00
45-80 Medicaid 127,485.16 125,000.00 100,000.00
45-90 Other Federal Ad 1,070.73
Total Income $5,039,284-40 $3,956,504-00 $4,717,613-00
Appropriation 14,627,099.00 16,185,002.00 16,363,548.00
Total $19,666,383.40 $20,141,506.00 $21,081,161.00
Pinkerton Cheerleaders
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INSTRUCTION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
1100-1199 Regular Programs 9,410,633 293,501 9,704,134
1200-1299 Special Programs 3,353,562 75,751 3,429,313
1300-1399 Vocational Programs
1400-1499 Other Programs 57,524 500 58,024
1500-1599 Non-Public Programs
1600-1899 Adult & Community Prog 9,640 9,640
SUPPORT SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
2000-2199 Student Support Services 631,283 25,548 656,831
2200-2299 Instructional Staff Services 248,877 248,877
General Administration xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
2310 840 School Board Contingency o o
2310-2319 Other School Board 51,485 500 51,985
Executive Administration xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
2320-310 SAU Management Services 267,568 (1,437) 266,131
2320-2399 All Other Administration 6,500 6,500
2400-2499 School Administration Serv 553,103 6,725 559,828
2500-2599 Business
2600-2699 Operation & Maint of Plant 995,152 16,165 1,011,317
2700-2799 Student Transportation 860,275 (5,944) 854,331






& CONSTRUCTION 200,000 200,000
OTHER OUTLAYS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
5110 Debt Service - Principal o
5120 Debt Service - Interest o
FUND TRANSFERS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
5220-5221 To Food Service 280,000 40,000 320,000
5222-5229 To Other Special Revenue 150,000 260,000 410,000
5230-5239 To Capital Projects o o
5251 To Capital Reserves 75,000 (75,000) o
5252 To Expendable Trust o o
FUND TRANSFERS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
5253 To Non-Expendable Trusts
5254 To Agency Funds
5300-5399 Intergovern Agency Alloc.
SUPPLEMENTAL
DEFICIT
SUBTOTAL 1 20,141,506 818,034 20,959,540
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2007-2008 DEFAULT BUDGET
Acct # Explanation for Increases Acct # Explanation for Reductions
1100
Staff contracts & Pinkerton Academy
tuition 2320 SAU Budget ADM Share
1200
Special Ed tuition, staff contract and
lEP OT services 2700 lEP Requirements
2100 Staff Contract
2310 Annual Financial Audit
2600 Utilities, contracts & insurance
2900 Benefits, NH Ret, PICA
HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
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REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July i, 2005 through June 30, 2006
Cash on Hand July 1, 2005
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from All Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid






































FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2006
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records
and is complete and correct to the best of our knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in
accordance with Section 17 of Chapter 21-J of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and regulation
Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local Educational Agencies on file with the
Administrative Procedures Act, and upon forms prescribed by the Dept. of Revenue
Administration.
Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald
Hampstead School Board:
Natalie Gallo, Chair





EXPENDITURES FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
SERVICES
(PerRSA32:ii-a)
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord New Hampshire • 0330 1-5063 -603-225-6996 • FAX 224-1380
To the Members of the School Board
Hampstead School District, Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities and each major fund
of the Hampstead School District as of and for the year ended June 30. 2006, which collectively comprise
the Hampstead School District's basic financial stateinents as listed in the table of contents. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express
opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on test basis, evidence suppoiting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
The government-wide statement of the net assets does not include any of the School District's capital assets
nor the accumulated depreciation on those assets; and the government-wide statement of activities does not
include depreciation expense related to those assets. These amounts have not been determined. Therefore,
in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above do not present fairly the respective financial
position of the governmental activities of the Hampstead School District at June 30, 2006, and the respective
changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America.
Also, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
respecdve financial position of each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the
Hampstead School District, as our June 30, 2006, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for
the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
The budgetary comparison information is not a required part of the basic financial statements, but is
supplementary information required by the Accounting Principals generally accepted by in the United States
of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of
management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required supplementary
information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
The Hampstead School District has not presented a management's discussion and analysis that accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America have determined is necessary to supplement,
although not required to be part of, the basic financial statements.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the Hampstead School District basic financial statements. The combining and individual funds
schedules are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial
statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial
statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial


















Article 2 - 2006-2007 Budget
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the
warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $19,824,832. Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be $19,660,042, which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Hampstead School District or by law; or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take
up the issue of a revised operating budget only. Note: Warrant Article 2 (Operating Budget)
does not include appropriations proposed under any other warrant articles.
PASSED YES - 943 NO - 658
Article 3- Hampstead Educational Association Contract
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampstead School Board and the Hampstead
Educational Association, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Cost Distribution 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10
Yean Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Salaries $238,715 $249,713 $265,223 $263,412
Extra Curricula Stipends 3,038
Longevity (6,360) 6,900 6,750 5,600
Insurance * (36,537) (36,537) (36,537)
Professional Development 10,000 5,000
PICA 18,008 19,631 20,806 20,579
NH State Retirement 8,710 9,495 10,063 9,953
TOTAL $272,111 $254,202 $266,305 $263,007
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $272,111 for the 2006-2007 fiscal year, such sum
representing the increase in salaries and fringe benefits over those of the appropriation and
current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year.
FAILED YES -634 NO - 946
Article 4 - Authorization for Special Meeting on Cost Items
Shall the Hampstead School District, if Article 3 is defeated, authorize the Hampstead School
Board to call one special meeting, at its option, to address the Article 3 cost item only.
PASSED YES - 1154 NO - 429
Article 5 -Capital Reserve Fund
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of school renovation, reconstruction and capital improvement, and
raise and appropriate up to $75,000 to be placed in this Fund and authorize the use of that
amount from the June 30, 2006 unreserved fund balance in excess of $150,000. Further, to
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designate the School Board as agents to expend the school renovation, reconstruction and Capital
Reserve Fund.
(Thefirst $150,000 ofsurplus will be returned to the taxpayers. The next $75,000 of the surplus
will be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund. Any additional surplus will be returned to the
taxpayers.
The terms "raise and appropriate" is the legal language required by the NH Department of
Revenue Administration even though thefundsfor this article comefrom the 2005-2006 budget
surplus, notfrom additional taxes.)
PASSED YES -984 NO -610
Article 6 - General Acceptance of Reports
Shall the Hampstead School District accept reports of agents, auditors, and committees as written
in the 2005 Annual Report.
PASSED YES - 1421 NO - 117
2006 ELECTION RESULTS
September 12, 2006
Article 1- Hampstead Educational Association Contract
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampstead School Board and the Hampstead
Educational Association, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Cost Distribution 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09
Yean Year 2 Years
Salaries $208,640 $225,474 $218,312
Extra Curricula Stipends $2113
Insurance * **($36,537) **($36,537)
Professional Development $7,000 $5,000
PICA $16,123 $17,249 $16,701
NH State Retirement $7,798 $8,343 $8,078
TOTAL $241,674 $219,529 $206,554
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $241,674 for the 2006-2007 fiscal year, such sum
representing the increase in salaries and fringe benefits over those of the appropriation and
current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year.
*(The cost of insurance for 2006-2007 is budgeted in the operating budget and includes a 2% increase in
teacher contributions resulting in a 2% decrease in district contributions. This became effective June 30, 2006.
**Year 2 and Year 3 reflect anticipated savingsfrom insurance policy changes as a result of "co-pay" increases
paid by teachers.
PASSED YES - 814 NO - 304
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PAYROLL REPORT - SCHOOL YEAR 2005-06
ABLER MARTHA J. $12,003.49
ALLEN ALEXANDRA R. $101.20
ALLIN SHELBIE A. $42,626.98
ALLORE WILLIAM M. $70.00
ALTSHER BENJAMIN J. $348.40
ALTSHER THERESA K. $13,895.46
ANGLE ALISON L. $8,263.10





BARTLETT DOAL M. $3,920.40
BARTOLOTTA JO-ANNE $87.50
BASSO JOSEPH H. $80.00
BASTIAN ERIKA L. $1,710.53
BAUMHOR FRANCINE B. $59,327.18
BEATON ELIZABETH T. $54,252.88
BEAUDOIN KEVIN J. $180.00
BECKLEY KRISTEN E. $400.00
BEIDLEMAN AMANDA J. $43,055.00
BENNETT MARY LOU $80.00
BENSON NANCY L. $45,056.32
BENTLEY VANESSA $8,236.01
BERNARD MICHELLE A. $38,279.00
BERRY KATHLENE $12,877.20
BERRY MARIE $14,297.38
BERRY NICOLE E. $1,185.60
BIERY ELISSA T. $38,304.84
BOLEN MARGARET R. $26,976.37
BONNELL CRESSA $10,933-74
BONO KATHLEEN $12,051.58
BOUCHER ERIC M. $588.40
BOUCHER MARYANN $63,874.50
BRACKEN NANCY O. $15,877.53
BRADY LUANNE $16,034.61





BRULE DAVIDA L. $16,135.23
BUCK BENJAMIN R. $2,373.75
BUCK MARY J. $53,649.09
BUCO DORIS $76,106.50
BURKE SHARON W. $1,150.00
BURNS JANET L. $8,242.16
BURT SCOTT K. $27,251.12
BUSWELL-WIBLE L. $52,147.29
CARBALLEIRA SANDI L. $10,856.69
CARIDEO PAM $10,271.40
CHAFFDEBRAA. $15,752.47
CHAMPION GORDON H. $1,535.00
CHAVERS RICHARD A. $6i0.00
CIPRIANO CAROL ANN $6,673.20
CLARK JENNIFER R. $6,497-35
CLARK JOYCE M. $30,544.00
CLARK KIMBERLY $42,682.22
CLEMENTE MARGOT R. $19,771.50
COLE PATRICLA E. $350.00
COLLINS DILLARD $82,456.00
CONNOLLY KENNY $70.00
COOPER DEBORAH B. $67,363.00
CORBETT SUE ELLEN $38,829.00
CORREIATAMMYA. $633.00
COSTA KATHLEEN M. $18,232.18
COTTER JUDITH $18,287.98
COURNOYER PAUL A. $62,386.50
COUTURE KATHLEEN S. $31,042.37




CURRIER ROBIN COPP $18,195.49
CURRY ELEANOR D. $12,435-55
CUSOLITO DONNA M. $8,942.45
CUSSEN KATHERINE T. $51,307.84
CYR CATHERINE E. $350.00
D'AGOSTINO ROSE $70.00
DALTON DEBORAH $1,052.64
D'AMICO DANA L. $18,380.96
D'AMICO JESSICA $1,019.20
DANFORTH CAROLYN M. $58,966.84
DANIELS JANE L. $57,453-00
DAVIES JAMES L. $1,945-65
DAVIS REINHILD H. $625.00
DELAY MAUREEN P. $14,586.50
DELUCA GLENN J $1,205.00
DELUCA NANCY K. $40,513.00
DESMARAIS CLIFF L. $294.80
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PAYROLL REPORT - SCHOOL YEAR 2005-06
KIRK KIM M. $1,264.80
KLAWITTER JOANN N.H. $6,212.82
KLEMARCZYKM. $157.50
KNOX LOUISE $252.00
KRETSCHMER KATIE L. $39,654.93
KWIECIEN KRISTEN R. $553.10
KWIECIEN SANDRA J. $48,262.26
LACASSE NANCY L. $35,363-67
LACOURSE ELAINE A. $42,689.00
LAMPROPOULOS STEVE $450.00
LANGLOIS KAREN M. $101.20
LANNI CAROL S. $166.80
LAPIERRE JOHN A. $2,441.60
LATHAM DONALD B. $6,152.66
LATHAM JENNIFER G. $65,951.00
LAZZARO MARY-ANNE $22,106.00
LEMAY DONALD F. $41,440.00
LERICHE BARBARA $18,855.90
LEVASSEUR PATRICIA E. $11,707.67
LITTLEFIELD CHARLES $1,130.99




MACARTHUR PATRICK I. $1,410.50
MACDONALD MARY E. $68,743.00
MACKAYANGUSJ. $575-00
MACNEILL MARION $12,121.03
MAHONEY ERIN E. $36,694.84
MAHONEY JOANNE W. $31,261.00
MAHONEY RYAN B. $42,160.25
MAILLOUX HEATHER T. $44,455.04
MAILLOUX ROBERT R. $55,801.83
MANCUSI SHERRI H. $36,822.00
MARCIANO ALEXIS $1,171.50
MARDEN JUDY A. $153.60
MARGOLIS ANDREA $57,233.14
MARRONE ANDREA $13,594.72








MCMULLEN NANCY J. $5,729.40
MCQUILLAN ELAINE $19,542.07
MEADER BRENDA $35-00
MERCHANT MARLA K. $40,956.00
MILONE KAREN $633.80
MINNIHAN BRENDAN F. $66,440.00
MORAN KAREN S. $510.00
MORASSE ELAINE $13,039.31
MORGAN MARGARET M. $13,307.67
MORIARTY JONATHAN $1,373.20
MORIARTY ROSALYN J. $60,706.00
MORIN LINDA $48.40
MORRIS BETHANY J. $2,401.00
MORRIS NANCY M. $1,815.00






NARBONNE SHIRLEY A. $21,007.26
NESTO JULIE D. $47,749.00
NICKERSON STEPHEN I $400.00
NICOLOSI-SCIACCA M. $21,591.00




ORDWAY SUSAN A. $3,052.00
OTT PAUL $40,834.86
OUELLET SANDRA J. $58,441.75
OWENS JILL $31,079-17




PARRISH HELENA M. $206.40
PEKALSKY JULIE A. $47,706.18
PELOSI DENNIS D $400.00
PEREZ MICHAEL A $35-00
PETERSON RONALD K. $23,608.00
PIMENTEL JAMES J. $37,460.40
PINTO ANN $69,275.50
PISANI GERALD S. $23,369.62
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PAYROLL REPORT - SCHOOL YEAR 2005-06
PLANTE THERESA C. $48,724.59
POGGI JOAN M. $34,957-00
POLLARD TARA L. $42,419.70
RACZ REBECCA L. $140.00
RAFALSKI AMY M. $37,969.00
RAMIREZ-PLATT C. $65,680.65
RANDALL CAROL $40,075.50
REMILLARD DAVID J. $37,269.75
RIDLEY RANDOLPH B. $27,299.70
RIEMITIS LESLIE $166.40
ROBINS JAMES P. $36,214.50
ROBINSON ANN $62,343.10
ROTHE GLORIA $39,136.54
ROWINSKI PAMELA A. $70,526.33
ROY BARBARA E. $15,608.75
ROYER MELISSA $52.80
RYAN SHARON A. $3,333-08
SALOMONE GERALYNN F $35,587.00
SANDLER ROSALIND $33,390-75
SANTY JOSEPH $770.00
SANVILLE LOUIS A. $175.00
SAPLA PATTI-JO $1,010.00
SARBANIS MARY ANNE $23,491.01
SCHWEISS KURT J. $420.00
SENNOTT SUSAN $16,112.71
SEYMOUR RITA A $941.80
SHELTRA STAN $39,015-72
SHERIDAN BETH A. $34,061.40
SHUKER DAVID $785.00
SIMONDS LORI A. $10,354.43
SIMPSON COLLEEN A. $28,392.80
SLYE CYNTHIA L. $52,597.40
SMITH ELIZABETH A. $53,955-04
ST.AMAND TRACY Y. $11,574.84
STAIRS TAMMY JO $15,175-16
STANTON KATHLEEN $18,878.00
STOKINGER DEBORAH S. $24,276.00
SUDSANGEETA $10,959.70
SUGRUEPATRICL\A. $37,577.00
SULLIVAN LYNN A. $8,616.96
SUMNER CHERYL E. $52,462.00
SUNDHEIM DEBRA L. $37,437-50
SVENSON JOY E. $8,668.46
TAFT KATHRYN E. $380.20
TAFT RICHARD S. $80,418.00
TATEOSIAN CHRIS $1,598.50
TERRILE HEATHER D. $28,131.64
TERRILE MICHAEL J. $60,631.00
THOMPSON SABIN W. $7,097.50
TIMSON MARY $68,143.05
TOBINLINDAA. $39,239.00
TOWNSEND LYNNE H. $62,962.49
TRAHAN LYNN MARIE $79.20
TREAT LAURA B. $15,057.76
TRESTED ADELE G. $4,060.00
TRIPODI TAMMY M. $210.00
TURNER ELIZABETH J. $1,756.00
UNDERWOOD JILL M. $269.30
VERRILL CYNTHIA A. $67,808.00
VIENS ARLENE M $1,850.00
WAIN TWILA C. $15,277.80
WELCH JO P. $800.80
WHITE CAROL A. $14,374-53
WHITE MELANY E $22,728.09
WHITEHOUSE KIM A. $33,137-33
WILMOT ROBERT A $7,618.00
WILSON JENNIFER $60,344-75
WILTON JANET M. $8,723.96
WING SUSAN $14,480.00
WINGLASS THEODORE J $35-00
WINSHIP CHRISTINA $10,624.15
WISECARVER K. $68,079.25
WOLFF KATHERINE A. $46,169.13
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2 Way Communications
A.J. Desjardins Roofing














American Red Cross - NH
American School Bd Journ
American Tank Mngmnt
Amerigas - Londonderry





















Atlas Pen & Pencil Corp






$407.18 Barnes & Noble Inc
$204.00 Barnes & Noble-Salem
$717.50 Baron's TV & Appliance
$70.92 Ben Meadows Company
$1,136.50 Bennett Landscape Inc.
$12,827.50 Betty Edmondson
$1,112.92 Beverly School for the Deaf
$400.00 Birchtree Center for Child




$190.00 Brad Smith Piano Services






$233.48 Brooks - Allan
$91.99 Brookstone Golf Course
$3,296.44 BSN
$300.00 Bureau Of Ed & Research
$105.00 CD. Boiler Works, Inc.
$75.00 CAGES
$3.75 CafeServices
$32.27 Calloway House Inc





$240.24 Cascade School Supplies
$87.91 CDW Government, Inc.
$653.00 Center for Education &
$120.80 Certified Laboratories
$250.00 Channing L Bete., Co Inc
$200.00 Chappell Tractor East, LLC
$156.42 Chelsea House
$27.50 Cheryl Sumner
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$76.89 Dibels Data System
$264.00 Dick Blick
$75.70 Difeo Oil & Propane
$385.03 Dillard ColHns






$15,327.57 Dowhng HVACR &
$33-50 DR Power Equipment
$200.00 Driving Force
$82.00 Drummond Woodsum & M
$47.12 DWP
$33.50 Eagle Tribune
$105.00 Early Childhood Today
$47.50 Early Ed & Intervention
$770.00 East Coast Lumber
$156.75 East Coast Security Service
$6,713.23 Easter Seal Society OfNH
$135.19 EBSCO
$160.40 EBSCO Curriculum Mat
$19.94 EBSCO Subscription Serv
$104.42 ECS Learning Systems
$761.31 Educational Insights






$900.00 Emergency Battery Maint
$300.00 Engaging Results, LLC
$694.66 Equipment Shop
$90.00 Erin Mahoney
$2,127.94 ETA Cuisenaire Science
$8,488.55 Eurosport
$4,384.60 Evan-Moor Corp
$2,070.70 Exeter Region Cooperative
$244.08 Federal Express
$608.07 Fisher Scientific
$40.00 Flinn Scientific, Inc
$6,769.00 Follett Educational Serv
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Fran Baumhor $233.81 Helen Stratton $2,316.00
Franklin Learning Resour $43.09 Henry S. Wolkins Co. $12,108.70
Freshwater Farms $790.32 Herron & Smith, Inc $2,737.00
Future Horizons $129.95 Hewlett-Packard $13,355.92
GA Watson & Sons Inc $6,050.37 High Flying Flag Co $220.00
Gale $225.00 Highsmith Co $303.36
Gander Educational Pub $61.44 Hillyard/Advanced $19,861.90
GIA Publications, Inc $57.08 Hobart Sales & Serv $1,062.07
Glencoe/McGraw-Hill $180.90 Home Depot GECF $244.68
Glencoe-Mcgraw Hill $19,432.62 HSBC $4,313.72
GOPHER $1,591-90 Huby's Ltd $51-85
Gov Connection $4,560.50 Hudson School District $275.00
GPN $371.83 Human Kinetics Publishers $577.96
Grand Summit Resort Hot $394.00 Ideacom $909.50
Granite St Analytical Inc $1,012.50 Imagistics International $12,104.09
Granz Turf Depot $348.38 Incentive Publications $68.43
Great American Opportun $600.00 Indian Head Athletics $1,656.56
Great Source $912.69 Infocus Americas Direct S $24.00
Great Source Education $221.06 Intellitools Inc $528.00
Greater Lawrence Ed Coll $199,075-00 Interact $335.25
Gumdrop Books $4,023.12 International Reading $208.00
Hal Leonard Corporation $306.41 International Signal Inc $13,130.00
Hampstead Area Water Co $1,346-96 ISTE $69.00
Hampstead Central School $3,078.37 ITEA $120.00
Hampstead Central School $582.52 J A Sexauer $976.05
Hampstead Middle School $8,284.81 J Weston Walch $96.76
Hampstead Middle School $494-95 J. Lawrence Hall $729.30
Hampstead Print & Copy $1,608.46 J. W. Pepper & Sons Inc. $301.85
Hampstead PTA $166.20 James Robins $900.00
Hampstead School Dist. $44,322.10 Jane Beaudin $1,815.00
Hampstead Trophy $230.00 Jean Lurvey $68.64
Handwriting Without Tea $30.55 Jeanne Sullivan $4,400.00
Harcourt Educational Mea $9,014.23 Jennifer Hackett $28.37
Harcourt School Publisher $47,913-36 Jennifer Latham $265.17
Harold's Locksmith $31-50 Jill Owens $8.01
HATCH $25.80 Jim Pimentel $26.99
HCI/Craftsmen $3,869.25 Joann Erickson $1,508.24
Health $9-99 Joanne Erickson $54.32
Health Edco $1,107.99 Joanne Mahoney $439.96
Hear in New Hampshire $1,769.14 Joe "Brodie" Bolduc, Jr. $1,500.00
Hearlihy & Co $72.94 John Edmondson $268.49
HeartMath, LLC $460.41 John Lapierre $122.08
Heather Mailloux $404.61 Johnson Controls Inc $1,430.70
Heinemann $586.93 Jones School Supply $46.25
Heinemann Raintree Libra $91.78 Joseph Dionne $72.85
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Joyce Clark $406.01 Library Video Co $3,167.21
Judith Cotter $2,267.16 Linda Tobin $100.20
Julie A Pekalsky $1,030.00 Linguisystems, Inc. $316.70
Julie Nesto $213.61 Linx Educational $299-97
Junior Library Guild $1,275.05 Lisa Woodruff $299.38
Jw Pepper & Son Inc $645-54 Literacy for All $150.00
Kara Clark Gordon $3,597-29 LL Bean $99.00
Karen Dunn $179.00 Londonderry School Distri $15,000.00
Karen Geaney $38.00 Longstreth Womens Sports $201.89
Kate Couture $175.00 Loral Press Inc $1,620.68
Kate Desmond $963.00 LRP Conferences $830.00
Kathe Cussen $840.15 Lynette Buswell-Wible $896.00
Kathleen Bono $90.00 Lynn M Kegley $100.00
Kathleen Costa $110.00 Lynne H Townsend $333-94
Kathleen Hoepf $100.00 MacGill $338.85
Kathleen Wisecarver $1,110.00 Macgill & Company $232.30
Kathryn Kendall $110.00 Maguire Pest Control $1,084.00
Katie Muskrat $324-65 Mailbox $59.90
Katy Cummings $20.37 Make Music! $90.00
Keene State College $4,068.00 Manchester School District $335-00
Kids Discover $122.49 Manchester Union Leader $205.20
Kids Discover 2 $118.95 Margaret K. McCormack $965-25
Kim Whitehouse $542.00 Margaret Karakostas $16.00
Kimberly Clark $1,317-95 Margot Clemente $179.00
Kimberly G Lansford $100.00 Margy Burns Knight $500.00
Kimberly Goyette $425.02 Maria Calabrese $172.50
Kimberly Lyons $1,846.95 Marilyn Rogers $138.64
Kinney's Garage $1,210.48 Marion Macneill $1,650.00
K-Log, Inc $617.02 Market Basket $3,380.26
Kristen Beckley $600.00 Marsh Media $362.84
Kurzweil Educational Syst $350.00 Marshall Cavendish $1,107.29
Labell Presentation $800.00 Martha Stewart Living $57.00
Laerdal Medical Corp $253-80 Mary Buck $616.40
Laidlaw Transit Inc $413,361.47 Mary Hitchcock Mem Hosp $387-80
Lakeshore Learning Mate $591-33 Mary Timson $4-94
Language Circle Enterpris $249.10 Mary-Anne Lazzaro $13.21
Laura Jones $950.00 Maryanne Sarbanis $280.46
Laura Treat $20.00 Maureen Delay $40.00
Learning Zonexpress $289.27 May Institute, Inc. $540.75
Lego - Education $915-85 Mayer Johnson Company $416.70
Leith Flower Plant $120.00 MB Tractor & Equipment $662.38
Lerner Books $445-74 McDonald Publishing Co $19-15
LGC HealthTrust, LLC $2,016,556.85 McDougal Littell $7,562.73
LHS Associates $1,705-85 Mcgraw Hill Co. $939-16
Library Sparks $59-95 Mcgraw-Hill $1,254-96
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McGraw-Hill Companies $668.58 NH Dept Of Safe Div St Pol $306.00
Mclntire Business Product $359.00 NH DHHS $521.50
Media Education Foundati $280.95 NH Municipal Association $90.00
Melinda Hofnieister $20.00 NHAEOP $170.00
MENC $90.00 NHASCD $640.00
Merrimack Education Cen $60.00 NHASEA Conference $260.00
Michael Gannon $101.00 NHASEA Membership $897-50
Michael Terrile $62.71 NHASP $2,840.00
Michelle Bernard $324-15 NHCTC $6,395.00
Michelle S Saidel, M.D. $4,245.00 NHRS $301,738.85
Milford School District $422.90 NHSAA $2,967.50
Mindware $244.50 NHSBA $4,871-59
Modern School Supplies $24.11 NHSCA,Maiy Anne Seney $30.00
Mondo Publishing $19-14 NHSTE $450.00
Monroe Painting $3,464.00 NHTM $25.00
Moore Medical Corp $165-55 Nicole Fiset $152.35
MSB $19,722.89 Nimco, Inc. $145-53
MTL Printing $990.00 Northeast Flooring Solutio $1,913-04
Multi-Media Specialists $984.00 Northeast Mechanical Corp $3,245-02
Music & Arts Center, Inc. $215.00 Northwest Textbook Depos $211.37
Music Express! $195-00 NPV Inc $550.00
Music Theatre Internation $1,490.00 NSTA $84.00
N.H. Retirement System $38,308.42 Nystrom $304.46
NAEIR $26.00 0' Brien & Sons Inc $8,250.00
NAESP $34-50 Office Envir NE $1,082.60
NAGC $119.25 Office Environments ofNE $501.80
Nancy Deluca $1,890.00 Omega Communications $75-00
Nancy Lacasse $19.00 Options $328.90
Nancy McMullen $18.25 Pamela Rowinski $1,009.87
NASCO $2,213.54 PAR $106.70
Nashua Sew & Vac $406.00 Patricia Grassbaugh $1,560.98
Natalie Gallo $121.78 Patricia Harnois $309.00
National Geographic Soci $125.12 Patricia Huntington $1,468.10
Nature Watch $154-90 Patricia Jacobellis $2,833.00
NCSS $90.00 Patricia O'Connell $3,906.20
NCTE $235-00 Paul Cournoyer $175-00
NCTM $502.70 PBGC $1,023.36
NE League Of Middle Schl $225.00 PBS Video 1 $24.90
Neil Reardon $15,230.00 PC Warehouse $40,450.00
New England Barricade $1,040.51 PCI Educational Publishing $478.29
New England Center For C $1,400.00 Peabody Supply Co, Inc $186.39
New England Spring Wate $360.00 Pearson Learning $241.90
New Hampshire Hospital $912.00 Penn State $857-05
New Horizons $590.00 Penn Tool Company $65.00
Nextel Communications $2,863.50 Penworthy $1,311.69
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Special Ed Dept Petty Cash
Sportime
Sports Illustrated for Kids




Standard Chair of Gardner
Stanley Elevator Co., Inc.
Starfish Specialty Press LL
State OfNew Hampshire






Super Duper School Co
Susan Brassard
Susan Handy
$169.52 Susan Sennott $40.00
$109.00 Susan Wing $199.24
$325.19 Suzuki Corp $56.68
$6,690.00 Tammy Dingman $217.32
$3,048.00 Tara Pollard $456.87
$70.00 Teacher Created Materials $123.91
$399.88 Teacher Direct $224.51
$288.51 Teachers' Discount $232.33
$266.14 Teacher's Discovery $463.74
$300.00 Teacher's Helper Magazine $49.90
$38.00 Teaching Resource Center $70.30
$271.90 Team Sports Connection $334-40
$227.35 Tech4Learning $354.62
$19.88 Teen People $10.00
$286.78 Teresa Bolick, Phd $750.00
$20.00 Teresa Kellaway $1,220.39
$645.09 Terry Hussey $387.49
$139.00 Therapro Inc $132.38
$2,905.03 Theresa Altsher $45.22
$58.90 Theresa Plante $367.99
$232.55 Thinking Publications $18.00
$2,072.00 Thomas J Cammilleri Jr D $875.00
$36,986.17 TICE ASSOCIATES $1,017.00
$1,226.66 Tigerdirect $29.95
$2,098.31 Timberlane Plate Glass Co $876.00
$488.74 Timberlane Reg School Di $12,398.76
$353-o8 Time For Kids $994.77
$19.95 Tom Snyder Productions $84.24
$95.00 Tools To Help Youth $107.95
$2,295.16 TownOfDerry $518.76
$175.00 Town Of Hampstead $2,879.60
$222.05 Tracy Herzog $170.22
$1,126.00 Tracy St Amand $80.00
$1,778.00 Train Signal Inc. $1,277.75
$47.45 Treasurer, HEA $2,842.44
$100.00 Tri-C Pubhcations, Inc. $900.00
$120.00 Tri-County League $360.00
$91.80 Tri-State Striping Inc. $2,324.00
$75.00 Trugreen-Manchester $3,310.00
$330.00 TTL Seminars $169.00
$2,078.56 TwilaWain $20.00
$1,036.12 Ultimate Office $75.90
$226.55 UNH Accademic Affairs $2,500.00
$187.88 UNH Center for Graduate $17,302.00
$175.00 UNH Conference & Cater $495.00
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UNH English Dept $125.00 Westville Grand Rental Sta $100.98
Union Leader Corp $2,132.08 William V. Macgill & Co. $329.40
Unlimited Institutional Pa $174.26 Williams Communication $212.50
US Games $526.83 Wilner-Greene Assoc Inc $134.23
Utrecht $23.83 Winfried Feneberg $2,321.87
Valerie Gregoski $308.78 Wolverine Sports $1,224.71
Varsity Spirit Fashions $168.90 Worthington Direct Inc $1,033.12
Verizon Inc $2,602.04 WW Grainger's $5,049.88
Verizon Wireless $898.19 Xpedx $4,531.25
W B Mason $36,470.09 Zelin & Mccormack, P.L.L. $561.00
Waste Mgmt-NH-London $18,933.91 Zephyr Catalog $266.04
Weekly Reader $860.00





HAMPSTEAD'S FEDERAL AND STATE
LEGISLATORS
STATE SENATOR - DISTRICT 19
Robert J. LetOUrneau 30 South Avenue, Derry, NH 03038
e-mail address: robert.letourneau@leg. state. nh. us
(603) 434-4964
STATE REPRESENTATIVES - DISTRICT 08
Kevin L. Camm, PO Box 1186, E. Hampstead, NH 03826-1167
John W. Flanders, Sr., 28 Danville Rd., Kingston, NH 03848-3406
Joseph A. Guthrie, 4 Grace Way #135, Hampstead, NH 03841
Norman L. Major, 12 Kingston Rd., Plaistow, NH 03865-2211
David A. Welch, PO Box 570, Kingston, NH 03848-0570
Roger G. Wells, 4 Fieldstone Dr., Hampstead, NH 03841-2300


















Judd Gregg, 28 Webster St., Manchester, NH 03104 (603) 622-7979
US Senate, 393 Russell Senate BIdg., Washington, DC 20510 (202) 224-3324
e-mail gregg.senate.gov Fax (202) 224-4952
John E. Sununu, 1589 Elm St., Suite 3, Manchester, NH 03101 (603) 625-5585
e-mail sununu.senate.gov Fax (603) 625-6670
US Senate, SRC-4, Washington, DC 20510 (202) 224-2841
Fax (202) 228-4131
UNITED STATES CONGRESSMAN - DISTRICT 1
Carol Shea-Porter 33 Lowell street, Manchester, NH 03101 (603) 622-7979
e-mail: shea-porter.house.gov Fax (603) 641-9536
1508 Longworth HOB, Washington DC, 20515 (202) 225-5456
EMERGENCY
Fire, Rescue, Medical, Police
CALL 911
TOWN DIRECTORY
Main number (603) 329-4100
Administrative Assistant ext. 100









Fire Department (Non Emergency') 17 Little's Lane (603) 329-6006
Health Officer ext. 116
Highway Department (603) 329-5110
Human Services ext. 113
Library (603) 329-6411
Planning Board ext. 102
Police Department (Non Emergency) Emerson Avenue (603) 329-8398
Recreation Department ext. 112
Selectmen's Office ext. 100
Fax (603) 329-6628
Town Clerk/Tax Collector . ext. 110
FAX (603) 329-7174
Zoning Board of Adjustment ext. 104
